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Playwrights' Remuneration in Eighteenth-Century London 

Playwrights' Remuneration in Eighteenth-
Century London 

Judith Milhous and Robert D. Hume 

H ow much did playwrights earn from their plays in eighteenth-century 
London? Granting limitations and major lacunae in the evidence, 
the lack of serious attention to this question seems surprising. 
Account books do exist for many seasons for both the major com-

panies; indeed, daily particulars were reproduced in scattered form a generation 
ago in The London Stage. 1 Many particular examples of benefit proceeds have 
been cited by scholars, but so far as we are aware, there has been no prior 
attempt at a systematic analysis. We wish to address several questions. How 
much did playwrights earn? Did the figure change substantially during the 
century? How much was it affected by inflation? During what periods could 
a writer earn his or her living from the theatre? How did women's earnings 
compare with men's? 2 How well compensated were first plays? What could be 
earned from afterpieces? How much did publication add to the profits from 
performance? After a brief section of background and commentary on 
methodology, we shall review the evidence chronologically, breaking it into 
logical subdivisions. Incomplete and hazardous as the evidence undeniably is, 
there is enough of it to permit us to draw some solid conclusions. For the 
period 1714-1800 we have figures for 246 of some 580 mainpieces (roughly 
42 per cent), the large majority of them admittedly post-1750. Afterpieces are 
more problematical, but hard evidence survives on l l 8 of 788 cases ( l 5 per 
cent), most of them after 1750. Many of those for which information is lack-
ing are one-shot benefit vehicles and occasional pieces. 

I. BACKGROUND, PROBLEMS, AND POINTS OF METHOD 

When the theatres reopened in 1660 there were two established ways of com-
pensating playwrights for their work. A writer might be a senior member of the 
company (i.e., a "sharer") or he might receive the profits of one night's perform-
ance of his play. (Until about 1670 the male pronoun was exclusively correct.) 

1 The London Stage, 1660---1800, 5 parts in 11 vols., ed. 
William Van Lennep, Emmett L. Avery, Arthur H. 
Scouten, George Winchester Stone. Jr., and Charles 
Beecher Hogan (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univ. 
Press, 1 960--1968). 

2 Feminist scholars have been surprisingly little concerned 
with the earnings of women playwrights. See Judith 

Phillips Stanton, "'This New Found Path Attempting': 
Women Dramatists in England," in Curtain Calls, ed. 
Mary Anne Schofield and Cecilia Macheski (Athens: 
Ohio Univ. Press, 1991), 325-354, and Ellen Donkin, 
Getting into the Act: Women Playwrights in London, 
1776-1829 (London: Routledge. 1995). 
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Both methods of compensation were carryovers from long-established practice in 
the English theatre.3 After 1660 the tradition of writer-sharers rapidly died out: 
Dryden in the King's Company from 1668 to 1678 is the only important instance. 
For the vast majority of plays in the late seventeenth century, the compensation 
the playwright received from the theatre was a benefit on the third night. He ( or 
occasionally she) could also sell the publication rights to a bookseller and might 
receive a gift from the dedicatee, but these were normally the only means of mak-
ing money from a play. A show might be a smash hit, running up as many as ten 
consecutive performances (a great rarity), and it might thereafter remain a staple 
of the repertory for decades-but all the author could expect to receive from the 
theatre was the profits of the third night. 4 

How much those profits amounted to depended on four factors: the maxi-
mum capacity of the theatre; the fullness of the house; the prices of tickets; and 
the "house charges" deducted by management to cover the cost of the per-
formance. Virtually no box-office reports exist for the seventeenth century, and 
none for benefit nights. The seating capacities of various theatres of that time 
(and the eighteenth century to come) have been hotly disputed-and cannot in 
any case be stated exactly, since there were no individual seats except in boxes. 
Consequently maximum capacity must be an elastic concept, especially with the 
possibility of stage seating and standees.5 If the theatres of the 166os had a "nor-
mal" capacity of circa five hundred (six hundred maximum), then they could 
have grossed no more than £70 at standard prices. 6 House charges at the time 
were about £25, so a full house at standard prices would have yielded only 
about £45 as the writer's profit from a play. Allowing for stage seating and 
extreme crowding, a very lucky author might have netted as much as £10 or 
£ 1 5 more than that. 

Dorset Garden (1671) and Drury Lane (1674) apparently had a normal capac-
ity oflittle more than eight hundred (or perhaps even fewer). A theatre this size 
had a potential gross of circa £105 at standard prices.7 Two reports of extraor-
dinary benefits late in the century have survived. Downes states that for The 
Squire ef Alsatia in 1688 Shadwell "receiv'd for his third Day in the House in 
Drury-Lane at single Prizes [prices] £130 which was the greatest Receipt they 
ever had at that House at single Prizes. " 8 Whether this means that total receipts 
were £130 or that Shadwell netted £130 after deduction of charges is not clear. 
(Or conceivably house charges could have been waived.) A gross of circa £160 

3 See Gerald Eades Bentley, The Profession of Dramatist in 
Shakespeare's Time 1590-1642 (Princeton: Princeton 
Univ. Press, 1971), chapter 5. 

4 The old prompter Downes says, for example, of Otway's 
Don Carlos (1676) that "it lasted successively 10 Days" 
and "got more Money than any preceding Modern 
Tragedy." John Downes, Roscius Anglicanus, ed. Judith 
Milhous and Robert D. Hume (London: Society for 
Theatre Research, 1987), 76. 

s For calculations concerning the first English theatre for 
which detailed evidence exists, see Judith Milhous, 
"The Capacity of Vanbrugh's Theatre in the 
Haymarket," Theatre History Studies 4 (1984): 38-46. 
For a convenient table of dimensions and estimated 
capacity of London theatres in this period, see Edward 
A. Langhans, "The Theatres," in The London Theatre 

World, 1660-1800, ed. Robert D. Hume (Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1980), 61-65. For a caveat 
on Dorset Garden (whose capacity we estimate as ca. 
800 rather than 1200), see Robert D. Hume, "The 
Dorset Garden Theatre: A Review of Facts and 
Problems," Theatre Notebook 33 (1979): 4-17. 

6 We are assuming 100 box seats at 4s each; 200 places 
in the pit at 3s; 200 places in the first balcony at ls 6d, 
and 100 in the second balcony at ls. The first 
Lincoln's Inn Fields may not have had a second bal-
cony, and may consequently have had a normal capac-
ity lower than 500. 

7 We are presuming 200 box seats, 300 pit, 200 first gallery, 
100 second gallery. 

8 Roscius Anglicanus, 86. 
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would be possible with sixty people on stage at 5s each, extreme crowding, and 
probably a lot of standees.9 A 1694 letter reports of Thomas Southerne's The Fatal 
Marriage: "Never was poet better rewarded or incouraged by the town; for 
besides an extraordinary full house, which brought him about £140, 50 noble-
men ... give him guineas apiece, and the printer £36 for his copy." 10 Clearly 
these are exceptional cases, and they offer no help in guessing what the usual 
returns were on a new play. Until 1709 (and usually thereafter) the prices charged 
at the door were the "normal" ones (i.e., not "raised" as for premieres and 
operas). In his preface to The Modern Prophets that spring Durfey thanks 
Christopher Rich for "letting me be the first to raise 
the Prizes for my Benefit." The difference amounted 
to a shilling per box seat and sixpence for places in the 
pit, or a potential additional gross of up to £24. 

By 1690 some playwrights were able to claim a 
"sixth night" as well, if the initial run lasted that long. 
The playwrights' claim to fuller remuneration is 
explicitly advanced in a prose satire of circa 1688, A 

Journal from Parnassus. The anonymous author laments 
the infrequency with which the United Company 
mounted new plays after the union of 1682, and 
points out the riskiness of depending on the profits of 
a single night. "Whereas the usual custome had been 
to allow the Poet the uncertain reward of a Third 
Day, which, if the Play miss'd an Audience at that 
time, (either through the ignorance or malice of the 
Town) was a very mean encouragement to the 
Author." A better system would be "that the time of 
Approbation shou' d be doubled, & that if the Play 
lasted the sixth Day, the Poets share shou'd be a sixth 
part to that of the Players. "r 1 The suggestion appears 
to be that the playwright should receive one-sixth of 
the net for the first six nights if the play lasted that 
long. A second benefit night should generally have 
been more profitable, if a bit riskier. Southerne's dedication to Sir Anthony Love 
(1690) refers to his "Interest, on those days chiefly (the Third, and the Sixth) 
when I had the tenderest relation to the welfare of my Play." References to sixth 
night benefits become fairly common during the 1690s: apparently this quickly 
became the custom. 12 After 1700, theatres started giving some authors the prof-
its of every third night during the initial run. Since hardly any new play lasted 
two weeks until well into the eighteenth century, this usually meant third, sixth, 
and ninth nights at best, but it was potentially a genuine gain for the playwright, 

9 Presuming 275 people in the boxes; 425 packed into the 
pit; 250 in the first gallery; 125 in the second gallery; 
plus 60 on stage, the gross would be £158 15s. 

10 Printed in The London Stage, Part 1,434. 
11 A Journal from Parnassus Now Printed from a lvlanuscript 

circa 1688, ed. Hugh Macdonald (London: Dobell, 
1937), esp. 54-59. We are indebted to Paulina Kewes 

for calling this important but neglected document to 
our attention. 

12 See, for example, Aphra Behn's preface to The Lucky 
Chance (1687), where she refers to "Third Day" only, and 
the epilogue to Vanbrugh's The Provok'd Wife (1697), 
Powell and Verbruggen's dedication of Brutus of Alba 
(1696), and the prologue to Hopkins' Boadicea (1697). 

5 

Figure 1. Thomas Durfey /1653-
1723). Durfey was the first play-
wright allowed to raise prices for benefit 
tickets, an event which occurred in 
1709. Engraved by C. Pye from 
T11urston's copy of a portrait by Van der 
Gucht; published by W Walker, 1821. 
Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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supposing that good numbers turned out for the benefit nights. This was not 
always the case: ninth nights rarely netted much, and even third nights for estab-
lished playwrights could fail. Cibber's adaptation of Richard III did not bring him 
as much as £5 at his one benefit. 1 3 

Playwrights had no guarantee of any profit at all, save that most of them 
aggressively peddled tickets to their friends and patrons. Again and again in the 
eighteenth century, whenever exact figures survive, we will find a respectable 
turnout the first night (curiosity stimulating attendance); an empty house the sec-
ond night; and a big crowd on the benefit night, much of it entering on "tick-
ets" sold in advance by the author and his or her friends. And then-no more 
performances, or one performance at a dismal loss, followed by oblivion. One 
can hardly overstress the degree to which authors were responsible for selling 
benefit tickets. Only rarely did walk-in customers produce expenses on benefit 
nights. This pattern changed after 1750 as London became a larger city and the 
playwright's circle of friends constituted a less significant part of the audience. 

The exact nature of the arrangements between a playwright and the theatre 
is almost never known in this period. One of the few surviving contracts is 
Colley Cibber's with Christopher Rich for Woman's Wit (1696), and whether 
the terms were standard or exceptional is anyone's guess-more probably the 
latter, since Cibber had enjoyed a huge success with Love's Last Shift and Rich 
was luring him back after a flirtation with the rival company. 14 Cibber was to 
pay house charges for the third night, but they would be returned if the fourth 
night gross was £5 5 or more; the play would be acted a fifth night if the fourth 
night grossed £40 or more. Cibber would receive sixth night profits, but was 
liable for the deficiency if the play failed to make its charges that night. A sev-
enth night would be given if the sixth night take was £40 or more (etc.). A 
potential bone of contention was when the first run should be terminated. 
Management was resigned to losing some money on the second night (which 
was occasionally dismissed), but beyond that resistance mounted rapidly. John 
Dennis complains bitterly in his Dedication of The Invader of His Country (1719) 
that the play brought nearly £mo on its first night, between £50 and £60 the 
second, and between £60 and £70 on its third, but that the Drury Lane man-
agers then stopped the run, "contrary to an Ancient Rule ... never to give over 
a new Play which is favourably received by an Audience as long as it brings 
Charges." Management naturally did not want to absorb losses on the fourth 
and fifth nights so that the author could get all his friends to turn out again on 
the sixth. Sometimes a run was extended if the author agreed to make up 
deficits: John Rich's account books suggest that this was his usual rule by the 
172os.1s Extant figures suggest that in the first half of the eighteenth century 
playwrights rarely made much after the sixth night. 

This method of remuneration remained intact until an abrupt and drastic 
change occurred in the autumn of 1794, when the managers of Covent Garden 
and Drury Lane unilaterally terminated the benefit system for playwrights and 

13 So Cibber reports in his preface to Ximena (1719). 
14 The contract is preserved in P.R.O. LC 7 /3, fols. 76-77 

(29 October 1696). 
15 For example, the receipts for Frowde's The Fall of 

Saguntum (1727) fell below charges on the fourth and 
eighth nights, with the deficiencies deducted from his 
benefit total (see Appendix !). 
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replaced it with a new flat-fee system, paying £33 6s 8d per night for the first 
nine nights, with additional compensation for longer-running plays. Singularly 
little scholarly attention has been devoted to this manager-imposed revolution in 
the way playwrights were remunerated, and so far as we are aware no one to date 
has either explored the reasons for this change or investigated its impact on what 
playwrights earned. Section IV is devoted to the new system and offers hard fig-
ures to prove that what was intended to put an arbitrary cap on playwrights' 
income actually turned out to work greatly to their advantage. 

Before we launch into a survey of eighteenth-century evidence, a few expla-
nations and caveats are in order. First, no account-book figures exist until the 
season of 1714-15, when John Rich opened the "third" Lincoln's Inn Fields. 
Thereafter accounts are preserved for many (though by no means all) seasons 
of his management (at Covent Garden after 1732). No daily figures have yet 
come to light for Drury Lane prior to l 7 40. This is particularly unfortunate, 
since it was often the more prosperous theatre and the venue of choice, if the 
playwright had any. Whether playwrights made as much on average at 
Lincoln's Inn Fields as at Drury Lane there is no way to know, but our guess 
is that they did not. 

Second, the actual profit depends not only on gross, but on the house charges 
deducted, and we do not always know precisely what that deduction was. 16 An 
informed insider states that in 1702 the charge was £34, but also that the actors 
tended to milk novice writers for extras of various sorts. 17 By the late 1740s the 
figure had risen to £60 at Covent Garden and £63 at Drury Lane. By the late 
1770s the figure had reached roo guineas, and in the early 1790s (with the the-
atres expanding) it soared to £180 per night. Figures for actors' benefits prove 
that house charges tended to vary with the status of the recipient and were some-
times negotiable. In the 1760s management instituted a practice of charging up 
to £21 extra if an afterpiece was given on an author's night. Just enough docu-
mentation survives of special arrangements (profit sharing, gifts, and kickbacks of 
various sorts) to make dogmatism manifestly unwise. Except where an account 
book says outright that a specified sum was paid to a playwright, the profit must 
be regarded as an approximation. 

Third, few figures exist for afterpieces until the second half of the century. 
After l 7 l 4 afterpieces of many sorts became an increasingly important part of the 
theatres' offerings, but benefits were rarely granted for them and in a large major-
ity of cases no record survives of what compensation their authors received. 18 

Sketchy evidence suggests varied terms, including flat cash payments (sometimes 
reflecting the number of performances during the initial season?) or a single ben-
efit--sometimes the first night, usually the sixth night or later. Afterpieces were 
evidently an important way of augmenting income for a theatrical writer, but 
there is no way to determine what part of writers' earnings came from them. We 
have treated afterpieces as a special subject in Section V. 

16 We must emphasize, however, that failure to allow for 
deduction of house charges can only produce wildly 
misleading figures. For an example of such failure, with 
gruesome results, see Elbridge Colby, "Financial 
Accounts of Holcroft Plays;• Notes and Queries 146 (19 
and 26 January 1924): 42-45, 6o-63. 

17 Anon., A Comparison Between the Two Stages, ed. Staring 
B. Wells (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1942), 8-9. 

18 Even after 1750, remuneration information survives for 
only about a quarter of the afterpieces in those seasons 
for which account books exist (see Section V, below). 

7 
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Fourth, even after 1750 accounts do not exist for all theatres or all seasons. The 
figures are incomplete and will probably always remain so. In particular, the total 
lack of extant accounts for the Little Haymarket must be lamented: what Samuel 
Foote made from most of his very popular plays remains undeterminable. We 
have recorded a few figures for the Little Haymarket from memoirs, but not 
enough to be statistically significant. 19 

Finally, we must point out that not all authors received benefits for their plays. 
A nobleman might simply give the benefit to a favored friend (as Sedley evi-
dently did with Bellamira in 1687; the third night went to Shadwell). An affluent 
gentleman might make a generous gesture, as Addison did when he gave the 
profits of Cato to the Drury Lane company in 1713.20 More commonly, a writer 
unable to get a play staged might agree to forego the benefit, or give it to the 
manager (as apparently happened with Aaron Hill's The Fatal Vision in 1716). 
There is no way to tell how many authors had to waive the benefit, agree to 
padded charges, or pay kickbacks in order to get their work on the stage. 
Account books seldom indicate special arrangements. 

Figures for each period discussed are summarized in an accompanying appen-
dix. All figures in the tables have been rounded up or down to the nearest pound. 
Readers should note a number of points about the presentation of this evidence. 
Author, title, theatre, and date of premiere are specified for each play on which 
evidence survives. First plays and plays by women are identified. For each play 
we have recorded the gross receipts on each of the first nine nights of the initial 
run (if the play lasted that long). 21 Few plays ran more than nine nights until the 
1780s; for those that ran longer we have reported additional benefit income (if 
any) in a footnote. Most benefits occurred the third, sixth, and ninth nights, but 
those nights were not always author benefits, and occasionally other nights were 
substituted. Some account books distinguish between "cash" and "tickets" on 
benefit nights. This is a valuable distinction until the 1760s, and we have pre-
served it whenever it was made. Thus the formula "48+154=202" means that the 
doorkeepers took in £48 in cash from walk-in trade, while others entered on the 
authority of printed tickets sold by the beneficiary (normally the playwright). In 
this example the total face value of the tickets presented at the door amounted 
to the extraordinary total of £154 and the gross to £202. We have subtracted 
known charges to arrive at the net to the playwright as calculated by house fig-
ures. Charges subtracted in brackets are presumed from a theatre's norm at the 
time. Some managements allowed favored writers to negotiate better terms. 
Thus in 1792-93 Covent Garden charged Reynolds £140, Inchbald £145, and 
Morton £179-but increased lnchbald's rate to £171 on a fourth benefit. In the 
last column we have given the total collected by the playwright according to the 
treasurer's figures, using estimates for the house charges where necessary. This 

19 On the overall finances and operation of the Little 
Haymarket, particularly towards the end of the eigh-
teenth century, see William J. Burling, Summer Theatre in 
London, 1661-1820, and the Rise of the Haymarket Theatre 
(Madison and Teaneck: Fairleigh Dickinson Univ. Press, 
2000). 

20 "As the Author had made us a Present of whatever 
Profits he might have claim'd from it, we thought our 
selves oblig'd to spare no Cost in the proper 

Decorations of it." An Apology for the Life ~f Mr. Colley 
Cibber, ed. Robert W Lowe, 2 vols. (London: Nimmo, 
1889), 2:129. 

21 During the first half of the century the "initial run" 
normally occupied consecutive nights except when 
actors' benefits made this impossible. After mid-centu-
ry managements spaced out the performances, some-
times even carrying later benefit nights over to the 
next season. 
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total is therefore merely an approximation, but we believe that it should not 
be off by more than £5 per night unless the playwright received special terms. 
We have subtracted deficiencies on other nights only if we know for a fact 
that the theatre deducted them; all such adjustments are made explicit. In most 
cases the figure in the last column should be reasonably close to what the play-
wright definitely earned. Lucky authors collected more: a friend could buy a 
ticket and not use it; a patron might pay more than face value. The expres-
sion "by guineas" employed in this context in the eighteenth century means 
that the purchaser gave a guinea for the ticket, even though the cash value was 
normally only 4 shillings (or 5 shillings at raised prices). 22 The treasurer had 
no way to calculate the total actually received by the playwright, and neither 
do we. What we can determine in a great many instances is a good approxi-
mation of proven income. 2 3 

22 For this phrase and practice, see Zachary Baggs, 
Advertisement Concerning the Poor Actors ([London:] n.p., 
1709). 

23 Only occasionally have we any way of guessing how 
much gifts and benefit tickets sold above face value 
added to the playwright's take. John Gay wrote to Swift 
on 20 March 1728, thirty-six nights into the run of The 
Be,:gar's Opera, commenting that "I have got by all this 
success between seven & eight hundred pounds." 
Roughly £500 came from the theatre treasury for four 

benefits; the copyright fetched under £100 (rogether 
with that of another work); there was no dedication and 
hence no present for it. The difference (something 
between ca. £125 and £250) presumably came from 
gifts. Gay notes that "Rich (deducting the whole 
charges of the House) hath clear'd already near four 
thousand pounds." Sec The Letters of John Gay, ed. C. F. 
Burgess (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966), 72. 

9 

Figure 2. John Rich (1692-1761). 
Manager and performer John Rich 
made enormous profits from pan-
tomimes such as The Necromancer 
/1723), his version of the Faust story, 
but he did not like to risk money on 
new plays. Artist and date unknown. 
Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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II. MAlNPIECE BENEFITS 1714-17 60 

Since no account books survive for any English theatre prior to the commence-
ment of the daily list known as "Rich's Register" in 1714, this survey must begin 
at that point. The staggering success of The Beggar's Opera in 1728 radically trans-
formed the London theatre scene and is one possible division point. Another is 
the passage of the Licensing Act in 1737, the most conspicuous result of which 
was drastic diminution in production of new plays (especially new mainpieces) 
at the patent theatres. The early and mid-174os are a virtual desert; conditions for 
playwrights improved gradually after Garrick assumed the management of Drury 
Lane in 1747-48. Only about 1760 did a marked upswing occur, and we have 
therefore (somewhat arbitrarily) treated that as another terminal date. 

Lincoln's Inn Fields, 1714-1728 
When John Rich restored theatrical competition in London by reviving a 

second company and opening the rebuilt Lincoln's Inn Fields theatre in 1714, 
he entered into competition with a comparatively rich, powerful, and highly 
profitable company at Drury Lane. 2 4 Lincoln's Inn Fields barely survived its 
first decade, and clearly few playwrights took their work there by choice. 
Comparison of performance data, however, does not suggest that new plays 
enjoyed more performances at the better established theatre. Lacking any fig-
ures for Drury Lane, one can only guess how much fuller that theatre may 
have been on authors' benefit nights. 

The figures in Appendix I make certain patterns obvious. Lincoln's Inn Fields 
was at the edge of extinction its first several years, and its condition is evident in 
the short runs and low receipts prior to 1721-22, when the company started to find 
its feet. Of fourteen new plays staged in the early seasons, only two lasted long 
enough to enjoy a second benefit, and only Taverner's Ariful Husband actually 
earned a significant profit at the second benefit. Exact calculation of playwrights' 
earnings from benefits is not feasible, since we can only estimate the house charges 
and do not know whether playwrights were charged with deficiencies after the 
third night. The following calculations assume £45 charges and no other deduc-
tions, which may be a bit optimistic. On this basis, taking the figures for 1714-1721 
in gross, fourteen plays produced an estimated £609 in author benefits, or an aver-
age of £43 per play. The range is from nothing (No Fools Like Wits) to £120 for 
Taverner's Ariful Husband. Ignoring the two best cases (which distort normal real-
ity), the average for the other dozen plays is £3 5. Interestingly, the five first plays 
averaged £40, only slightly less than the overall norm. Predictably, the two plays 
by women did not flourish, averaging only £14 ros. Some quirks should be men-
tioned. As we noted above, Aaron Hill may have got The Fatal Vision (1716) staged 
by giving the rights to John and Christopher Mosyer Rich, who collected the ben-
efit profits. 2 5 And if John Rich had no faith in a new play he might not bother to 
run it the customary two nights before the author's benefit: Charles Knipe got the 

24 On the finances of Drury Lane at this time, see Judith 
Milhous and Robert D. Hume, "Profits at Drury Lane, 
1713-1716," Theatre Research International 14 (1989): 
241-255. 

25 The only benefit was the third night, which yielded 

£35+46=81[-45=36 net]. John Rich also collected 
third and sixth night profits from Forrest's Mom us Turn 'd 
Fabulist (December 1729), amounting to £74-50=24 
and £59-50=9 for a total of £33. 
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Figure 3. The box office report on Gay's third author benefit on the ninth night of The Beggar's Opera, 8 February 1727{/8}, which grossed £165 12s (£153 7s in cash and 
£12 5s from tickets sold in advance). ,1fter deduction of £50 for house charges, Gay netted £115 17s. Harvard Theatre Collection j!vfS Thr 22. 
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Figure 4. "A Just View of the English 
Stage" shows the managers Robert 
Wilks, Colley Cibber, and Barton 
Booth conferring about Harlequin 
Sheppard (1724), a topical pan-
tomime based on a notorious criminal. 
They intended it as a riposte to Rich's 
success in the genre. Copied from a 
design by William Hogarth, engraved 
by T Cook. See Ronald ]. Paulson, 
Hogarth's Graphic Works, 3rd ed. 
(London: Print Room, 1989), no. 57. 
Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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proceeds of the first performance of The City Ramble ( 1715); Newburgh Hamilton 
got the second night of The Doating Lovers (1715); Mitchell and Hill received a 
benefit the first night of Fatal Extravagance (1721), but Rich ran it only one more 
night. Of the plays that enjoyed a three-night run, only six made their charges the 
first night, and only two the second night. All recorded fourth and fifth night per-
formances prior to 1721-22 lost money. 

Figures for the period 1721-1728 are immensely better. Seventeen plays had 
author benefits yielding a total estimated profit of £2624, or an average of £154 
each. Results ranged from nil (Hurst's Roman Maia) to a dazzling £491 for Fenton's 
Mariamne and £494 for Gay's The Beggar's Opera. If we omit those extraordinary 
results from the average, then fifteen plays averaged £rn9, and only four made less 
than £50 (assuming £45 charges until 1726--27 when they became £50, and no 
other deductions). Eight maiden efforts averaged an impressive £183, or more than 
the general average. The one play by a woman, Mrs Robe's The Fatal Legacy (1723) 

netted only an estimated £36. Receipts on first and even second nights improved: 
twelve plays made their charges the first night, and seven the second. Runs defi-
nitely lengthen after 1721: ten of the plays enjoyed a sixth-night benefit, and three 
of them a ninth-night benefit. These figures do not include the benefits for John 
Rich's own pantomime afterpieces, which were quite fabulously profitable. 26 

26 The "author's" benefits went to John Rich as machinist 
and principal performer. Harlequin a Sorcerer (21 January 
1725) grossed £168+152+159=479, which presumably 
netted Rich £344 at £ 45 charges. Apollo and Daphne 

(14 January 1726) grossed £171+141+167=479, or 
(coincidentally) a probable net of £344 on the same 
terms; The Rape ef Proserpine (13 February 1727) grossed 
£205+201 +198=604 and should have netted £459. 
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Study of extant receipts for the 1720s proves conclusively that a successful pan-
tomime afterpiece generated immensely more business than any regular play 
prior to the premiere of The Beggar's Opera in 1728. 

Even some plays that clearly had little drawing power of their own made 
authors with friends significant amounts of money. Lewis's Philip ef Macedon 
(1727) was dismissed its first night, but its author was able to sell enough tickets 
to make two benefits profitable, earning £132 (a confirmed figure). Money the 
Mistress (1726) drew a good house the first night (£94) and a bad one the second 
(£27), but grossed £187 on the author's benefit-Thomas Southerne was well 
connected and had long been known as an aggressive peddler of benefit tickets. 
John Sturmy made an estimated £207 out of his first effort, Love and Duty (1722), 
though the house lost money on all four of the non-benefit performances. The 
proportion of cash sales to ticket sales proves that Sturmy made money because 
he had friends or was able to twist arms. 

If we ignore Rich's pantomimes, prior to 1730 only five plays of which we 
have record earned as much as £200 from benefits, and deficiencies on other 
nights may have reduced the author's take in two of those cases. Overall, how-
ever, profits were substantial: only four authors after 1721 made less than an esti-
mated £50, which was an annual salary for plenty of actors. The problem, from 
a would-be professional playwright's point of view, was that no writer was get-
ting enough plays staged to earn a living out of Lincoln's Inn Fields. Granting 
that some also managed to get plays mounted at Drury Lane, no writer in the 
decade before The Beggar's Opera was reliably able to get a new play mounted as 
often as every two or three years. The theatre might provide a windfall, but not 
a reliable income. 2 7 An extraordinary success might produce upwards of £500 
from author benefits, but £150 was a more realistic hope, not often achieved. 
No doubt playwrights were not always realistic, either about the prospects of get-
ting their work performed or about the potential profits. James Moore Smythe's 
The Rival Modes (1727) enjoyed six performances at Drury Lane, but although it 
made a surprising amount of money for the author he was reportedly very dis-
appointed. Edward Young wrote to Thomas Tickell on 21 February 1726/7: 
"Mr Moores [i.e., Smythe's] Play is a bad one, yet met thro his Indiscretion 
worse Reception than as a first Performance it deserved. His Circumstances are 
very bad, & too great an Eagerness to mend them by the Profits of his Play made 
him so pressing in the Methods he took to do it effectually that it disgusted the 
Town. He got not £400 by it [including sale of copyright?], which by no Means 
answers his Expectations, so that he talks of going abroad, thro the Necessity of 
his Affairs." 28 Smythe received £ro5 for the copyright (see Appendix VII). 

Lincoln's Inn Fields and Covent Garden, 1728-1737 
Again all preserved figures concern benefits for plays mounted by John Rich's 

company, which moved from the third Lincoln's Inn Fields to the newly-con-
structed Covent Garden theatre in December 1732. The change of venue gave 

27 For further discussion, see Robert D. Hume, Henry 
Fielding and the London Theatre, 1728-1737 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1988), chapter 1. 

28 Richard Eustace Tickell, Thomas Tickell and the 
Eighteenth Century Poets (1685-1740) (London: 
Constable, 1931), 125. 
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them an elegant modern building, but since the two theatres appear to have been 
virtually identical in capacity, the move had no impact on receipts at authors' 
benefits. 2 9 John Rich was notoriously tight-fisted and reluctant to stage new 
plays, so the relatively small number of new mainpieces comes as no surprise-
though we should remember that his counterparts at Drury Lane were little hap-
pier about new plays. But because the 1730s were a boom period in the English 
theatre (abruptly terminated by the Licensing Act of 1737), one might imagine 
that such playwrights as got produced would have earned a good deal of money. 
This turns out not to have been the case. 

Appendix I records receipts for thirteen mainpieces in these seasons. Six of 
them died after just three nights, and only two lasted more than six nights. 
Lacking definite confirmation of house charges for most seasons, we have pre-
sumed that they stayed stable at £50. If so, then the total net to authors for these 
thirteen plays was £ro28, or an average of £79 each. These figures are skewed 
by the exceptional success (unique in this decade) of Gay's Achilles. If we subtract 
the £3 l 5 it brought the playwright's heirs, then the average for the remaining 
dozen new plays drops to just £59 each. This is a pretty dismal figure when com-
pared with the £ro9 average (omitting extraordinary cases) for the period 
1721-1728. We are not sure what accounts for the drop. Covent Garden faced 
much greater competition after 1728 (Goodman's Fields started up and the Little 
Haymarket began offering far more plays than it had in its first eight years). But 
Drury Lane fell into severe disarray in 1732 and did not really recover until 
Garrick joined its management in 1747. Account books show that Covent 
Garden remained quite profitable for its owners. The disappointing returns on 
new plays may in part be testimony to the discrimination of the audience. These 
are not very good plays, either by our standards or by those of the 1730s. Not a 
single one of them entered the repertory. 

Five of the mainpieces for which figures survive were first efforts. They aver-
aged £ 71 each-more than £ roo below the £ 183 average for first plays 
1721-1728, but slightly more than the ordinary average for the 1730s. The most 
successful of the first plays was Madden's Themistocles (£128), which was the 
only play other than Gay's Achilles to survive nine nights. The lowest return on 
a first play was £3 5 for John Kelly's The Married Philosopher. In two cases 
(Jeffrey's Merope and Theobald's Fatal Secret), Rich cancelled the second per-
formance and moved directly from the first night to the author's benefit.3° 
Tracy was given a second benefit for Periander on the fifth night, presumably in 
return for agreeing to guarantee expenses, which would have cost him the £9 
loss sustained that night. If he had to pay the £18 loss on the fourth night as 
well, then the £92 he made on the third night would have shrunk to £65 net 
because he did not settle for a single benefit. Just one of the plays in this set was 
by a woman, Eliza Haywood's Frederick Duke of Brunswick, which probably net-
ted her a dismal £29. Only one genuinely new play brought its author less-
Theobald's Fatal Secret (£28). 

29 See John Orrell, "Covent Garden Theatre, 1732," Theatre 
Survey 33 (1992): 32-52, and "The Lincoln's Inn Fields 
Playhouse in 1731," Theatre Notebook 46 (1992): 
144-154. The capacity of both houses was probably 
about 1400, similarly configured. 

30 When a performance was dismissed in this fashion man-
agement did not owe daily salaries to performers or 
house servants paid on a per-performance basis. 
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We use the term "genuinely new play" because there are a pair of oddities to 
report here. In two cases John Rich, parsimony notwithstanding, chose to 
mount alterations of plays already staged elsewhere, and to allow the authors 
benefits. Gay's Wife of Bath had died in three nights at Drury Lane in 1713 (with 
the second night cancelled); Fielding's The Giffee-House Politician had run a mod-
est six nights in the summer at the Little Haymarket under the title Rape upon 
Rape in 1730. But Gay had become the celebrated author of The Beggar's Opera, 
and Fielding had exploded into prominence in the spring of 1730 with The 
Author's Farce and Tom Thumb at the Little Haymarket. Rich, looking to capital-
ize on authors' names, was prepared to grant the benefit in return for authorial 
revisions. No doubt he regretted his experiment: both were fiascos. Fielding 
probably carried off about £28; Gay just £6. The celebrity of the author of The 
Beggar's Opera notwithstanding, the audience exercised its judgment, and the 
audience was right. The Wife ef Bath is a dreadful play. We doubt that either 
playwright would have been allowed more than one benefit for the revisions if 
his play had survived as long as six nights, but there is no way to tell. 

John Rich has often been condemned by theatre historians for his reluctance to 
stage new plays and ridiculed for mounting turgid, often pseudo-classical tragedies 
when he actually did produce new work. Analysis of the extant figures for the 
1730s, however, suggests that his policies were not commercially foolish. His com-
pany was solidly profitable on the basis of standard repertory mainpieces and his 
ever-popular pantomime afterpieces. Why did Rich accept tragedies? Our answer 
is simple: they mostly paid for themselves. Frightful though Themistocles and 
Periander and others of their ilk now seem, they appear to have drawn better than 
the mainpiece comedies that Rich accepted for production. The three straight 
comedies in this period (two of them admittedly revivals) averaged just £23 for their 
authors and clearly cost Rich some money. Odd as the fact seems to a modem sen-
sibility, in the 1730s new comedies appear to have been riskier than new tragedies. 

Drury Lane and Covent Garden, 17 3 7-17 60 
Because of the Licensing Act of 173 7, relatively few new mainpieces were staged 

prior to 1747 when Garrick became co-owner and co-manager of Drury Lane. 
John Rich was disinclined to bother with new mainpieces at Covent Garden, and 
in this decade Drury Lane was sliding toward a state of bankruptcy under the mis-
management of Charles Fleetwood. Coupled with scrappily-preserved records, this 
situation leaves us almost no evidence until 1747-48: we have figures on two cases 
at Drury Lane and just one at Covent Garden. (See Appendix II.) Fielding's 
Wedding Day netted him less than £50 from two benefits, despite the fact that 
Garrick starred in it. Macklin's Henry VII actually lost money on its third (and last) 
night. The most profitable play of the twenty-three seasons at issue here was Dr 
Benjamin Hoadly's The Suspicious Husband, a major triumph for Garrick in his one 
season at Covent Garden. The £390 earned by three benefits, however, did not go 
to the author (a clerical amateur). Instead, Garrick was paid £80 up front in cash, 
and then he and John Rich divided the £390 proceeds of three benefit nights.3 1 

31 The profit-sharing agreement exists in MS in the Folger 
and is summarized in The London Stage, Part 3, 2:1287. 
In a short form preserved in British Library Add. MS 

21,508, fol. 33, Garrick notes that "The Copy of ye Play 
is my own & ye Profit arising from ye printing it." 
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Figure 5. David Garrick (1717-
1779). As manager of Drury Lane, 
Garrick accepted few new plays, but 
tried very hard to run them for nine 
nights, giving the writer three bene-

fits. Engraving by R. Cooper, after 
Robert Edge Pine. Harvard Theatre 
Collection. 
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Between the start of the Garrick management and the end of its first phase 
circa 1760 we have fifteen cases of documented author benefits for new plays, all 
of them at Drury Lane. The figures make a striking contrast with those for the 
early-mid 1730s. The total net to authors amounted to £3885, or an average of 
£259 per play. The highest total for a play was £401 for John Home's Agis; the 
lowest was £161 for Philip Francis' Eugenia. The latter was the only play among 
the fifteen that failed to achieve at least nine nights, coming off after just six. 
Every other play made its author at least £170, and only four failed to make 
£200. This relatively high level of authorial profit was achieved in a building that 
had not been significantly enlarged and despite house charges that jumped to 
£63 at the start of the Garrick regime. Daily gross receipts over £200 remained 
a rarity, and Garrick's increased charges reflect more lavish productions and far 
heavier investment in scenery and costumes than had been the case under his 
predecessors. What one sees very clearly in the figures summarized in Appendix 
II is that Garrick was a skilled judge of what his company could put across to his 
audience, and that he systematically attempted to extend initial runs through nine 
nights. Garrick was much maligned in his lifetime for refusing scripts, but he 
appears to have made a real effort to let the playwrights he did produce earn as 
much as possible from their work. The consistency with which virtually every 
new mainpiece was carried to a ninth night is unmatched by any other management 
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in the eighteenth century. One innovation that made this possible was Garrick's 
policy of not defining the initial run as an unbroken string of performances on 
consecutive days. Instead, he would often run a few performances in a row, and 
then start interspersing other works. In consequence, author's benefits were often 
spaced out over distinctly more than the ten days that would otherwise have 
comprised all three benefits-a change that must significantly have encouraged 
repeat visits on the benefit nights. 

No records survive for plays by women in this period. Author proceeds on the 
seven first plays staged under the Garrick regime for which accounts are pre-
served averaged £270, or slightly more than the overall average of £259. Once 
again, what is striking about the figures for Garrick's company is consistency. 
Relatively few new mainpieces were accepted, but every one of them made a 
substantial sum for its author. However, to make a living by writing for the the-
atre was still not really feasible. In the thirteen seasons at issue here Edward 
Moore and William Whitehead were the most prolific professional writers of 
mainpieces, and they staged exactly three plays each. 

Ill. MAINPIECE BENEFITS, 17 60-1794 

Account books are far more regularly preserved after 1760 than before, and for 
the first time enough records survive for both theatres to allow meaningful 
comparisons between them. At Drury Lane the years 1760-1776 take us 
through the meridian of Garrick's career to his retirement. Covent Garden 
was far less settled, though management upheaval seems to have had little 
detectable effect on repertory policy or the success of new plays. John Rich 
died in 1761, and his heirs soon sold out to a shifting set of warring partners. 
Not until Thomas Harris assumed control of the theatre in 1774 did it again 
become a stable and settled operation. Harris was cranky and stiff-necked, but 
he was an honest and competent manager, and Covent Garden remained in 
his hands until 1820 (though he exercised little daily control after 1809). The 
partnership headed by Sheridan that bought Drury Lane when Garrick retired 
was another matter altogether. Sheridan was a brilliant and persuasive man but 
a terrible administrator, and his financial irresponsibility plunged the theatre 
into many years of chaos. Our survey of mainpiece benefits naturally con-
cludes in 1794 when the benefit system was abruptly terminated-a subject to 
be taken up in Section IV. 

A source complication that arises after 1776 needs mention here. The 
growth of theatrical biography and autobiography at the end of the eighteenth 
and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries eventually gave rise to books by 
and about playwrights. Many are so derivative, anecdotal, and unspecific as to 
be irrelevant for our purposes, but a few contain a significant amount of 
explicit financial detail, notably Charles Dibdin's The Professional Life of Mr. 
Dibdin (1803; rev. ed. 1806), Recollections of the Life of john O'Keeffe (2 vols., 
1826), The Life and Times of Frederick Reynolds Written by Himself (2 vols., 
1826), and James Boaden's Memoirs of Mrs. Inchbald (2 vols., 1833). The figures 
given in such books often correlate very closely to what can be learned from 
the account books; sometimes cannot be checked; sometimes seem exagger-
ated or questionable; sometimes come with explanations that convincingly 
modify what can be gleaned from account books. We have included explicit 

17 
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figures for afterpieces and publication fees in Appendixes VI and VII, but we 
have preferred not to enter unproveable lump-sum totals in Appendixes IV or 
V, or to include them in overall averages calculated for the 1776-1794 and 
1794-1800 periods. 

Covent Garden and Drury Lane, 1760-1776 
Records are somewhat spottily preserved for the sixteen seasons at issue here, 

and accounting anomalies deprive us of authors' receipts even in some seasons 
for which account books exist. (For example, for several seasons the Covent 
Garden treasurer recorded only house charges, not total receipts, on authors' 
benefit nights.) Such difficulties notwithstanding, we have passably satisfactory 
figures for nineteen new plays at Covent Garden and eighteen at Drury Lane. 

Taken in toto, these thirty-seven new plays netted their authors £10,037 from 
benefits, an average of £271 each. This is so close to the £259 average for new plays 
at Drury Lane in the 1750s that the difference is statistically negligible. At Covent 
Garden the nineteen new plays totalled £4445, or £234 each; at Drury Lane the 
eighteen plays totalled £5592, or £3 II each.32 Five of the thirty-seven new plays 
apparently produced no profit at all to their authors. Three of these were mounted 
at Covent Garden and two at Drury Lane. In four cases the show died on its first 
night, howled down by an increasingly aggressive and fractious audience.33 The 
only play to reach a third night and fail to make its author some money was Frances 
Sheridan's The Dupe (DL, 1763), which grossed a wretched £55 on the third night. 
As a rule, however, if a play survived the first night it could be expected to achieve 
nine performances and three benefits. Twenty-nine of these plays got through nine 
nights, averaging a very respectable £3 3 7 each to the author. 

The average conceals wide disparities in net yield. The smallest sum made by a 
nine-night play with three benefits at Covent Garden was £208 (Toms' 
Accomplished Maid, 1766), the largest was £504 (Goldsmith's She Stoops to Conquer, 
1773). At Drury Lane the comparable figures are £86 for Murphy's All in the 
Wrong (a summer production in 1761) and £563 for the same author's Grecian 
Daughter in 1772. Eighteen of the thirty-seven plays brought their authors more 
than £300; at least nine (and probably ten) brought more than £400. Eight plays 
brought in less than £roo; only three others failed to bring in at least £200. Thus 
fully two-thirds of the new plays in these years earned the author at least £200 
from benefits, and a playwright might reasonably "expect" to gain £300. If one 
takes £200 as a kind of minimum target, then Covent Garden failed to achieve it 
seven times out of nineteen and Drury Lane four times out of eighteen. 

Eight of the thirty-seven plays were first professional productions, seven of 
them proving profitable to the playwright. Together they totalled £2174, or an 
average of £272. This is very close indeed to the overall average of £271: pro-
ducing a first play appears to have been neither a special risk nor any kind of 
advantage to the theatre. Plays by women were another matter. Figures survive 
on only four such cases, and for three of them the author received nothing. In the 

32 Because the proceeds of the third night benefit of 
Hannah Cowley's Runaway (1776) are not known, the 
Drury Lane total is likely to be low by £150. 

33 Charlotte Lennox, The Sister (CG, 1769); Elizabeth 
Griffith, A Wife in the Right (CG, 1772); William 
O'Brien, The Duel (DL, 1772); William Kenrick, The 
Duellist (CG, 1773). 
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fourth, Hannah Cowley's Runaway (1776), the playwright definitely got £345 
from two benefits, and the third benefit seems likely to have yielded upwards of 
another £ 150. The average for plays by women is plainly misleading: Frances 
Sheridan and Elizabeth Griffith had decent receptions for other plays in these 
years. The fact remains that plays by women were clearly a riskier proposition 
for the theatre than plays by men at this time, though far more got produced than 
in the 1750s. At the upper end of the spectrum of receipts one cannot be sur-
prised to discover that there was a definite attraction to plays by big names. Seven 
of the nine plays to net their authors more than £400 were by well-known per-
sons: Macklin, Bickerstaffe, Cumberland, Murphy, Goldsmith, and Kelly. 

Covent Garden and Drury Lane, 1776-1794 
The eighteen seasons from 1776 to 1794 make a unit because a partnership 

headed by Richard Brinsley Sheridan bought Garrick's share in Drury Lane in 
the former year and the benefit system for new mainpieces was terminated at 
both theatres beginning with the season of 1794-95. At Covent Garden Thomas 
Harris had by this time consolidated his grip on management, and for several 
years the two managers cooperated so closely that public objection was made to 
their "coalition."34 They bought the King's Theatre in the Haymarket and its 
resident Italian opera company in 1778.35 The resulting fiasco terminated close 
relations between Harris and Sheridan, but they continued to cooperate in 
defense of their duopoly and made a joint decision in 1794 to end the benefit 
system for writers of mainpieces. 

Records for these years are by no means complete and unambiguous, but they 
are extensive enough to give us a good statistical basis for calculating playwrights' 
remuneration. Figures survive for forty-eight mainpieces at Drury Lane, which 
netted their authors a total of £8055, or an average of £168 each. At Covent 
Garden the comparable figures are thirty-nine mainpieces netting £8701, for an 
average of £223 each. Taken together, the grand totals are eighty-seven plays, 
£16,756, and an overall average of £193 per play. 

These are startlingly low returns, especially when compared with the figures 
for the 1760--1776 period. The overall average per play is down from £271 to 
£193-a decline of 29 per cent. The separate figures for the two theatres are 
telling. At Drury Lane the average payment for a new play fell from £3 11 to 
£168 (a 46 per cent drop); at Covent Garden they fell from £234 to £223 (only 
a 5 per cent drop). Thirteen of the eighty-seven new plays earned their authors 
nothing in the theatre, and nine of those fiascos occurred at Drury Lane. Our 
conclusion is simple: Sheridan was a less competent manager than Harris, so 
Drury Lane was not what it had been in the glory days of Garrick. It boasted 
some great performers (notably Kemble and Siddons through much of this peri-
od), but it was a far from healthy company long before Sheridan's fecklessness 
ran it into virtual bankruptcy around I 800. 

Of the eighty-seven new mainpieces for which figures survive, fifty-five (63 
per cent) achieved at least a nine-night run. On average, plays that ran nine 

34 See The London Stage, Part 5, 1 :191. 
35 See Curtis Price,Judith Milhous, and Robert D. Hume, 

Italian Opera in Late Eighteenth-Century London, Vol. I: 

The King's Theatre, Haymarket, 1778-1791 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1995), chapter 2. 
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nights earned their authors £273-though the take ran from a high of £601 for 
Inchbald's Such Things Are (CG, 1787) to a low of just £23 for Harriet Lee's The 
New Peerage (DL, 1787).36 For the 38 per cent of plays that failed to produce three 
author's benefits, the picture is very different. The nineteen cases where some 
remuneration was paid generated a total of £1464, or £77 each. If one adds the 
thirteen zero-compensation cases, then the average falls to just £46. 

The returns on first plays are likewise discouraging, particularly at Drury Lane. 
Harris mounted only four such efforts at Covent Garden, and they returned an 
average of £186 (with a range of £77 to £274). Drury Lane did twelve initial 
efforts, ranging from three that paid the author nothing to Richardson's The 
Fugitive (1792) at a dazzling £561. The average at Drury Lane was £148, but if 
The Fugitive is disregarded the figure falls to a discouraging £ 111. The overall 
return for first plays at both houses averaged £158. 

The theatres mounted seventeen plays by women for which we have figures. 
Three of the seven at Drury Lane earned the author nothing at all; the overall 
average was £74 each. The one decently-received play by a woman at Drury 
Lane was Hannah Cowley's The Fate if Sparta (1788), and if we omit that case 
then the remaining six shows averaged a wretched £44. At Covent Garden only 
one of the ten brought nothing and three made exceptionally good money. 
Elizabeth Inchbald's Such Things Are (1787) earned the fabulous sum of £601 and 
her Every One has His Fault (1793) £600. Hannah Cowley got £485 for More 
Ways than One (1783). At Covent Garden the average for plays by women was 
a highly respectable £246. This total is of course inflated by the Inchbald suc-
cesses, but even if we eliminate them from consideration, the average of the 
other eight is still £158. In this realm too Covent Garden's results put Drury 
Lane's to shame. The overall average for the seventeen plays by women (£175) 
conceals radical disparity of results. 

Studying the patterns in night-by-night receipts during the runs of new plays 
in the 1780s, we note a new and surprisingly consistent pattern. Early in the 
eighteenth century the playwright's benefit nights (especially the third and sixth) 
tended to draw substantially larger audiences than any night but the first. This 
ceases to be as consistently true in the 1760s and 1770s, and by the 1780s the 
author's nights average no more than the rest of the run. Indeed, in plenty of 
cases the theatres pulled in a bigger audience on other nights. This is sometimes 
explicable: afterpieces and command performances could make a huge differ-
ence. But the change is more consistent and fundamental. We have no satisfy-
ing explanation to offer. As London became a larger city, the circle of the 
writer's acquaintance became a less significant part of the total audience pool. 
But whatever the reasons, the figures in Appendix IV lend some credence to 
Dibdin's sour comment that "it is proverbial that the author's nights are the 
worst during the run. "37 We suspect that this may be one of the reasons that 
playwrights made no protest against the theatres' imposition of a new system of 
compensation in 1794. 

36 We omit from these calculations Sheridan's The School 37 The Professional Life of Mr. Dibdin, Written by Himself, 4 
for Scandal (£648 on special terms to an owner-manag- vols. (London: Published by the Author, 1803), 2:44. 
er) and Starke's The Widow of Malabar (£141 from one 
benefit)-an actor benefit piece subsequently taken 
into the repertory. 
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The clearest measure of playwrights' earnings in the 1776-1794 period is not 
the overall average, low as it is, but rather the distribution of results over a broad 
spectrum. (See Table r.) 

Table 1: Net Receipts for Authors' Benefits, 177 6-1794 

zero 
13 (15%) 

£1-100 
21 (24%) 

over £100 
18 (21%) 

over £200 
14 (16%) 

over £300 
8 (9%) 

over £400 
13 (15%) 

These figures show that a playwright had a 24 per cent chance of making £300 
or more and a 40 per cent chance of making £200 or better-but almost a 40 
per cent chance of making less than£ 1 oo. Furthermore, although ten of the thir-
teen plays to earn their writer more than £400 were by name professionals 
(Sheridan, Burgoyne, Cobb, Holcroft, O'Keeffe, two from Inchbald, and three 
from Reynolds), these same writers had their share of fiascos. Reynolds earned 
only £16 from Eloisa (1786); Inchbald got exactly nothing from All on a 
Summer's Day (1787) just ten months after her triumph with Such Things Are. 
Cobb had some major hits, but received just £125 from three benefits for Love 
in the East (1788)-half of which went to the composer. Playwriting became a 
chancier and worse rewarded occupation after 1776.38 

IV. THE NEW COMPENSATION SYSTEM, 1794-1800 

At the beginning of the season of 1794-9 5 both patent theatres abruptly dropped 
the system of author benefits as their means of compensating writers of new 
mainpieces. The change has received astonishingly little attention from scholars. 
If contemporary commentary appeared at the time of the shift we have not dis-
covered it. Frederick Reynolds' explanation of the new system has been quoted 
again and again from his autobiography, though it was published a whole gener-
ation later. Reynolds describes his contract for The Rage (Covent Garden, 23 
October 1794) as "the foundation of that bargain between manager, and author, 
which, I believe, exists to the present period."39 This is misleading: Reynolds' 
play happened to be the first of the season, but had nothing in particular to do 
with generating the change, the reasons for which we will take up in due course. 

The new system was extremely simple. The playwright was paid £3 3 6s 8d 
per night (amounting to £100 for every three nights) for the first nine nights of 
the run. If the play survived twenty nights, another £100 would be paid, bring-
ing maximum compensation to £400. (Writers were occasionally allowed a sec-
ond special payment of £100, but only if the piece ran thirty or forty nights, 
and not always even then.) From a playwright's point of view the change had 

38 We have omitted from our mainpiece calculations for 
these years the one set of figures preserved for the 
Little Haymarket. A treasurer's account survives for the 
third night of Elizabeth Inchbald's I'll Tel/You What (13 
August 1785). The gross was £164 17s, which less £63 
charges yielded a net of £101 17 s to the author. MS in 
the Harvard Theatre Collection (see Figure 6). 
Although the play ran a spectacular twenty nights dur-
ing the remainder of the summer season, this was the 
only recorded benefit. 

39 Frederick Reynolds, The Life and Times of Frederick 
Reynolds Written by Himself, 2 vols., 2nd ed. (London: 
Colburn, 1827), 2:182-183, 282.Judging from account 
book evidence, we deduce that Cumberland's The Jew 
(DL, 8 May 1794) may actually have been the first 
mainpiece compensated under the new system. See 

Folger Wb. 422, fol. 144v_ 
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Figure 6. Box office report for Elizabeth Inchbald's author's benefit for I'll Tell You What at the Little Haymarket on 13 August 1785. Virtually no eighteenth-century aaounts 
for the Little Haymarket survive. Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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advantages and disadvantages. Income from the theatre was effectively capped 
at £400-but then few plays had ever earned the writer that much anyway. 
Contrariwise, the playwright no longer had to flog benefit tickets to friends, 
would earn a bit of money even from a flop that died before its third night, 
and was no longer dependent on the size of the audience on three particular 
nights. As we will see, the change turned out to be a major boon to play-
wrights, even though it was not designed to work to their advantage. 

The author benefit had been the standard (almost the only) method of com-
pensation for more than one hundred and thirty years. The change was abrupt, 
and it altered the basic terms by which a playwright earned what he or she did 
from the theatre. The new arrangement is briefly and accurately described by 
Charles Beecher Hogan and by John Russell Stephens, but neither of them 
exhibits the slightest curiosity as to why the change occurred, and neither 
inquired what the result was for writers working at the time.4° This seems par-
ticularly odd in that Hogan actually printed in The London Stage the account 
book evidence from which the new system can be assessed. 

The driving force behind the change is the vastly increased capacity of the 
newly rebuilt patent theatres. A series of small and large revampings in the 
1770s and early 1780s had expanded Covent Garden and Drury Lane to the 
point that both houses could hold something like twenty-two hundred peo-
ple jam-packed. 41 In 1792 Harris rebuilt the whole interior of Covent Garden, 
enlarging the capacity to slightly more than three thousand. And in the spring 
of 1794 Sheridan's new Drury Lane opened, with its capacity increased to a 
startling thirty-six hundred. To pay for these alterations, prices were raised for 
the first time in a generation. Box tickets went up to 6s; pit tickets to 3s 6d. 
The result of greater capacity and higher prices was an enormous increase in 
the maximum gross of each theatre. As of the autumn of 1794 a full house at 
Covent Garden at the new prices would have generated £570, and at Drury 
Lane the figure was a dizzying £770. House charges had naturally been rising 
as well. At Covent Garden they were £180 for playwrights before the new 
system was inaugurated. No such definite figure exists for the 1794 Drury 
Lane, but from known charges to performers (ranging from £200 to £240) 
and the high cost of Sheridan's shaky company, we calculate that the house 
charge for an author benefit would have been at least £240. Simple arithmetic 
then makes plain why the managers got together and changed the rules. At 
Covent Garden three full houses on the author's nights would have netted the 
lucky playwright £1170; at Drury Lane the figure would have been £1590. 
Small wonder that management wanted to cap the writer's compensation at 
£300, with the possibility of another £mo if the piece achieved twenty per-
formances-which not many did. 

The figures reported in Appendix V make fairly astonishing reading. Between 
the institution of the new system and the end of the present survey in 1800, we 
have fifty-nine plays to consider, thirty at Drury Lane and twenty-nine at 

40 Introduction to The London Stage, Part 5, 41 See Langhans, 61---62. 
1 :clxxxix-cxciv;John Russell Stephens, The Profession of 
the Playwright: British Theatre 1800-1900 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1992), chapter 2. 
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Covent Garden.4 2 Those at Drury Lane brought their authors a total of £6036, 
or an average of £201 each. Six died on the first night, and a staggering twen-
ty-one failed to last nine nights. At Covent Garden the picture was radically dif-
ferent. The twenty-nine new plays there brought their authors a total of £9692, 
or an average of £334 each (£133 more than the average at Drury Lane). Only 
a single play died on its first night, and just six failed to achieve the standard 
nine-night run that brought the playwright £300. Clearer evidence of Harris' 
competence and Sheridan's incompetence would be difficult to find. 
Combining the two sets of figures, we get £15,728 for fifty-nine new plays and 
an overall average of £267 each. This is markedly better than the £193 average 
for new plays between 1776 and 1794, but a very long way from even half of 
the enormous totals that would hypothetically have been possible in the new 
theatres under the old benefit system. At Covent Garden playwrights earned 
28.5 per cent of the hypothetical maximum that would have been possible 
under the old system, at Drury Lane just 12.5 per cent. 

Let us ask the obvious question: how much did the new system help or hurt 
playwrights' incomes? In the last column of Appendix V we have calculated for 
each new play what the author would have earned had the traditional benefit 
system still been in effect. We have assumed £180 charges at Covent Garden 
and £240 at Drury Lane. A treacherous complication should be noted: some of 
the third, sixth, and ninth nights were benefits for actors or command perform-
ances, both of which can inflate the night's income quite drastically. The sym-
bol "(i)" after the estimated net in the last column marks cases where such 
anomalies have inflated the author's hypothetical benefit total. 

Granting that these are purely hypothetical comparative figures, they are 
extremely interesting. Under the old benefit system, fifty-nine new plays would 
have netted their authors £8436, or just £143 each. If we disallow some £1400 
excess income from actor benefits and command performances, the figure sinks 
to a dismal £119. For no fewer than twenty-four of the plays (eighteen of them 
at Drury Lane), the author's take would have been nil. The combination of 
numerous short runs and receipts barely at (or actually below) house charges 
means that authors were often far better off with the flat £3 3 6s 8d daily fee than 
hoping for a windfall from a fat benefit. Consider the first few plays in Appendix 
V. Reynolds' Rage ran a total of thirty-seven nights, but receipts were often 
poor. He got £400; under the old system, we estimate that he would have 
received £200. Berrington's version of Emilia Galotti survived only three nights, 
but he got £mo; the third night was far below charges, so on a benefit basis he 
would have got nothing at all. Hannah Cowley's The Town Before You struggled 
through ten nights and brought her £300--but would have brought her a pal-
try £27 from three benefit nights. 

By our calculations, the new system unquestionably worked to the advantage 
of the playwright in at least fifty-one of the fifty-nine cases. This actually under-
states the advantage to writers, since four of the eight cases where hypothetical 
benefit income appears higher are distorted by actor benefits and command per-

42 These statistics do not include two plays for which tra-
ditional benefits were allowed. Watson's England 
Preserv'd (CG, 1795) ran seven nights but failed to 

make charges on the third and sixth. Charlotte Smith's 
What is She? (CG. 1799) survived six nights and made 
its author just £ 48. 
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formances. Dibdin's Birth Day (CG, 8 April 1799) had command performances 
on the third and sixth nights that inflated income some £200 per night over what 
was received in the rest of the run. Subtracting that £400 from the £443 unad-
justed benefit income, we estimate that Dibdin would have received more like 
£43 instead of the £300 he actually got. Thus in only three of fifty-nine cases 
was the playwright definitely worse off because of the new flat-rate system. 
Cumberland's The Wheel of Fortune (18 nights at DL, 28 Feb. 1795) could have 
earned him £551 instead of £300. Morton's A Cure for the Heart Ache (forty-
three nights at CG, IO Jan. 1797) might have brought him circa £668 instead of 
£400.43 And Inchbald's Lover's Vows (forty-two nights at CG, 11 October 1798) 
would have brought her £570 instead of £400. Yet a glance through Appendix 
V makes obvious the large number of cases in which the new system proved 
immensely to the advantage of the playwright, however little this may have been 
the intention of the managers who put it in place. 

Plays by women and first plays confirm this view of the impact of the change. 
Seven of the fifty-nine plays were by women, three of them by Elizabeth 
Inchbald, who collected £1300. As noted, Hannah Cowley got a handsome 
£300 for The Town Before You. By our calculations the writers of the other three 
would have netted nothing under the benefit system, but did significantly better 
than that. Fanny D' Arblay's Edwy and Elgiva survived only one night, giving her 
just £33 6s 8d, but Sophia Lee's Almeyda gained her £167 out of a shaky five-
night run, and Joanna Baillie got £267 from De Monifort, which made charges 
only three of its eight nights.44 The ten first plays include two that lasted only a 
single night, and according to our estimates six of them would have brought 
their authors nothing from benefits. The return on the other four under the ben-
efit system would have been £116 for Whalley's Castle cf Montval (1799), £137 
for Holman's Abroad and at Home (1796), £163 for Lewis' Castle Spectre (1797), 
and £337 for Thompson's The Stranger (1798). The overall average would have 
been a miserable £75 as opposed to the £217 that the first-time playwrights 
actually received. 

An obvious question is whether a playwright might negotiate better terms. 
The answer is definitely yes, though the evidence is limited and the likelihood 
seems to be that this was a rarity. Account book evidence proves that for Will 
(1797) Reynolds was allowed £33 6s 8d for every night of performance, earning 
him £500 from a play that totalled just fifteen nights and ought to have brought 
him only £300. In at least one and perhaps two cases, Elizabeth Inchbald-an 
aggressive and successful professional-was able to bargain for payment far above 
the standard scale. Newspaper reports state that she was given a flat £500 for 
Wives as They Were (1797), and Boaden says that for The Wise Man of the East 
(1799) she asked £300 for nine nights plus £20 per night through the thirtieth 
night (a potential total of £720) but settled for Harris' counteroffer of a flat £500 
guaranteed.45 Since the play ran only fourteen nights, she did well for herself 

43 We have subtracted £100 on account of a third-night 
command performance. 

44 Charlotte Smith earned nothing from a third-night ben-
efit for Jf/hat is She? 

45 ]\1ernoirs of i'vfrs. Inchbald, ed. James Boaden, 2 vols. 
(London: Bentley, 1833), 2:24-26, contains documents 

confirming this negotiation. Reynolds claims that 
Inchbald got £800 for Wives as They Were (Life and 
Times, 2:282). This may be true, but it is a late and 
unconfirmed report, and the sum seems startlingly high. 
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Figure 7. Engraving from the Anti-
Jacobin Review satirizing Richard 
Brinsley Sheridan (1751-1816) for 
engrossing so much of the profit of his 
plays. Here, Sheridan, costumed as the 
title character in Pizarro, with a speech 
in his right hand and money bags in 
his left, is riding to glory on the head of 
John Philip Kemble, who starred in the 
production as Rolla, a native chief. 
Attributed to Gil/ray by Grego. See 
George, Catalogue of Political and 
Personal Satires Preserved in . . 
The British Museum, no. 9417. 
Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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The most astonishing case of a special deal in these years is the one Samuel 
Ireland's father negotiated for Vortigern ( 1796). So feverishly did Sheridan bid for 
this newly discovered "play by Shakespeare" that he not only paid £250 in cash 
for the rights to it, but agreed to give Ireland half of the profits above £3 50 for 
the first forty nights. 46 How many special deals were arranged there is now no 
way to tell, but the implications of the anecdotal evidence in nineteenth-cen-
tury memoirs are that the vast majority of playwrights with new mainpieces 
mounted at the patent theatres received the standard rate for up to nine nights, 
plus the twentieth-night bonus if the play survived that long.47 

When Harris and Sheridan constructed their elephantine new theatres in the 
early 1790s, they were responding to the growth of London and a persistent 
sense that competition from various sorts of fringe venues (concert halls, the 
Royal Circus, pleasure gardens and spas) demanded increased capacity that 
would allow them to accommodate a vast number of pleasure-seekers. This is 

not the place for an analysis of the nature of their miscalculation: they would 
have done far better to let the monopoly go and content themselves with oper-
ating smaller theatres at a profit. A look at the daily receipts summarized in The 
London Stage shows that both patent houses often operated below half-capacity 

46 The contract is preserved in BL Add. MS 30,348, fols. 
36-38. Some details are incorrectly reported in both the 
Tel~graph for 7 April 1796 (clipping in Add. MS 30,349, 
fols. 102-103) and James Boaden, Memoirs of the Life of 
John Philip Kemble, Esq. (Philadelphia: Robert H. Small; 
NewYork:Wilder and Campbell, 1825), 350, 355-356. 

4 7 The new system lasted well past 1850 and was displaced 
only by the profit-sharing revolution initiated by Dion 
Boucicault. For discussion, see Stephens, chapter 3. 
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(and Drury Lane sometimes at only a quarter of capacity). Sheridan's Pizarro 
(May 1799) was regarded as a fabulous success, but came nowhere near filling 
the cavernous new Drury Lane theatre. In its first nine nights it never grossed 
more than £540; it totalled £3 843 (including receipts for Mrs Siddons' bene-
fit) and averaged £427. Genuinely full houses would have grossed £6930, so 
what the extraordinary success of Pizarro actually meant was that Drury Lane 
was operating at 55 per cent of capacity. Post-1794 we have a situation in 
which enormous theatres were not very full-with important implications for 
the remuneration of playwrights. 

In theory, bigger theatres might vastly have increased benefit income. This 
possibility was foreclosed by the managers' agreement to terminate the benefit 
system. The decision must have been a cartel arrangement, or it would not have 
happened simultaneously at both houses. But the new system, instituted to cap 
playwrights' income, actually served to create a floor. Given low attendance and 
steep house charges, benefits would mostly have been disastrous after 1794. 
Drury Lane was in terrible shape under Sheridan, but even allowing for the high 
proportion of fiascos with new plays there, the net impact of the big theatres and 
the new compensation system was an enormous boon to authors. 48 

V. AFTERPIECES 

Double bills did not become common until after the reestablishment of a second 
theatre in 1714. Competition quickly made them the custom: on the over-
whelming majority of nights for the rest of the century, both patent theatres 
offered a mainpiece plus an afterpiece. The afterpieces were of many kinds: farce, 
pantomime, pastoral, ballad opera, burletta, topical skit. Some were translations 
or cut-down mainpieces. A surprising number were one-offs, most commonly 
presented at actors' benefits, especially after mid-century. Most are short in 
length and scant in merit. But they had to be written by someone, and major 
authors wrote quite a lot of them. Unfortunately, how authors were compensat-
ed for them remains a disconcertingly dark subject._ 

Considering the enormous importance of afterpieces to the eighteenth-cen-
tury repertory, the very large number of them (some 788 between 1714 and 
1800), and the high proportion written by professional writers, lack of atten-
tion to remuneration for them is surprising. The subject is barely mentioned 
even in the long introductions to the various parts of The London Stage. No 
doubt part of the reason is that until 1750 records of payment for afterpieces 
are virtually nonexistent. Thereafter the ~urviving accounts cover periods in 
which 429 afterpieces were premiered but permit us to determine the author's 
remuneration in only 11 l cases (about 26 per cent). For reasons that we will 
try to explain shortly, we do not believe that these cases can safely be consid-
ered "representative." The account book evidence is scanty, and anecdotal evi-
dence is in even shorter supply. 

48 The Little Haymarket continued to compensate authors 
with benefits. Almost no figures survive, but O'Keeffe 
says that The Magick Banner (also known as A/frea), 
which survived three nights in June 1796, brought him 
only £16 at 80 guineas charges (i.e., the third night 

receipts were £ 100). House charges had recently been 
raised from 60 to 80 guineas, but "Mr. Colman kindly 
and considerately allowed me the extra twenty guineas." 
See John O'Keeffe, Recollections of the Life ef John 
O'Keeffe, 2 vols. (London: Colburn, 1826), 2:346. 
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Because evidence before 1750 is almost entirely lacking, we can only specu-
late about how theatres compensated the writers of afterpieces. Very occasional-
ly, benefits were advertised, but as Appendix VI makes clear, the figures rarely 
survive. With the exception of some pantomime benefits for John Rich in the 
1720s, only seven cases are documented. In five of them the premiere was the 
author's benefit-a lucky thing for Edward Phillips, who made £u5 from 
Maiforio (1736), which lasted only the one night. He got £16 the first night of 
The Mock Lawyer (1733), and Dorman received £85 on the premiere of Sir Roger 
de Caverly (1746). Fielding was granted a sixth night benefit for Miss Lucy in Town 
(1742) but gained nothing, for it failed to make charges. Since we may presume 
that professional writers were not contributing their work gratis, the probability 
is high that they were compensated in one of two ways. Either they received 
benefits (most of them unadvertised), or they were paid a flat fee. The under-
standing may often have been that the piece must run a certain number of nights 
before the benefit was granted or the fee owed. But this is simply speculation. 

In the second half of the century comparatively plentiful information pro-
vides both specifics and sufficient grounds for some generalization. Four kinds 
of cases demand consideration. ( 1) Afterpieces for which a benefit was granted 
and for which accounts or other reports exist-seventy in all (16 per cent).49 
(2) Afterpieces for which a known flat fee was paid by the theatre manage-
ment-just forty of them (9 per cent). (3) Afterpieces mounted by management 
for which no benefit was advertised or recorded in the account books, and the 
compensation for which we are unable to determine-125 cases (29 per cent). 
(4) Afterpieces produced as one-offs, most commonly at actor benefits-194 of 
them in the theatre seasons for which we have account book figures (45 per 
cent), virtually none with known author compensation. We must emphasize 
the alarming degree of uncertainty that continues to exist in this realm. Even 
if we discount the actor benefit pieces and concentrate on those accepted by 
management for production at the company's risk, the fact remains that for vir-
tually all seasons we do not know what playwrights earned from afterpieces in 
far more cases than we do know what they got. 

Afterpieces with Known Benefit Receipts 
Benefit terms for afterpieces vary far more widely than do those for main-

pieces. Until the mid-176os the night of the single benefit allowed was by no 
means settled, as Appendix VI makes clear. Around that time the sixth night 
became the norm. One particular class of afterpiece, however, was differently 
handled. Every Christmas for many years Drury Lane (eventually imitated by 
Covent Garden) mounted a new holiday pantomime which normally ran at least 
fifteen or twenty nights. Somewhere in the vicinity of the fifteenth night, the 
deviser of the entertainment received a benefit. Thus Henry Woodward got ben-
efits for The Genii (eighteenth night), Fortunatus (fourteenth), Proteus (four-
teenth), and Mercury Harlequin (fifteenth) in the early 1750s. The pattern can be 
traced for fully twenty years, after which both companies often turned to 

49 We have included under this heading six cases where the 
terms of the benefit are unknown (though net to the 

author is recorded) and four special arrangements (e.g., 
a benefit which paid a guaranteed minimum). 
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compilations from favorite pantomimes and apparently tended to pay the 
arranger a flat fee instead of granting a benefit. Woodward often cleared £ 13 5 or 
more; the anonymous arranger of Harlequin Junior, Covent Garden's Christmas 
show for 1783-84, was given just £30. Pantomimes were extremely expensive 
to produce, and the daily charges were likewise steep. The text was not the most 
important part of the show, and consequently one should perhaps regard pan-
tomime benefits as compensation more for the effort of staging than for that of 
writing. Another possibility is a benefit for the composer rather than the libret-
tist of a musical show. Thus for The Court of Alexander (1770),J. F. Fisher got the 
proceeds of the sixth night benefit; what George Alexander Stevens got for the 
libretto we have no way to determine. In a fair number of cases flat cash fees to 
composers are recorded in the theatre's account book, but in other instances the 
writer may have contracted to compensate the composer directly, either with a 
share in the benefit take or with a set fee.5° 

Extant figures on authors' benefits for afterpieces suggest that they were mod-
erately profitable at mid-century and tended to become steadily less so on aver-
age. The fourteen cases reported for the 1750s in Appendix VI average £117 ms 
each from one benefit (we omit Macklin's Love a la Mode, which had special 
terms). The eighteen known cases from 1760 to 1776 netted an average of only 
£98. The thirty-six afterpieces for which benefit figures exist between 1776 and 
1790 gained their authors only £71 each on average.51 In the 1790s the after-
piece benefit virtually disappears, replaced by flat fee compensation. 

Flat Fee Cases 
From the small number (forty) of known flat-fee payments, one might imag-

ine that this arrangement was a rarity. In fact, it may well have been far commoner 
than the single-night author benefit as a means of compensating the writer of an 
afterpiece. The difficulty lies in the nature of the extant records. Most of the the-
atre account books that have survived are daily records of money received at each 
performance. They usually also list payments made from cash on hand. Salaries to 
performers, sums dispensed to the "renters" (in essence bondholders in modem 
terminology), and tradesmens' bills are sometimes recorded systematically, some-
times haphazardly, sometimes not at all in the books of daily receipts. Eighteenth:-
century accounting systems were very crude by our standards of double-entry 
bookkeeping. As we know from the Pantheon Opera records (1790-1792), from 
some late eighteenth-century Covent Garden accounts, and from nineteenth-
century materials, theatres tended to keep multiple sets of books, and to maintain 
separate bank accounts for different departments of the venture. The likelihood is 

50 Barthelemon got £24 3s for his music for The Maid of 
the Oaks in 1774, whereas Michael Arne received £119 
17s 10d (one-third of the three author's benefits) for 
Cymon in 1767 (London Stage, Part 4, 3:1852; 2:1211). 
Dibdin collected just £48 for Lionel and Clarissa (copy-
right included) in 1768 (Professional Life, 1:57-58).J. C. 
Smith was so fortunate as to collect three full "author's" 
benefits for his music for Garrick's The Fairies in 1755, 
earning some £311 (London Stage, Part 4, 1:468, 470, 
472). Remuneration to composers varied wildly for 
both mainpieces and afterpieces. Sheridan sold the 
copyright to the music of The Duenna in 1775 for 

£150, with a further £50 if the show ran thirty nights 
(and an additional £30 if it ran sixty, which it failed to 
do). He duly collected £200; how much of that went to 
the Linleys is not recorded. See The Dramatic Works of 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan, ed. Cecil Price, 2 vols. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), 1:217. 

51 This calculation omits Sheridan's The Critic (1779), for 
which the author received a munificent £320. But the 
special terms Sheridan granted himself as principal 
owner and manager of the theatre were not available to 
any ordinary author. How £320 was arrived at we do 
not know. 
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high, therefore, that some of the flat fee payments to authors in any particular sea-
son at Covent Garden or Drury Lane will have been recorded not in the "daily 
cash receipts" book but in a separate ledger now lost. Consequently we suspect 
that the small number of known flat fee payments for afterpieces may be totally 
unrepresentative of the actual state of affairs. 

The known flat fees date from very late in the century. Yet given the large 
number of afterpieces from professional writers that were (a) not actor-benefit 
pieces and (b) received a substantial number of performances, we presume that 
remuneration was given in some form. And it pretty well must have been either 
an unadvertised .benefit or a flat fee. Account books do show that a surprising 
number of benefits for afterpieces were not advertised as such in the playbills or 
newspaper ads. We do not know why this was the case. 

Dibdin sheds some light on payment for piecework in a passing comment 
about a request from Thomas Harris concerning a project in hand: 

He had a plan of a pantomime he wished me to arrange, to write, and com-
pose. The pantomime was Harlequin Freemason. It was invented, as far as it 
went, by Messink .... I saw it was a thing that might be rendered popular, and 
undertook it; but ... I also saw it would be only a job of seventy or eighty 
pounds value. (2:66) 

The piece proved vastly profitable, and Dibdin was disgruntled: "The trouble to 
me was immense, the alterations were incessant; but, as I had no particular agree-
ment for it, it could not be considered wholly mine, especially as Messink invent-
ed the tricks." He therefore "left the matter to Mr. Harris," and was far from sat-
isfied "when he sent me an order on the treasury for seventy pounds" (2:79-80). 

The few known flat fees display some clear patterns. First, where a piece was 
merely a revision, or the writer had little to do (Byrne's Oscar and Malvina, 1791), 
the payment might be as little as £50. Second, in a special case, quite a lot of 
money might be involved. Thus O'Keeffe got £315 for The Poor Soldier (1783), 
a sum that included ownership of copyright as well as compensation for per-
formance rights. In this instance the show enjoyed forty performances its first sea-
son. Third, the fees paid in the 1790s suggest a scale that ran anything between 
£21 and 200 guineas. Both The Prize (1793) and Lock and Key (1796) brought 
£2rn, though in the former case Prince Hoare (the librettist) may have had to 
share the fee with Stephen Starace (the composer). Average known recompense 
rose to £120, but so small a proportion of the new afterpieces are involved that 
the figure is nearly meaningless in terms of what the writer of a piece could actu-
ally hope to collect. The fees were occasionally very generous. Sheridan appar-
ently paid himself £200 for The Camp (15 October 1778) and £300 for The 
Wonders ef Derbyshire (8 January 1779), but he was co-owner and manager of 
Drury Lane at the time.52 

52 See George Woods Williams, "A New Source of 
Evidence for Sheridan's Authorship of The Camp and 
The Wonders of Derbyshire,'' Studies in Philology 47 (1950): 
619-628. We have excluded these figures from our cal-

culation of averages because the circumstances are 
abnormal, the sums extraordinary; and the evidence in 
the account books less than 100 per cent clear. 
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Afterpieces Mounted by Management for which Compensation is Unknown 
The crux to this category is simply the large number of cases it comprises. 

No fewer than 125 of the 429 titles under consideration in the second half of 
the century fall under this heading-29 per cent. In the forty-five seasons at 
issue for which accounts exist for at least one theatre, we have one or more 
such cases in thirty-nine of them. Between 1771 and 1800 the average is five 
per annum. Whether these pieces were paid for and how much their authors 
received are plainly issues important to our understanding of playwrights' 
remuneration. Yet barring the discovery of new evidence, we are left with an 
unresolvable problem. One explanation might be "retained" writers and com-
posers, a subject about which little information seems to survive. Dibdin 
reports that in the 1770s he served as a house composer at Drury Lane on a 
seven-year contract, receiving £6 per week for the first three years (£ 1 So for 
a thirty-week "year") and £7 a week (£210) for the next four (1:82). In 1778 
he signed on at Covent Garden for £300 per season, "for writing and com-
posing a quantity equal to three after-pieces; and, if any more work should be 
called for, I was to be paid in proportion" (2: 1). 

In at least occasional instances, quite a lot of money was made from after-
pieces. Isaac Bickerstaffe says in a deposition that the managers of Drury Lane 
"cleared seven hundred pounds in eighteen months" from The Padlock (3 
October 1768) and in consequence gave him "a present of 100 [pounds] over & 
above the usual Emoluments resulting to Deponent as Author of that opera."53 
Bickerstaffe adds that he made an additional profit of £200 "by the sale of the 
Music of that piece which Deponent purchased from said Charles Dibdin." By 
implication Bickerstaffe cleared between £400 and £500 from The Padlock, but 
this must be regarded as a highly exceptional state of affairs.54 

We doubt that the "unknown compensation" cases as a group averaged the 
£9 5 each paid to authors of the known benefit and flat fee cases. If they did 
so, then the additional income to playwrights would have been nearly 
£12,000, enough money that we would expect more commentary on it, and 
more visibility in the theatres' books. In all likelihood, some of the afterpieces 
were given gratis to the manager in order to get them staged, or were sold to 
the theatre at bargain rates. 

Actor-Benefit Pieces and One-Offs 
By mid-century, actors were occasionally mounting new afterpieces as special 

attractions at their annual benefits. In 1754, for example, Theophilus Cibber put 
together The Humourists as a vehicle for this purpose. Such pieces often had no 
more life than just the one night. Occasionally they enjoyed a few performanc-
es later in the same season. They might be used again a year or two later by the 
performer, as happened with Kitty Clive's The Rehearsal; or, Bayes in Petticoats 
(1750). Very occasionally such a piece was found so attractive that it actually got 

53 See British Library Add. MS 33,218. 
5.\ In the long haul he may have made substantially more. 

Dibdin comments sourly that he was paid only £ 45 for 
writing the music, but that the popularity of the songs 
was such that Bickerstaffe's total profit from the piece 

was "at least" £1700, of which £1350 was from publi-
cation of words and music (Professional Life, 1 :71).There 
is no way to verify this calculation, but most ofDibdin's 
figures seem fairly reliable. 
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taken into the regular repertory (for example, the Hoare-Storace Prize, 1793). As 
the century progressed, actors came increasingly to depend on professional writ-
ers to concoct benefit vehicles. Unfortunately, we have almost no idea what 
compensation the writers received. 

Between 1750 and 1775 the norm is one or two such pieces per season 
(ignoring periods for which no accounts are extant). In 1776-77 an abrupt 
change occurred. Between 1776 and 1790 the average is five such pieces each 
season; between 1790 and 1800 the average rises to ten actor vehicles at bene-
fits and other such one-shot entertainments. A high proportion of these works 
were mounted at Covent Garden after 1776. Drury Lane under Sheridan did 
permit benefit pieces, but staged relatively few of them. We deduce that at 
Covent Garden Thomas Harris decided that this was a cheap and easy way of 
varying a somewhat stodgy repertory. Scenery and costumes could be supplied 
from stock, and the performers would take the trouble to learn new parts for 
the sake of their brethren. 

Some benefit vehicles were published, and we presume that in such cases the 
copyright fee usually went to the writer. A great many, however, were not print-
ed, and compensation to the author must have come from the actor-beneficiary 
(or the manager in the case of special-occasion one-offs). Whether this was com-
monly a percentage of the take or a flat fee we have no idea. Nor can we even 
guess what range of payments might have been involved. Some actor benefits were 
enormously profitable but many were only moderately so, and some actually lost 
money. Dibdin reports some specifics for a piece he had written called The Quaker. 

The question was, where to find a market for it? In this dilemma, Brereton 
made a proposal to purchase it of me, for his benefit. The general price for a 
piece of that description, was a hundred pounds; but he offered me seventy, 
reserving a right to part with it to the theatre, ifhe could prevail on the man-
agers to buy it at a better price. It was fair enough in him, and it was conven-
ient enough to me. The bargain was made .... The following season Garrick 
purchased The Quaker of Brereton for a hundred pounds.55 

When a piece bought by an actor-beneficiary was subsequently taken into the 
repertory, payment from management naturally went to the interim owner. 
Thus Jackman sold All the World's a Stage (7 April 1777) to Hopkins for an 
unknown amount. On 16 May, after Hopkins' daughters used it at their benefit, 
he sold it to the Drury Lane management for £50. Highly topical afterpieces and 
interludes had even less hope of future performance and were no doubt com-
pensated accordingly. O'Keeffe mentions that he received £20 for Britain's Brave 
Tars (also known as Our Wooden Walls), done a couple of nights at Covent 
Garden in December 1797.56 

One glimpse into this realm is afforded by a lawsuit brought in the Court of 
Exchequer by Thomas Holt against the actor-singer Thomas Lowe and the 

55 1: 145-146. The purchase price is confirmed in the 
Drury Lane account books under 6 November 1777: 
"Mr Brereton in full of £100 for Quaker." We take 
£100 to be the customary cash price of an afterpiece at 

this time, not necessarily the customary fee paid to the 
writer of a benefit piece. 

56 O'Keeffe, Recollections, 2:352. 
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composer Thomas Augustine Ame.57 Lowe comissioned Holt to write a libret-
to for a musical afterpiece to be mounted at his Covent Garden benefit in the 
spring of 1749. Music was supplied by Ame. Librettist and beneficiary quarreled 
violently over the terms of their alleged agreement, leading to the lawsuit. Lowe 
maintained that he had reluctantly consented to pay Holt £10 for writing a 
libretto based on Prior's "The Nut-Brown Maid." Holt maintained that Lowe 
and Ame had agreed to grant him one-third of the subsequent performance and 
publication rights, so he objected vehemently to Ame's re-using one song in 
Don Saverio a year later, and to Lowe's singing the songs in a Marylebone sum-
mer benefit. Whatever the legal rights of the matter, we definitely learn from 
this suit that the librettist was paid £10 as a flat fee and that Ame agreed to cut 
what he claimed was his standard fee of thirty guineas to fifteen, and then set-
tled for just twelve as payment for providing the music. 

The date is early and the terms disputed. We would not care to guess at how 
typical these sums were circa 1750, let alone at the end of the century. We sus-
pect, however, that this was essentially the way benefit pieces got concocted: 
writer (and composer, if needed) were paid fairly small set fees for their work, 
and if the writer or composer were a friend of the actor or actress, the fee could 
be reduced. The sum involved might be small, but a professional could probably 
run these things off pretty fast. Dibdin and O'Keeffe, for example, turned out 
enormous strings of such pieces, as a glance at Nicoll's playlists will show.5 8 In 
1797-98 James Cross did seven such one-offs at Covent Garden, and the fees must 
have added up. Whatever the going rates may have been, writers were clearly 
willing to crank out such works. Amateurs and beginners may have seen benefit 
pieces as a way to showcase their work, but the high proportion produced by 
veteran professionals whose work was regularly staged by the managers demon-
strates that they found the opportunity economically advantageous. 

The Appeal of Afterpieces 
The importance of afterpieces in the eighteenth-century theatre has often been 

overlooked or downplayed. To anyone interested in literary value, most are 
merely regrettable incidents. The near-universality of the double-bill system after 
1714, however, proves the appeal of these works to the eighteenth-century audi-
ence. The importance of afterpieces to the total receipts should not be dismissed 
without due consideration. Even a cursory look at the Lincoln's Inn Fields 
account books of the l 720s will quickly show that what filled the theatre and 
made the company big money was John Rich's pantomimes. Some figures from 
1723-24 and 1724-25 will illustrate the impact of a successful new afterpiece. The 
company did four new mainpieces in these two seasons (Jeffreys' Edwin, Philips' 
Belisarius, Hurst's Roman Maid, Odingsells' Bath Unmask'd). The average receipts 
(benefits included) were £104, £44, £36, and £81; the combined average was 
£71. These are respectable figures: the theatre was operating solidly in the black. 
But for the first nine nights on which Harlequin a Sorcerer ran, the average receipts 

57 For extended analysis, see Judith Milhous and Robert D. 
Hume, "Librettist versus Composer: The Property 
Rights to Arne's Henry and Emma and Don Saverio," 
Journal of the Royal Musical Association 122 (1997): 52---67. 

58 Allardyce Nicoll, A History of English Drama, 
1660-1900, rev. ed., 6 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge 
Univ. Press, 1952-1959). 
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were £163, and three benefits for Rich netted him a dazzling £344. Different 
mainpieces were run with the new pantomime: they do not appear to have had 
any impact on the nightly receipts. We have not included Rich's pantomime ben-
efits in Appendix VI on the grounds that he was a proprietor, performer, and chief 
engineer. (What Lewis Theobald earned as the writer of the scenarios we do not 
know.) Our point here is simple: a really attractive afterpiece could bring the the-
atre an enormous number of paying customers. Afterpieces were not just 
makeweight and a bit of variety: they could also be the principal attraction, and 
the managers were extremely anxious to find good new ones. 

A Special Case: Macklin's "Love a la Mode" 
A key piece of evidence as to the lengths to which a manager might be will-

ing to go is Charles Macklin's Love a la Mode (DL, 12 December 1759).59 Macklin 
contracted to receive one-fifth of the first five nights' receipts at £63 charges, 
plus the whole of the net at the same charges on the sixth night. The result was 
£94 to the author on the first five nights, plus £242 from an eighth-night ben-
efit, for a total of £336. If, as seems likely, Macklin got one-fifth of the sixth and 
seventh night profits as well, then his total take was an astonishing £370 (admit-
tedly including compensation for his acting services). In either case he got the 
largest recorded authorial profit made on any afterpiece in the century, includ-
ing Sheridan's Critic in 1779. In essence, Macklin had enjoyed two exceptional-
ly profitable benefit nights for an afterpiece, which was extraordinary. This was, 
however, far from the most important concession that he wrung from the Drury 
Lane managers. 

Macklin evidently stipulated that the play would not become a part of the 
Drury Lane repertory, and that any future performances would require fresh 
negotiations and further remuneration. So far as we are aware, this was totally 
unprecedented in the eighteenth-century London theatre. Macklin refused to 
allow the managers to have or make a copy, and because he did not publish the 
play, no copy was readily available to Garrick or any other manager. The 
prompter's clerk "was allowed to write out only the players' sides and forbidden 
to make a copy. During rehearsals Macklin would release his manuscript to Cross, 
the prompter, but at their conclusion he would carefully retrieve it and stuff it 
back under his greatcoat." 60 Tate Wilkinson published correspondence proving 
that Garrick planned to pirate the show after Macklin finished this engagement, 
and Macklin had to take forceful measures to prevent provincial companies from 
producing the play from surreptitious copies, but he did manage to control the 
performance rights to his play and gain future advantage from it. 61 In 1760-61 he 
moved to Covent Garden, where Love a la Mode was performed on the basis that 

59 Mack:lin's agreement with Lacy and Garrick is preserved 
in British Library Add. MS 27,925. On this case, see 
Matthew J. Kinservik, "Love a la Mode and Mack:lin's 
Return to the London Stage in 1759," Theatre Survey 37 
no. 2 (1996): 1-21. 

60 William W Appleton, Charles Macklin: An Actor'., Life 
(Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1961), 122 (citing 
lawsuit testimony). 

61 See James Thomas Kirkman, Memoirs of the Life of Charles 
Macklin, Esq. 2 vols. (London: Lackington, Allen, and 
Co., 1799), 1:407-412; 2:32-45. Kirkman summarizes 
the particulars of Mack:lin's agreement with Mossop to 
perform in Dublin in 1763-64, one clause of which was 
"that the sole property of his Pieces were to remain in 
him, that they were not to be acted without his consent 
... under the penalty of £500" (1:441). 
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Macklin would receive one-fifth of the receipts above £63 charges. Fifteen of six-
teen such performances proved profitable between mid-December and mid-
April, with a net to Macklin of £340 ms rd. 62 Thus Macklin got at least £542 
from this one afterpiece in just two seasons-and he was to profit handsomely by 
it again in many future seasons. 

Exactly how this was possible we are not sure. Obviously Macklin was a spe-
cial case: a popular if controversial actor with a ferocious temper and a con-
tentious disposition. But if Macklin could retain the exclusive property right in 
his plays, and thereby make himself large sums of money, why did other play-
wrights not rush to follow suit? Any answer must be highly speculative. 
Managers would certainly have resisted the demand both on account of the loss 
of revenue and the undesirable precedent. Ordinary playwrights did not have the 
leverage enjoyed by a big-name actor who was offering not only his play but his 
performance and production services. No eighteenth-century theatre was in 
burning need of new scripts or particular scripts: the repertory consisted of a pool 
of about a hundred and fifty English classics, varied a bit with a few new shows 
each season-and there was no shortage of new scripts on offer to the managers. 
The cases in which the managers agreed to special terms for any script prior to 
the 1790s (so far as they are known to us) can be counted on the fingers of one 
hand. No manager would welcome the idea that the playwright could keep his 
work out of the public domain and retain intellectual property rights that would 
allow him to demand compensation for all future performances. Macklin, how-
ever, proved that it could be done. Interestingly and significantly, keeping the 
text unpublished was clearly a vital part of the process-which brings us to the 
subject of publication agreements. 

VI. PUBLICATION FEES 

Only after 1660 did playwrights become routinely entitled to sell their intellec-
tual property to a publisher following professional performance of the script. 
Prior to that time plays were often pirated, or sold (usually by the theatre com-
pany) when their stage life was exhausted, but publication essentially put a script 
into the public domain. The two-company system decreed in 1660 by Charles II 
and the Lord Chamberlain's decision that the companies would hold exclusive 
rights to their plays (old and new) meant that publication did not jeopardize or 
destroy a theatre's control of performance rights. 63 Why the managers allowed 
authors to retain and sell the publication rights is not clear, though since both 
Davenant and Killigrew had been prolific playwrights perhaps they envisioned 
personal advantages to this arrangement. What publishers were paying for plays 
in the r66os there is no evidence to tell us; the sums may have been small enough 
that they did not seem important to the acting companies. 

62 Macklin allowed the piece to be used in two actors' ben-
efits (as well as his daughter's). Appleton, 122, states that 
he got "20 or 30 pounds" on these occasions, but he 
does not cite a source for this assertion. 

63 For discussion, see Paulina Kewes, Authorship and 
Appropriation: Writing for the Stage in England, 1660-1710 

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998). This state of affairs 
ended in 1695, after which rival companies could pirate 
successful plays with impunity, but not until the 1770s is 
there clear evidence that company managers sometimes 
attempted to keep plays out of the public domain. 
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So far as we are aware, scholars have almost wholly ignored the problem of 
what playwrights earned by selling their work to publishers. 64 Nichols reported 
about thirty copyright fees for plays in his Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth 
Century (9 vols.; 1812-1815), and some of the particulars have been quoted but 
without any discussion of how typical the fees may have been. 65 Fortunately, a 
good deal more evidence is readily available than anyone seems to have realized, 
and we have summarized it in Appendix VII, where we list the sums play-
wrights received in 152 different cases (thirty-four of them afterpieces). The evi-
dence known to us is fuller for the first half of the eighteenth century: we hope 
that this is merely a matter of our ignorance, and that the publication of this 
piece will stimulate further discovery and reportage of publication agreements 
for plays, early and late. We believe, however, that Appendix VII gives us a 
sound statistical basis for at least some degree of generalization. Crucially, we 
want to pose two questions: (1) What was the possible range of return for a 
playwright at different periods? (2) What proportion of the income from a play 
was normally derived from publication? 

Readers should be aware that for all practical purposes no royalty system exist-
ed in British publishing during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Contingency agreements were not unknown (an additional payment for a new 
edition, or after a certain number of copies were sold), but virtually all plays were 
simply sold outright by author to publisher. After the copyright act of 1710 what 
was sold was technically an exclusive right limited to fourteen years (renewable 
for another fourteen if the author remained alive), but throughout the century 
publishers continued to operate in most respects as though they had purchased 
perpetual copyright. Thus the fifth column in Appendix VII ("amount") states 
all the money that the author would probably ever gain from publication. The 
sixth column ("pre/post" or "unknown") shows whether the bargain with the 
publisher was made before or after the premiere of the play when success or fail-
ure in the theatre was known. Afterpieces are identified in column seven, where 
we have also given the sum earned from theatre benefits (if known). 

We should point out that although a large number of agreements for "sale 
of copyright" of plays survive from the eighteenth century, a great many of 
them have no pertinence to the issue of author remuneration. 66 Booksellers-
publishers, as we would now say-bought and sold copyrights with dizzying 
rapidity, very often transferring fractional rights to particular titles. To give but 
a single example: a one-third interest in the copyright of Cibber's Love's Last 
Shift was acquired by Bernard Lintot in 1701 for £3 4s 6d. 67 None of the 
money, of course, went to Cibber, who had sold the copyright when the play 
was first published in 1696. The play had been a great success in the theatre and 
remained in the repertory, but whether the value of the copyright had 
increased, decreased, or held steady we have no way to guess. In short, interesting 

64 Only a few miscellaneous figures are reported by Victor 
Bonham-Carter in Authors by Prefession, vol. I (London: 
Society of Authors, 1978), chapter 1. 

65 The best introduction to play publication in this period 
remains Shirley Strum Kenny, "The Publication of 
Plays," in The London Theatre World, 309-336. 

66 See particularly the huge scrapbook collections of pub-
lication agreements and copyright transfer preserved in 
British Library Add. MSS 38,728-30 (the "Upcott 
Collection"). 

67 A large number of Lintot's purchases are reported by 
John Nichols. See Appendix VII, note 1, below. 
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Figure 8. Agreement for sale of publication rights to Benjamin Martyn's tragedy Timoleon to John Watts, 22 January 1729[ /30). BL Add. MS 38, 728,fol. 142. By permis-
sion ofThe British Library. Martyn's play received its premiere at Drury Lane on 26January 1730. The piece had a spectacular run of 15 nights its first season but found little 
favor thereafter. Three editions were published, but none efter 17 30. 
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as bookseller to bookseller copyright sales are for what they tell us about autho-
rial reputations and the evolution of publishing and print culture, they are 
mostly irrelevant to the present investigation. 68 

Our knowledge of copyright payments to authors in the late seventeenth 
century is painfully scanty. For what the anecdote is worth, Pope told Spence 
in 1742 that in Dryden's pre-translation career "he wrote a play (at least) every 
year, but in those days ten broadpieces was the usual highest price for a play 
[from a publisher], and if they got £50 more in the acting, 'twas reckoned very 
well." 69 A broadpiece had a face value of 20 shillings, but rose in value to about 
23 shillings by the end of the century. By implication, copyright of a play 
brought about £ro or a little more. How well does this square with what is 
known of particular cases? Prior to the beginnings of preserved theatre accounts 
in 1714 we know of 25 publication agreements for plays. The sums paid range 
from a low of £3 ros to poor old Elkanah Settle for The City Ramble (1711) to 
a dazzling £ro7 ros to Addison for Cato (1713). The one was a failure from a 
has-been that was given a couple of days' performance in the depths of the 
August vacation; the other was one of the great theatrical events of its time, and 
Tonson clearly recognized that it was a special case even before the premiere. 
But a glance at the figures shows that even £50 was quite unusual. Edmund 
Smith got that for his much-touted Phaedra and Hippolitus and so did Rowe for 
Jane Shore. In general, however, after 1700 £20 was a good price and £30 an 
excellent one. Even solid professionals did not necessarily get the £20. The 
overall average is about £2 5 ros ( or about £22 if we ignore the abberation of 
Cato). This is not a lot of money. 

Between 1714 and 1737 we have figures on forty-seven mainpieces and ten 
afterpieces. The average for the mainpieces is £52; for the afterpieces just £8 
each. Clearly the scale went up. Rowe got £75 for Lady Jane Grey in 1715 and 
Cibber received £ro5 for his controversial Non-Juror in 1718. One hundred 
guineas (£ro5) appears to have been a firm ceiling, but even for mainpieces the 
payment could be as little as 5 guineas (Lynch, The Independent Patriot, 1737), and 
sums between £20 and £40 are commonplace. Southerne reportedly got a "very 
extraordinary" £150 for The Spartan Dame in 1719. For professionals, the 
encouraging sign was the growing proportion of plays that fetched £50 or more, 
which 23 of the 47 mainpieces did. The highest price paid for a~ afterpiece was 
£16 2s 6d to Gay before publication for The What d'ye Call It (which proved 
extremely popular), but as the average suggests, sums from £5 to £ro were the 
norm, and the rate could be as low as the 2 guineas Langford got for The Lover 
his own Rival (1736). 

For the period 1737 to 1790 we have been able to find figures for only 30 
mainpieces and 24 afterpieces. We feel less confident, therefore, of the represen-
tativeness of the particulars and averages. Payments from publishers for main-
pieces ranged from a low of 5 guineas for Lynch's Independent Patriot (1737) to a 
high of £150 to Cumberland for The Summer's Tale (1766) and The West Indian 

68 For what remains the best technical overview of the 
subject, see Terry Belanger, "Booksellers' Sales of 
Copyright: Aspects of the London Book Trade 
1718-1768," Ph.D. diss. (Columbia University, 1970). 

69 Joseph Spence, Observations, Anecdotes and Characters of 
Books and Men, ed. James M. Osborn, 2 vols. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1966), 1:27. 
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(1771). The overall average was £87, and we note that except for Lynch's play, 
Odell's Prodigal (1744) and Murphy's attempt to publish at his own risk, no new 
mainpiece fetched under £50. Nor did any mainpiece except the two by 
Cumberland fetch more than 100 guineas until 1780. The clear implication is 
that a mainpiece generally brought about £100. For afterpieces the average was 
£32, but this is misleadingly low. Arne got only 5 guineas for Don Saverio (1750), 
which was hissed and died in three nights; Oulton took 15 guineas for a pair of 
short pieces in 1789. Two other relatively low payments were to Kitty Clive 
(£21 for her RehearsaQ and Susannah Cibber (£3 1 10s for her Oracle)-pieces 
they concocted for their own benefits. How representative Arthur Murphy's fees 
were is hard to say, but he was getting £40 to £50 per afterpiece. His mainpieces 
were compensated at what seems like the standard rate, so very likely his after-
pieces were too. From somewhat limited evidence, our best guess is that in the 
second half of the eighteenth century a mainpiece from a successful professional 
was likely to fetch £100, an afterpiece £40 or £50. 

Amidst the confusion created by high payments, low payments, changing 
scales, and afterpieces, we believe that on average there is a significant consisten-
cy in publication returns. Whether one divides early from late eighteenth centu-
ry at 1737 (as we have done here) or at 1750 makes no statistical difference. 
Clearly the publication fee scale shifted significantly, as did the average benefit 
remuneration to authors. Consider the proportions. (See Table 2.) 

Table 2: Publication Fees as a Percentage ef Playwrights' Income from Mainpieces 

period 
1714-1737 
1737-1794 

theatre benefits 
£97 
£216 

publication fees 
£52 (35%) 
£102 (32%) 

These numbers reflect only mainpieces, and since they are general averages the 
fortunes of any one writer (let alone one play) might be quite different. But in 
round figures the implication is that the ratio of theatre benefit income to money 
received from the publisher was roughly 2: 1. The data are not as complete as we 
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Figure 9. Agreement for sale of publi-
cation rights to Charles Coffey's 'Jard-
cal Opera of one Act" The Merry 
Cobler to John Watts, 5 May 1735. 
BL Add. MS 38, 728,fol. 52. By per-
mission of The British Library. 
Coffey's afierpiece received its premiere 
at Drury Lane the next day. The piece 
died its first night, though it was a 
sequel to Coffey's The Devil to Pay 
(1731) which remained a favorite 
ajierpiece for decades. The edition of 
1735 was the first and last. 
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Figure 10. Agreement for sale of pub-
lication rights to Lewis Theobald's 
tragedy The Fatal Secret to John 
Watts, 9 July 1735. BL Add. MS 
38,728, fol. 199. By permission of 
The British Library. Theobald's tragedy 
had received its premiere more than two 
years earlier at Covent Garden on 4 
April 17 33 and died after three nights 
(with the second performance cancelled). 
The edition of 17 3 5 had no successor. 
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would like, but this is a tentative conclusion of some interest and importance. 
Given the relatively large sums that might potentially result from theatre bene-
fits, and the comparatively small sums quoted by Kenny and others for sale of 
plays to publishers (mostly early in the century), one would not, we think, pre-
dict that the publishers' fees would constitute so substantial a part of what play-
wrights earned from their work.7° 

At this point we obviously need to ask whether anything can usefully be said 
about the pre-1714 and 1790s cases. For the period 1690 to 1714 a playwright 
might have earned about £70 from one benefit with a full house. Some writers 
will have had two and even three benefits. At £60 or £70 each, this would 
dwarf the publication fee. If, however, we look at what playwrights actually 
netted from benefits prior to 1737 and consider the proportion of maximum 
take actually obtained in the middle of the century, the implication is that £50 
might not be a bad guess at playwrights' average benefit take. Perhaps not coin-
cidentally, this is double the £25 average known fee received from publishers 
prior to 1714. Turning to the 1790s period, we find a sample too small to be 
statistically meaningful. For what the figures may be worth, however, we note 
that they yield an average of £142 in a period when theatrical compensation to 
playwrights averaged £267. Once again, perhaps just coincidentally, this is not 
far off the 2: 1 ratio that obtained throughout most of the century. 
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What relationship did publication bear to performance? Did the appearance of 
a play in print help or hurt its success in the theatre? In the late seventeenth cen-
tury the interval between performance and publication fluctuated but eventually 

70 We know both benefit receipts and the publisher's fee 
for only thirteen mainpieces prior to 1794, a danger-
ously small sample, but the totals on these plays show 
£2885 benefit income as against £1451 from pub-

lishers. The 2: 1 ratio may be a coincidence, but it cor-
relates very precisely with what we are suggesting may 
have been a norm. 
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shrank to one month or less-in part a response to lack of copyright protection. 7r 

Obviously most plays were past their run and off the boards even with a lapse of 
only two or three weeks. But by the 1760s many plays were published and adver-
tised simultaneously with the premiere or soon after it, if they were published at 
all. Managers seem to have started to regret this practice. After 1728 any theatre 
could stage any play of which it could obtain a published text, and hence a 
company with what it considered a really hot property might wish to 
prevent, or at least significantly delay, the script's publication. An 
early documented case is Sheridan's The Duenna, a hit at 
Covent Garden in l 77 5. Sheridan reportedly demanded 
£500 for the copyright. What he actually received from the 
theatre for publication rights is not recorded. 72 The 
instance of Sheridan's The Critic is noteworthy: pre-
miered in 1779 and not published until 1781. Much less 
well known is the fact that at about this time Covent 
Garden and Drury Lane initiated a practice of paying 
authors to delay publication of works for which con-
siderable success was anticipated. Thus Hannah 
Cowley received £100 for "suspending the publica-
tion" of The Belle's Stratagem in the spring of 1780.73 
This was just about precisely what she would proba-
bly have got from a publisher: Thomas Harris obvi-
ously felt that delaying publication was worth a sub-
stantial sum. The deal was clearly advantageous to the 
playwright, who not only got the theatre's money but 
could hope to sell copyright to a publisher at a later date.74 

Naturally enough the managers realized that they should 
close this loophole and soon did so. By the end of the 1780s 
if the theatre wanted to keep a play from getting into print, the 
manager simply bought the copyright from the author. Thus 
Drury Lane paid James Cobb 200 guineas for the copyright to The 
Haunted Tower (1789) and the same price for his Siege of Belgrade (1791). Both 
were big-scale musicals of which great things were expected. Cobb earned a dis-
appointing £255 from benefits for the former, a handsome £478 from the latter. 
To judge from the cases recorded in Appendix VII, Covent Garden settled on 
£ 150 as the copyright price for a straight play from a name writer-i.e., half of 
the £300 that would be paid for a nine night run. How common the practice was 
we cannot be sure. Really popular shows were perhaps worth a lot more. 
Newspaper reports of the sale of Sheridan's Pizarro say anything from £500 to 700 
guineas, with what degree of exaggeration there is no way to guess. 75 

71 See Milhous and Hume, "Dating Play Premieres from 
Publication Data, 1660-1700," Harvard Library Bulletin 
22 (1974): 374-405. 

72 See The Dramatic Works of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, 
1:210, 215.The purchase was definitely made to prevent 
performance elsewhere. "The comic opera of the 
Duenna is not to be published; the managers ofCovent-
garden house having bought the literary property of it, 
to prevent its exhibition at any other Theatre" (General 
Evening Post, 5~7 December 1775). 

73 Reported from the account book in The London Stage, 
Part 5, 1:319.The play was published in London in April 
1782 only after it had been pirated in Dublin. 

74 Not always. Dibdin received £120 from Covent Garden 
"for withholding publication" of The Islanders (1780) 
but subsequently printed only the songs. For the pay-
ment, see The London Stage, Part 5, 3:390. 

75 See TI,e Dramatic Works of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, 
2:648. 
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Figure 11. Hannah Cowley (1743-
1809) collected an extra fee for delay-
in51 publication of her popular Belle's 
Stratagem, which received its premiere 
on 22 February 1780. Two pirate edi-
tions were printed in Dublin in 1781, 
but the play was not published in 
London until 1782. Artist and date 
unknown. Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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Pirates could be a problem. Unauthorized publication in Dublin could lead 
to sale of imported copies. With a popular show, more aggressive local piracy 
might occur. On 7 November 1803 Thomas Harris filed a bill of complaint in 
Chancery against James Roach, charging that Roach had published George 
Colman the younger's John Bull, or the Englishman's Fireside although Harris had 
bought the copyright from Colman and wished to withhold the piece from 
publication. Harris explains that he did so "from a belief that it would be for 
his Interest by inducing people to frequent his Theatre more than they would 
otherwise do if the said Play was published"; consequently he "proposed to 
with hold the same from being published till the end of the present Theatrical 
Season. "7 6 He does not, unfortunately, state the price paid for copyright. In 
1805 Harris filed three suits against John Sudbury of Chancery Lane, com-
plaining that he had obtained copies of three new plays whose copyright Harris 
had bought, sent them abroad to be printed on foreign paper, and imported the 
books for sale. The plays were Colman's John Bull, Charles Dibdin's The 
Cabinet, and James Cobb's Paul and Virginia. The price is not specified. He 
again states his "Belief' that delaying publication would help induce people "to 
frequent his Theatre. "77 We doubt that this is a wholly ingenuous statement, 
since simultaneous performance and publication was a long established custom. 
Harris is far likelier to have been concerned to impede performance by the-
atrical competitors. 

Much remains, we hope, to be discovered about the terms of publication of 
plays in eighteenth-century London. What has been found to date suggests (a) 
a very wide range of possible returns on mainpieces, especially in the first half 
of the century; (b) relatively scanty payment from publishers for afterpieces; 
and (c) a surprisingly consistent proportion of remuneration from publication 
of mainpieces-on average, about one-third. Readers may wonder if play-
wrights could have done better from a royalty system or by printing at their 
own risk. In a few known cases, the latter was tried-with highly divergent 
results. The famous case is Gay's Polly, suppressed by the government before 
production in December 1728. Gay had it printed and aggressively solicited 
subscriptions at a guinea each (2IS). The straight price was 6s (which was four 
to six times the standard price for a play), though competition from pirates 
forced him to drop the price to 2s 6d. The subscription apparently brought 
£1200 plus special gifts (Henrietta, Duchess of Marlborough paid £100 for 
one copy). According to a letter from Swift to Pope, Gay made the astonish-
ing sum of £3000 from the publication of this one play, of which he is known 
to have contracted for a first printing of 10,500 copies.7 8 At the other end of 
the spectrum, however, publishing at one's own risk could backfire. Arthur 
Murphy was dissatisfied with the rates he was getting from Paul Vaillant ( 100 

guineas for a mainpiece, 50 for an afterpiece), so he decided to handle No 
One's Enemy but his Own and What we must all come to (1764) another way. He 
arranged to have Vaillant print these works and sell them on commission. The 
print run was 2500 copies for each play. Vaillant's figures (which he proved to 

76 PR.O. C13/490/[no piece number] (Thomas Harris v. 78 See Calhoun Winton.John Gay and the London Theatre 
James Roach). (Lexington: Univ. Press of Kentucky, 1993), 133-135. 

77 P.R.O. E 112/1796, nos. 6612--6614. 
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the court's satisfaction) showed that roughly 800 copies of the one and 650 
copies of the other had been sold in upwards of a decade, and that after deduc-
tion of sales commission and £58 5s 9d for printing costs Murphy was owed 
the meager sum of £8 IS.79 No doubt Murphy wished he had settled for 150 
guineas up front. Like authors' benefits in the theatre, the profits from publi-
cation were not very predictable. 

VII. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have not attempted to conceal or minimize the problems with evidence in 
this survey. No benefit or publication figures have yet been discovered for a very 
large number of plays. The probability is that most of the sources no longer exist. 
Evidence is relatively full for some theatres and some periods, but maddeningly 
scanty for others. We cannot know how many playwrights sold tickets above 
face value to friends and managed to collect far more money than a sellout at 
normal prices would have produced. Likewise we have no way to know how 
many playwrights gave up benefits or paid kickbacks in order to get their work 
on stage. The very wide range of payments to authors of plays with good runs 
and multiple benefits means that we cannot safely guess what a writer made from 
a given play on which no hard evidence survives. 

All difficulties aside, quite a lot of evidence survives, and fully granting its thin-
ness for some periods, we believe that it is sufficient to provide a substantial basis 

79 P.R.O. E 112/1649, no. 2392. For analysis, see Judith 
Milhous and Robert D. Hume, "Profits from Play 

Publication: The Evidence of Murphy v. Vail/ant," 
Studies in Bibliography 51 (1998): 213-229. 
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Figure 12. Arthur Murphy (1727-
1805) tried to buck the system by pub-
lishing his plays at his own risk, but his 
experiment backfired. Engraved by 
Ridley from the portrait by Nathaniel 
Dance for the European Magazine, 
1805. Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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for generalizations and statistical analysis. For the period 1714-1800 we now have 
fairly solid information about the theatrical earnings of 246 of 580 mainpieces. 
For afterpieces (including benefit vehicles and one-offs), we know what the 
author made in II8 of 788 cases. In light of the survey in Sections II-VI, we 
believe we can offer very solid answers to some of the questions posed at the out-
set of this piece. 8o 

(1) The profits from publishing plays were far more important to playwrights than 
we would have guessed. Taken all in all, money received for copyright amounted 
to close to one-third of what playwrights earned from their work-a proportion 
that appears to stay remarkably constant throughout the eighteenth century. 

(2) A large number of afterpieces were scantily remunerated (if compensated 
at all). There are particular exceptions, but even those relatively few afterpieces 
for which a benefit was granted usually made the writers well under half what 
they would have earned from a mainpiece-and the proportion grew worse dur-
ing the course of the century. 

(3) Prejudice against women playwrights was fierce. They did get some work 
produced, but a startling number of the zero-compensation cases are plays by 
women. Even if one does not discount the redoubtable Elizabeth Inchbald (an 
actress with friends in the business), the returns on plays by women are far worse 
than for those by men. Individual plays succeeded, but not many of them. Exactly 
why plays by women did so poorly is hard to say, since the playwright's identity 
was rarely made public until the very end of the century. We presume that word 
of mouth from the theatre contributed to the hostile reception of women's plays. 

(4) We have found no evidence to suggest that a theatre was taking a gam-
ble when it produced a first play from a novice. On the contrary, the figures 
consistently show returns that were at or around the average for other plays in 
the same decade. 

An important point on which we have discovered virtually no data concerns 
what magnitude of gift (if any) a playwright might expect from the dedicatee 

BO One realm in which evidence remains frustratingly 
scanty is adaptations. The borderlines between original 
composition, appropriation, outright adaptation, and 
minor dramatic carpentry are extremely smudgy and 
change considerably in the course of the 140 years at 
issue here. A cash fee or a single "author's" benefit (most 
commonly on the sixth night) seem to have been cus-
tomary for adaptations of various sorts. The anonymous 
author of A Journal from Parnassus (ca. 1688) admits the 
shoddiness and insubstantiality of many adaptations, but 
maintains that if the theatre accepts an adaptation the 
reviser should be entitled to the standard compensation 
for a new play, presumably a third-night benefit (57-59). 
Theatre companies sometimes tried to restrict adapters 
to a flat fee, as Christopher Rich did for Motteux's high-
ly successful operatic version of The Island Princess 
(1699). According to The State ef the Case ... Restated 
(London: Applebee and Dod, 1720), 25, Motteux 
protested to the Lord Chamberlain and carried his point. 
In 1697 Dryden wrote to his sons, "I intend to alter a 
play of Sir Robert Howard's, written long since, & late-
ly put by him into my hands: tis calld The Conquest of 
China by the Tartars. It will cost me six weeks study, with 
the probable benefit of an hunderd pounds." The Letters 
ef]ohn Dryden, ed. Charles E.Ward (Durham: Duke Univ. 

Press, 1942), 93.We deduce that Dryden was hoping for 
at least one profitable benefit and a good price from 
Tonson for copyright. More than half a century later we 
will find some similar cases. The norm for adaptations 
seems to have become a single benefit on the sixth night. 
Hawksworth received an unadvertised sixth-night bene-
fit for his adaptation of Dryden's Amphitryon (December 
1756), getting £180 [-63=117?]: see The London Stage, 
Part 4, 2:572. Garrick took a benefit on the sixth night 
of an adaptation of Southerne's Fatal Marriage (12 
December 1757), earning a healthy £190 [-63=127], 
but apparently did not take a benefit for The Gamesters, 
altered from Shirley (premiered on the 22nd of the same 
month). Thomas Hill got a sixth-night benefit (31 
January 1767) for The Perplexities (a version ofTuke's The 
Adventures of Five Hours), gaining £127-85=42. William 
Cooke similarly received a sixth-night benefit for a 
Beaumont and Fletcher adaptation, The Capridous !Ady 
(17 January 1783), earning £247-105[?]=142.Yet anoth-
er sixth-night instance is the Tickell-Linley version of 
Ramsey's The Gentle Shepherd (29 October 1781), which 
produced £199-105=94. William Woodfall, however, 
was allowed £150 in lieu of each of two benefits at 
Covent Garden in February 1 777 for his adaptation of 
Savage's Sir Thomas Overbury. 
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of a printed play. Swift asks Gay in a letter shortly after the premiere of The 
Beggar's Opera, "Have you dedicated your opera and got the usuall dedication-
fee, of 20 guineas?" 81 Our best guess is that this would represent a particularly 
generous gift from a member of the nobility or gentry. Twenty guineas is, sig-
nificantly or coincidentally, the sum given a poet for a dedication on his 
twelfth visit to badger a patron in the opening scene of Mrs Pix's The Different 
Widows (1702). In this case the tone and satiric nature of the scene make the 
sum difficult to assess, but the gift is treated as wildly generous. Twenty guineas 
was the annual salary for the juniormost members of a theatre company, and 
therefore represents anything but a token acknowledgement. At least as com-
mon a state of affairs is probably reflected in Otway's dedication of The 
Souldiers Fortune (1680) to his publisher, Richard Bentley: "you pay honestly 

B~H,}~ OPl!IJIA. . .A.C.''T ID. ·-~~~11:11 · 

for the Copy; and an Epistle to you is a sort of an Acquittance, and may be 
probably welcome; when to a Person of higher Rank and Order, it looks like 
an Obligation for Praises, which he knows he does not deserve, and therefore 
is very unwilling to part with ready Money for." We have no way to calculate 
the value of hospitality, introductions, or intercession with influential people. 
Anecdotal evidence about gifts seems even more treacherous than rumors 

81 The Correspondence of Jonathan Swift, ed. Harold Williams, 
5 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963-1965), 3:267. In 
fact, Gay published his play without a dedication. 
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Figure 13, The unusually long run of 
John Gay~ experimental script The 
Beggar's Opera (1728) was prcifitable 
for both the author and the manager, 
Rich, who stand on the right side of the 
scene in this key to Hogarth~ painting. 
Engraved by T. Clark and published by 
Robert Scholey, n.d., efter the plate by 
Black for Boydell, 1790. Harvard 
Theatre Collection 
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about cash. Bowyer, for example, reports Mottley's statement that Budgell 
rewarded Susanna Centlivre for a dedication with a ring worth "about 20 
guineas. " 82 One wonders what the playwright could have sold it for. 

Readers may be surprised that for more than a century after the passage of the 
copyright act of 17rn, playwrights continued to derive no benefit from per-
formance of their plays after the initial production and run. The concept of intel-
lectual property rights evolved more rapidly in the realm of print than in per-
formance. With the notable exception of Macklin, almost all playwrights simply 
accepted the abrogation of their claims to their creations in accordance with the-
atrical custom. As early as l 719 Charles Gildon proposed that "Dramatic Poets 
... have the 3d and the 6th Day free, without any Charges, half the Profits of 
the 9th, and the 8th Part of the Profits above the Charges every time 'tis acted 
for ever, or rather during their Lives. " 83 This was a radical proposal in its time, 
and we cannot be surprised that theatre managers were totally unwilling to con-
template such a system. An anonymous pamphleteer of 1732 suggested that the 
author of a new play should be compensated by means of an annual pension of 
£ rno, but this must have seemed an even more outlandish idea. 84 

At this point we need to ask what, on average, playwrights actually appear to 
have earned from their work. Table 3 summarizes playwrights' average earnings 
from mainpieces in various periods, indicating the range of their take (low to 
high) and contrasting average payments for first plays and plays by women. The 
former are surprisingly good; the latter predictably poor. Table 4 summarizes 
averages for six periods, distinguishing afterpieces from mainpieces and benefits 
from publication. In both tables "N.A." means not applicable: evidence is whol-
ly lacking. An asterisk (*) means that the evidence is so scanty as to be statisti-
cally inadequate for meaningful comparisons. 

Table 3: Average Earnings from Mainpiece Benefits 

The number of plays in a particular category is given in [brackets]. We have 
omitted two "benefit" cases from the figures for 1794-1800. 

period average range 

1714-1721 [14 cases] £43 0-120 
1721-1728 [ 17] £154 0-494 
1728-1737 [13] £79 6-315 
1737-1760 85 [18] £245 0-401 
1760-1776 [37] £271 0-504 
1776-1794 [87] £193 0-601 
1794-1800 [59] £267 33-626 

82 John Wilson Bowyer, 77,e Celebrated l\Irs. Centlivre 
(Durham: Duke Univ. Press, 1952), 208. 

83 The Post-Man Robb'd ~f his Mail (London: Bettesworth 
and Rivington, 1719), 335. 

84 A Proposal For the better Regulation of the Stage (London: 
J. Peele, 1732), 40. 

first plays plays by women 

£40 [5] £14* [2] 
£183 [9] £36* [1] 
£71 [5] £29* [1] 
£262 [9] N.A. [o] 
£272 [8] £125* [3 of 4 = o] 
£158 [ 16] £175 [4 of 17 = o] 
£217 [ IO] £295* [7] 

85 Evidence for the period 1737-1747 is extremely 
scanty. Few playwrights earned much of anything in 
this decade. 
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Table 4: Average Earnings from Plays in Six Periods 

period mlp benefits mlp publication alp benefit or fee alp publication 

pre-1714 unknown £25 N.A. N.A. 
1714-1737 £97 £52 £58* £8* 
1737-1760 £245 £90* £112 £33* 
1760-1776 £271 £1ro* £98 £35* 
1776-1794 £193 £122* £79 £33* 
1794-1800 £267 £134* £114* N.A. 

These averages conceal radical variation in particular cases. A playwright might 
earn £500 from benefits-or nothing at all. One of the more striking facts to 
emerge from this investigation is the relative consistency of what playwrights 
earned after 1747. The gradual expansion of auditorium capacity after 1750 had 
virtually no effect on playwrights' earnings. 86 Indeed, playwrights were actual-
ly worse off between 1776 and 1794 than they had been in the palmy days of 
Garrick. Between 1760 and 1776, 49 per cent (eighteen of thirty-seven) of 
known cases yielded £300 from authors' benefits, whereas between 1776 and 
1794 only 24 per cent (twenty-one of eighty-seven) did so. The dip in income 
after 1776 is largely (though not wholly) a reflection of Sheridan's inept man-
agement of Drury Lane. Upper-end figures shifted hardly at all: Fenton and 
Gay made some £490 in the 1720s, and not until Murphy's The Grecian 
Daughter (1772) do we have record of anyone exceeding this total. Unfortunately 
for playwrights, occasional windfalls of £500 were more than offset by plays that 
fizzled and by a rise in the number of outright flops. 

We must emphasize that gossip is not to be trusted. Edward Young wrote to 
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, for example, claiming that Gay earned "above 
£rooo" from The Captives (which limped through seven nights in 1724), and that 
Fenton got "above £1500" from Mariamne the previous year. 87 David Nokes 
repeats these figures in his biography of Gay without question or qualification, 
but if either figure is even close to right, more than half the total must have been 
the result of gifts from patrons. 88 Young's report that George Jeffrey's Edwin (24 
February 1724) "now in rehearsal, has already, before acting, brought its author 
above £1,000" seems even more suspect. Halsband speculates that the Duke of 
Montagu (the dedicatee) "may have rewarded" the author, but hardly to the 
extent of £900 or more. A number of historians (including the generally com-
petent and credible James Boaden) have accepted newspaper claims that Colman 
received a flat £rooo fee from Sheridan for The Iron Chest (a dismal flop in four 
nights), but the Drury Lane account books show that the actual sum was £300. 89 

Like newspaper and magazine reportage today about salaries in the entertainment 
world, most rumors tend toward the wildly inflationary. 

86 As we have noted above, between the 1730s and the 
1 770s both Covent Garden and Drury Lane gradually 
expanded capacity from ca. 1400 to ca. 2200-and to 
3000 and above after 1790. 

87 The Complete Letters of I.Ady Mary Wortley Montagu, ed. 
Robert Halsband, 3 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1965-67), 2:35-36. Halsband reports fenton's profit 

from benefits as £671 (2:35n), but this was before 
deduction of house charges. 

88 David Nokes, John Gay: A Profession of Friendship 
(Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1995), 348-349. 

89 See Jeremy Felix Bagster-Collins, George Colman The 
Younger, 1762-1836 (New York: King's Crown Press, 
1 946), 336, and Appendix V, below. 
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The most frustrating difficulty with evidence concerns the virtual blank in 
our knowledge about the proceeds of mainpiece benefits prior to 1714. Given 
the relatively small size of the theatres and the prevalence of single benefits 
until the 1690s, we may suppose that few authors made more than £100 until 
then, and probably many made only half that. For what it may be worth, 
David Erskine Baker's Companion to the Play-House (1764) offers some anec-
dotal evidence. 

Southern was industrious to draw all imaginable Profits from his poetical 
Labours. Dryden once took Occasion to ask him, how much he got by one of 
his Plays? to which he answered, that he was really ashamed to inform him.-
But Mr. Dryden being a little importunate to know, he plainly told him, that 
by his last Play he cleared seven hundred Pounds; which appeared astonishing 
to Dryden, as he himself had never been able to acquire more than one hun-
dred by his most successful Pieces.-The Secret is, Southern was not beneath 
the Drudgery of Sollicitation, and often sold his Tickets at a very high Price, 
by making Applications to Persons of Distinction; which, perhaps, Dryden 
thought was much beneath the Dignity of a Poet. (2: s.v. 'Southern') 

The report is late and the figure unconfirmed, but the principle holds: "solic-
itation" and friends were enormously important, especially in the earlier parts 
of this period. 

A fact that emerges clearly from Table 3 is just how far playwrights' benefit 
earnings fell short of what three full houses less expenses would have generated. 
In none of the six subperiods did the average profit amount to significantly more 
than half of what might have been earned. Bigger theatres in the l 770s and 
gigantic theatres in the 1790s did virtually nothing to increase playwrights' 
incomes. The flat-fee system after 1794 arrested a decline in benefit income and 
left a successful professional like Reynolds or Morton collecting roughly £300 
per play, but this was only a bit above the norm for all plays. Publication fees, 
contrariwise, rose steadily, the average climbing from some £25 in 1700 to £150 
by the last quarter of the century. We presume that this reflects the growth of 
London and an increasingly literate population. 

Let us conclude with four important questions. 
Was the money actually paid? We are aware of neither private complaints nor 

public charges of nonpayment. So far as we know, even such rapacious man-
agers as Christopher Rich and Charles Fleetwood paid playwrights what they 
were owed from benefits. We raise the issue here because there is substantial 
evidence that Sheridan regularly shortpaid James Cobb in the 1790s. British 
Library Add. MS 25,915 ("Receipts and Letters of James Cobb 1787-1809") 
confirms quite a lot of account book entries, but also claims £865 ms 9d 
unpaid by Drury Lane as of l 802 (including £6 l 5s interest), plus unspecified 
amounts for such piecework as "altering The Strangers at Home into 2 Acts," 
"assisting in the Prelude of Poor Old Drury," and writing "the Afterpiece of 
The First of June." Sheridan was a woefully incompetent and dishonest man-
ager. How typical his treatment of Cobb was, we cannot tell. Cobb did not 
earn his living from playwriting, and he may not have pressed for his money. 
Account books (especially those for Drury Lane) are sufficiently chaotic that 
we cannot always document payment in full ( or any payment at all, in some 
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cases) .9° We suspect that this is a matter of bad and incomplete records. If 
Cobb's case had been typical, some loud public complaints ought to have 
come down to us. Account book evidence does confirm a high proportion of 
payments to playwrights as we have given them. Nonetheless, we must 
emphasize that even after 1780 we cannot always be positive that playwrights 
were paid in full, or that they did not accept special terms to their own dis-
advantage in order to get their work staged. 

What was the money worth? This is hard to answer. Because of radical incom-
mensurabilities in prices and the components of any cost-of-living index, we are 
extremely uncomfortable about attempting to supply a multiplier by which to 
obtain equivalents in 1990s pounds or dollars. What we can offer as a more valid 
if less tidy and satisfying mode of comparison is some particular figures from the 
period itself 

In 1706 Vanbrugh engaged Henry Norris (a popular actor) for ros per act-
ing day, or a presumptive £90 per annum (with no benefit, and the summer 
free); he contracted with Thomas Newman to serve as prompter for exactly 
half that sum.9 1 At this time, £5 a week was a top-of-scale salary for stars like 
Robert Wilks and Colley Cibber-though they also received a benefit each 
season. An author who got a hundred pounds from a play had earned a sum 
that would unquestionably support a family in modest comfort for a year. At 
Covent Garden in r 7 3 5-3 6 the pay scale for performers ran from 29s per night 
for Mrs Horton (£250 per annum) down to rs 8d for five nonentities (£15 per 
annum, and not really a living wage). Of some sixty performers on the payroll 
only eighteen made as much as ros per night; more than twenty made less than 
5s-as did all but two of the house servants.9 2 No doubt Theobald was disap-
pointed with £71 for Orestes (1731), and Jeffrey even more so with £49 for 
Merope (1731), but both sums were well above the annual income for a major-
ity of the people who worked for the theatre. The £149 that Frowde got for 
Philotas the same year would have seemed like riches to all but the company's 
proprietor and top principals. 

Toward the middle of the century we might point to the £200 allowance on 
which the spendthrift James Boswell tried to get along in London, or the £300 
"pension" that made Samuel Johnson financially secure.93 These figures are in 
line with the average take from mainpieces between I 760 and I 790. As in the 
1730s, playwrights earned quite a lot by theatrical standards. If we look at the 
Drury Lane pay list for r 776-77, we may note that of roughly seventy known 
salaries for actors and actresses approximately half were £1-2 per week for a 
thirty-week season, or an annual income of £3o-60 (only a few of these people 

90 For example, Cumberland should have received £167 
for five nights of A Word for Nature (DL, 5 December 
1798), but we can find definite record of only £53 6s 
8d in Folger W.b. 423, fol. 52r. Cumberland had collect-
ed £110 10s in three installments during the previous 
year, and he got another £20 in April 1799, but on what 
basis the account book simply does not specify. 

91 Judith Milhous and Robert D. Hume, A Register of 
English Theatrical Documents, 1660-17 3 7, 2 vols. 
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1991), 1: nos. 
1863, 1867. 

92 Judith Milhous and Robert D. Hume, 'John Rich's 
Covent Garden Account Books for 1735-36," Theatre 
Survey 31 (1990): 200-241, esp. 230-232. 

93 For Boswell's calculation of the cost of living as "a gen-
tleman" in London in 1762, see Boswell's London Journal 
1762-1763, ed. Frederick A. Pottle (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1950), Appendix I. For Johnson's pen-
sion, conferred in 1762, see James Boswell, Life of 
Johnson, ed. R. W. Chapman, 3rd ed. corr. J. D. Fleeman 
(Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1970), 264. 
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shared in benefits). Roughly 20 people had incomes between £2 and £5 per 
week, the majority earning closer to £90 than £150 for the year. About a dozen 
senior performers cleared more between salary and benefits than the £3 11 
George Ayscough received for Semiramis during this season.94 

Pondering these figures, one may see that a playwright who collected the average 
sum for a mainpiece should have been able to contrive to live on the proceeds for a 
year. The lifestyle would have been fairly modest, and supporting a large family 
would have been a problem. So would socializing with London's elite or trying to 
send children to Oxford or Cambridge. Spending a lot more money would not have 
been hard. Major actors at midcentury and later might collect £300-500 or more in 
salary (and perhaps another £200-300 from a bene:fit).95 Top-of-scale for a major 
castrato at the Italian opera was £1500 per annum from the 1720s into the 179os.96 

In 1796-97 J.P. Kemble, the foremost actor of his day, was owed £24 per week, or 
roughly £750 for a season's salary (which he had some difficulty collecting from 
Sheridan). To cite a later instance, the Lilly Library at Indiana University holds a 
receipt from Kemble dated 13 March 1804, by which he agrees to accept 7s 6d in 
the pound on salary owed him for 1801-02 (£101 5s for £270 owed). See the extra-
illustrated copy of Charles Dickens, Memoirs ef Joseph Grimaldi, vol.2, pt. 1, at 134. 

How does inflation ciffect these.figures? The short answer is, not much until the 1790s. 
For most of the eighteenth century inflation remained quite low. Ticket prices 
remained virtually unchanged from the beginning of the century to the 179os.97 
Theatre budgets and payments to stars spiralled, but many basic costs remained the 
same for decades. What caused the budget escalation was the growing size of the the-
atres and the increasing disposition to employ virtually complete separate troupes for 
different genres.98 A playwright who earned £100 in 1770 probably had much the 
same buying power he would have enjoyed twenty-five years earlier. The 
Napoleonic Wars, however, proved viciously inflationary. The index of British 
commodity prices rose from 87 to 1 12 between 1790 and 179 5, and had reached 
147 by 1800. The jump in the price of a "Composite Unit of Consumables" was 
even more drastic: from 871 in 1790 to 1091 in 1795, and up to 1567 in 1800.99 

94 The London Stage, Part 5, 1:9-10. 
95 For examples, see Matthew J. Kinservik, "Benefit Play 

Selection at Drury Lane 1729-1769: The Cases of Mrs. 
Cibber, Mrs. Clive, and Mrs. Pritchard," Theatre 
Notebook 50 (1996): 15-28. 

96 See Judith Milhous and Robert D. Hume, "Opera 
Salaries in Eighteenth-Century London," Journal of the 
American Musicological Society 46 (1993): 26-83. 

97 The standard cost of a box seat did rise in the 17 40s 
from 4s to the 5s once charged for special works and 
first runs. 

98 See Judith Milhous, "Company Management," in The 
London Theatre !¼rid, chapter 1. 

99 Figures are fiom Roderick Floud and Donald McCloskL)', 
eds., The Economic History of Britain since 1700, vol. 1, 
170(}-1860 (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1981), 169 
(Table 9.1); and John Burnett, A History of the Cost of Living 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1969), chapters 3 and 4, esp. 199. 
Current understanding of eighteenth-century economic 
history is in considerable flux, as a comparison of the 1994 
edition of Floud and McCloskey with that of 1981 makes 
plain. But as Daunton observes, "There is broad agreement 
on the main trends in prices: they rose fiom about 1750, 
with rapid inflation of 65 to 85 per cent between 1790 and 
1815;prices then fell by 25-35 per cent by the early 1820s." 

See M.J.Daunton, Progress and Poverty.An Economic and Social 
History of Britain 1700-1850 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1995), chapter 16; qtn. 433. For raw data on prices, see B. R. 
Mitchell, British Historical Statistics (Cambridge: Cambridge 
Univ. Press, 1988), chapter 14. On late-century changes, see 
particularly Charles Feinstein, "Changes in Nominal Wages, 
the Cost of Living and Real Wages in the United Kingdom 
over Two Centuries, 1780-1990," in Labour's Reward: Real 
IMlges and Economic Change in 19th-and 20th-Century Europe, 
ed. P Scholliers and V Zarnagni (Aldershot: Edward Elgar, 
1995), 3--36, "Wage-earning,; in Great Britain during the 
Industrial Revolution;' in Applied Economu:s and Public Policy, 
ed. Iain Begg and S. G. B. Henry (Cambridge: Cambridge 
Univ. Press, 1998), 181-208, and "Pessimism Perpetuated: 
Real Wages and the Standard of Living in Britain during and 
after the Industrial Revolution;' Journal of Economic History 
58 (1998): 625--658. For helpful overviews of money and 
authorial economics, see Brean S. Hammond, Professional 
Imaginative Writing in England, 1670-1740 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1997); Cheryl Turner, Living l,y the Pen: 
!¼men Writer., in the Eighteenth Century (London: Routledge, 
1992); and Edward Copeland, !¼men Wn'ting about Money: 
Women's Fiction in England, 1790-1820 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1995), esp. chapters 1 and 7. 
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Real wages fell some 19 per cent in the 1790s, though they had regained their loss-
es and a bit more by 1805 in wartime conditions. The implications for playwrights 
are somewhat dismal. The return to a £250 average for mainpieces after 1794 is 
misleading: probably no more than half of the dip in income (£178 from 1776 to 
1794) had actually been regained, the rest being lost to inflation. 

Could a person earn a living as a playwright? Obviously this is a matter of def-
inition, but all quibbles aside, we may say that few people actually did earn a 
living from playwriting for any length of time until the very end of the eigh-
teenth century. About late seventeenth-century writers we can really only 
speculate. Dryden, Shadwell, Behn, and a handful of others appear to have 
earned a substantial portion of their incomes from the theatre over two decades 
or more. Thomas Southerne definitely made a lot of money from some of his 
plays. But too little is known about sources and amounts of income or outgo 
for us to draw firm conclusions. 

We count I 5 3 playwrights who were professionally produced in London 
in the first half of the eighteenth century. Fielding appears to have made a 
living out of the theatre from 1730 to 1737 (when he was shut down by the 
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Figure 14. Charles Dibdin (1745-
1814). Dibdin was an actor-author-
musician who created the blackface role 
of ;Wungo in Bickerstajfe's The 
Padlock (17 68). He earned more 
money from composing than from play-
writing. Artist and date unknown. 
Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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Figure 15. Elizabeth Inchbald 
(1753-1821). Inchbald was one of the 

few eighteenth-century playwrights who 
consistently earned a living by writing 
plays. Artist and date unknown. 
Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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Licensing Act), but we could make a serious argument that he is more or less 
the only case of a professional playwright who supported himself by writing 
plays. Farquhar barely managed to feed himself and his family prior to his 
death in 1707-spending some of the time in the army. Colley Cibber made 
an enormous amount of money from many plays, but he was also a star actor 
and comanager/owner of Drury Lane. Nicholas Rowe was the major tragic 
dramatist of his time, but he held a series of government jobs and according 
to Spence inherited an income of "about £300 a year" as early as 1692-long 
before he took up playwriting. rno Susanna Centlivre was a productive profes-
sional, but also the wife of a minor court functionary with a £60 per annum 
salary and some perquisites: she would have had a hard time actually living 

off her plays. John Gay made a lot from The Beggar's 
Opera and a small fortune from sale of the sup-

pressed Polly, but not until the last years of his 
life could he be said to have supported himself 

out of the theatre. Perhaps the industrious 
Charles Johnson should count as a profes-

sional. Baker's Companion to the Play-
House says that he gave up law for play-
writing, got his work produced because 
he was Robert Wilks' intimate friend, 
and "formed so extensive an 
Acquaintance as constantly 
ensured him great Emoluments on his 
Benefit Night, by which Means, being 
a Man of Oeconomy, he was enabled 
to subsist very genteely" (2:s.v. 

Johnson). At some point, however, he 
married a widow with "a tolerable 

Fortune, on which he set up a Tavern in 
. . . Covent- Garden." 

In the second half of the eighteenth 
century we count 2 r 3 playwrights with 

work professionally produced in London. 
This includes a lot of amateurs and hobbyists, 

but also many quite prolific writers. Most of 
them, however, were not really supporting them-

selves by writing plays. Sheridan and the two Colmans 
were theatre proprietors. Cumberland was a civil servant. Garrick and Foote 
were both actors and theatre proprietors. Murphy became a lawyer. 
Woodward was an actor moonlighting in pantomime-contrivance. Cobb 
worked for the East India Company, and Hannah Cowley was married to a 
man in its service. Macklin was an actor. Holcroft started as an actor, and then 
turned hack, churning out plays, novels, translations, and travel literature. 

100 Observations,Anecdotes and Characters of Books and Men, 
1:349. 
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Morton was a member of Lincoln's Inn: we do not know how much of his 
income he derived from the theatre. Thomas Augustine Arne and Charles 
Dibdin made good money out of the theatre, but more as composers and house 
musicians than as playwrights-and we may note that Dibdin enjoyed a £200 
government pension at times and went bankrupt running a music shop. 

By our reckoning, the first playwright to make a passably steady living out of 
the patent theatres in the eighteenth century was Isaac Bickerstaffe, who turned 
out some twenty-one pieces in the course of two decades. His heyday was the 
1760s, and he was ahead of his time. So far as we know, the only other writers 
who consistently earned a living by writing plays were John O'Keeffe, Elizabeth 
Inchbald, Frederick Reynolds, and Prince Hoare. All of them flourished in the 
eighties and nineties when an upsurge in the number of new plays produced per 
annum started to make professional playwriting a more feasible occupation. By 
comparison with poetry, playwriting offered at least the possibility of substantial 
financial returns, even to first-time venturers. What one discovers when looking 
at the records of the more prolific writers, however, is that hardly anyone got 
plays staged regularly enough to make a living by writing them. Many writers 
enjoyed fat profits from a hit (Fenton's Mariamne or Goldsmith's She Stoops), but 
the market simply did not support freelance professionals well enough to feed 
them. Dryden's contract with the King's Company in 1668 called for him to 
write three plays per annum (which he entirely failed to do); after 1700 few play-
wrights put out more than one play in three years, on average. A1,d most of those 
who did, prior to the 1780s, were the likes of Cibber, Garrick, Foote, and the 
Colmans-primarily managers, not writers. 

To return to our opening question: how much did playwrights earn from their 
plays? As a very broad average, we could say that a mainpiece brought from 
£150 in the period 1714-1737 to more like £400 in the 1790s (figures that 
include both theatre income and publication payments). Until the 1790s there 
were almost no cases of authors earning more than £600 or £700 from a play. 
If we ask, however, "in what periods could a living be earned from playwriting?" 
the answer is startling: after 1700 virtually none until the 1780s, and then only by 
a few individuals. In the late seventeenth century, at least during times of com-
petition, the theatres mounted a lot of new plays. As the stock of modern clas-
sics built up, and the managers learned the virtues of a cartel, both companies 
grew far less anxious to bother with premieres. With a bit ofluck, an eighteenth-
century writer might make quite a lot of money from a particular play, but basi-
cally what one could not earn from playwriting was a living. ror 

101 We are grateful to many friends and librarians for gen-
erous assistance in compiling the evidence on which 
this study is based, but would like to express our special 
appreciation to Fredric Woodbridge Wilson and 
Annette Fern of the Harvard Theatre Collection, the 
expert staffs of Houghton Library, the Folger 
Shakespeare Library, and the Manuscripts Department 

of the British Library, and to Don-John Dugas, Paulina 
Kewes, Matthew J. Kinservik, and Patrick K. O'Brien. 
We completed this project while enjoying a year as 
Visiting Research Fellows at the Institute of Historical 
Research (London), to whose library and staff we are 
much indebted. 
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Figure 16. Folger W.a.32, "Rich's Register," recording peiformances and receipts at Lincoln's Inn Fields.from 1714. This page lists the gross receipts for William Taverner's benefits 
for The Artful Husband on the third and sixth nights, 14 and 19 February 1717. By permission of The Folger Shakespeare Library. 
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Appendix I: Main piece Benefits at Lincoln's Inn Fields and Covent Garden, 1714-1737 
Author, title of play, theatre, and date of premiere are given in the first column. Receipts are recorded for the first nine nights 
of the run (if the play lasted that long). Authors generally received the net profit from up to three benefits (normally, but not 
always, the third, sixth, and ninth nights). First plays are indicated by a dagger (t), plays by women with an asterisk(*). No 
figures are known for some seasons and no figures at all survive for Drury Lane in these years. For discussion of the principles 
on which these appendixes have been constructed, see the end of Section I of the text. 

Season of 1 7+~ 5 ISt 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 
to 

author 1 

tMolloy, Perplexed Couple (16 Feb) 77 31 87[-45=42] £42 

tKnipe, City Ramble (2 Jun) n4[-45=69] 28 37 £69 

Hamilton, Doating Lovers 38 85[-45 £40 

(23 Jun) =40] 

Season of 17"115 6 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

anon., Lucky Prodigal & Bullock, 35 31 86[-45=41) 25 £41 
Woman's Revenge (24 Oct) 

Theobald, Perfidious Brother 25 18 26+81=!07 22 £62 

(21 Feb) [-45=62] 

t*Davys, Northern Heiress 28 IO 21+51=72 £27 
(27 Apr) [-45=27] 

Ozell, tr., Cato of Utica (14 May) 24 14 46 [-45=1] £r 

Season of 1 7+6 7 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Bullock, Woman is a Riddle 66 28 49+63=II2 27 42 43+8=51 £73 
(4Dec) [-45=67] [-45=6] 

Taverner Artful Husband 58 53 73+65=138 39 41 52+20=72 48 26 53 £120 
(n Feb) [-45=93] [-45=27] 

Season of 171,0 I 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

anon., No Fools Like Wits 71 30 44+1=45 nil 

(10 Jan) [-45=0] 

tOdell, Chimera II2+14=1262 41 52+54=I06 £61 

(19 Jan) [-45=61] 

t*Haywood, Fair Captive 38 51 22+25=47 f2 
(4Mar) [-45=2] 

Mottley, Antiochus 12 14 12+38=50 £5 
(13 Apr) [-45=5] 

Mitchell/Hill, Fatal Extravagance 34+77= III 41 £66 
(21Apr) [-45=66] 

1 The total is "estimated" because we cannot be certain in all seasons that we are deducting the correct total for house charges. We have assumed that the charge 
stayed constant at 45 until it jumped to £50 in 1726-27. 

2 Benefit the Rich brothers, not the author. 
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Season of r 7= 2 rst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

tSturmy, Love and Duty 41 25 48+154=202 22 20 44+51=95 £207 
(22 Jan) [-45=157] [-45=50] 

Phillips, Hibernia Freed 58 51[-45 86+52=138 39 19 39+2=41 £99 
(13 Feb) [pit and boxes 5s] =6]3 [-45=93] [-45=loss] 

Season of r 7 ~2 3 rst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Sturmy, Compromise 71 25 37+91=128 £83 
(15 Dec) [-45=83] 

tFenton, Mariamne 125 rr4 45+r79=224 107 123 64+r2o=r84 127 IOI 66+96=162 £4914 

(22 Feb) [-45=179] [-45=139] [-45=n7 l 

t*Mrs J. Robe, Fatal Legacy r8 29 II+70=8l £36 
(23 Apr) [-45=36] 

Season of r7~ 4 rst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

t Jeffreys, Edwin 93 44 34+r8r=215 57 86 37+90=127 £252 
(24 Feb) [-45=170] [-45=82] 

Phillips, Belisarius 27 21 24+53=77 22 69 26+21=47 £34 
(14 Apr) [-45=32] [-45=2] 

tHurst, Roman Maid 37 35 36[-45 = nil 

(n Aug) loss] 

Season of 17~4 5 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

tOdingsells, Bath Unmask'd 65 50 49+101=150 88 62 62+33=95 26 rr35 £155 
(27 Feb) [-45=105] [-45=50] 

Season of I7"~'J 6 rst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Odingsells, Capricious Lovers 90 53 41+34=75 £30 
(8 Dec) [-45=30] 

Johnson, Female Fortune Teller 64 51 61+56=n7 62 20 27+n=38 £72 

(7 Jan) [-45=72] [-45=loss] 

Southerne, Money the Mistress 94 27 43+r44=187 £142 

(19 Feb) [-45=142] 

Season of r7H 7 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

tWelsted, Dissembled Wanton 64 38 57+81=138 92 86' £88 

(14 Dec) [-50=88] 

tFrowde, Fall ofSaguntum 148 56 81+83=164 46 50 77+37=rr4 50 42 45+27=72 £200-

(16 Jan) -5o=n4 -50=64 -50=22 12= 1887 

3 The second night benefit in addition to the third and sixth is extraordinary. We do not know whether the author had to pay the deficit on the sixth night. 
4 The twelfth night benefit yielded £85+16=101 [-45=56]. The British journal of 3 March says '"Tis Thought the Author will get upwards of a Thousand Pounds 

by this Play"-a good example of newspaper exaggeration. 
5 With Harlequin Sorcerer as afterpiece. 
6 Fourth and fifth nights aided by pantomime afterpieces. 
7 Frowde had to pay deficiencies for the 4th and 8th nights (BL Egerton MS 2265). 
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t Lewis, Philip of Macedon dismiss 19+127 35+51=86 £r32 

(29 Apr) 8 =146 ho=36J 

-50=96 

Season of r 7 ~7 8 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Sturmy, Sesostris 61 27 48+II8=166 45 78 39+20=59 58 77 £125 

(17 Jan) [-5o=n6] (-50=9] 

Gay, Beggar's Opera 170 161 144+19=163 163 176 174+16=190 162 158 153+12=165 £494 
(29 Jan) 9 [-5o=n3] ho=140J [ -50=II5] 

Season of 17~i 9 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

t Barford, Virgin Queen 67 23 34+73=107 £57 
(7 Dec) (-50=57] 

t Madden, Themistocles n4 69 ! 93+38=131 36 35 68+14=82 34 32 51+14=65 £12810 

(10 Feb) I ho=8r] ho=32J (-50=15] 

*Haywood, Frederick Duke of 43 57 I 28+51=79 £29 I 
Brunswick (4 Mar) ho=29J 

Season of 17~ o 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Gay, Wife of Bath (19 Jan) 11 96 37 56(-50=6] £6 

Season of I7ySJ I 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

t Lillo, Sylvia 91 63 45+55=100 £50 
(10 Nov) (-50=50] 

Fielding, Coffee-House Politician 39 60 55+23=78 28 £28 
(4 Dec)12 I [-50=28] 

tT racy, Periander 87 42 47+95=142 32 22+19= £8313 

(13 Jan) ho=92J 41[-50 

=loss] 

Frowde, Philotas 62 24 41+123=164 26 34 33+52=85 £r4914 

(3 Feb) ho=n4] (-50=35] 

Jeffrey, Merope 45 dismiss 27+72=99 £49 
(27 Feb) ho=49J 

Theobald, Orestes 133 76 87+24=III 74 37 42+18=60 £71 
(3 Apr) ho=6r] l-50=10] 

Season of I7il12 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 
I 

tKelly, Married Philosopher 35 27 I 48+37=85 76 47 £35 
(25 Mar) i ho=35J I 

8 A note in the ad of 2 May says that because of hot weather the play will be given only for the benefit of the author this season. 
9 Gay's play ran 32 nights successively before the actor benefit season interrupted it, and a total of 62 nights its first season. No author benefit was allowed the 

12th night, but Gay received a fourth benefit on the 15th, when the gross was £r62+14=176 [-50=126]. 
10 If Madden had to pay the deficiencies of the 4th, 5th, 7th, and 8th nights, then his rake was reduced to £65. 
11 Authorial revision of a play of 1713. 
12 Authorial revision of Rape upon Rape (Little Haymarket, 1730). 
13 We have presumed that Tracy had to pay the £9 deficiency on the fifth-night benefit. 
14 A very late benefit was allowed on 29 April 1732 (a year later), generating an additional £n+80=91 [-50=41]. 
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Season of 17-j~ 3 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 

Gay, Achilles 208 179 154(-\0 174 164 165[-so 122 127 146[-so 
(IO Feb) 15 i =!04] I =II\] =96] 

Theobald, Fatal Secret 

I 

47 dismiss 47+31=78 
(4Apr) 

' 
ho=28J 

15 Benefit the deceased author's sisters. The initial run was 18 nights, but only three author's benefits were allowed. 

Figure 17. Christopher Bullock, a 
low comedian, used his playwr(i/hting 
as a springboard to managerial status. 
He ran Lincoln's Inn Fields in place of 

John Rich between 1717 and 1720, 
but died young ~f consumption. 
Engraving by Charles Hall, after 
Hogarth. Harvard Theatre Collection. 

,innn 1k· f )rt'l""d /J;:,1,.,,,,,1,n 1f:, ,'11,/;}"7" (',j,_,ft.,? ::Jfuu1,, 
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Est. net 

£315 

£28 
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Appendix II: Mainpiece Benefits at Covent Garden and Drury Lane, 1737-1760 
For explanation of contents and a key to the symbols, see the introductory note to Appendix I. 

Season ofx742-43 1 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

Fielding, Wedding Day 179 n9 5o+author's 65 80 5o+author's 

(DL, 17 Feb) share share 

Season oh745-46 3 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

tMacklin, Henry VII (DL, 18 Jan) 143 42 31 [-5o=loss] 

Season oh746-47 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

tHoadly, Suspicious Husband 205 170 197-60=137 199 188 174-6o=n4 
(CG, 12 Feb) 

Season oh747-48 ISt 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

tMoore, Foundling 200 176 n9+32=151 169 157 139+29=168 
(DL, 13 Feb) -63=88 -63=105 

Season of 17 48-49 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

tJohnson, Mahomet and Irene 195 136 175-63=n2 138 n6 140-63=77 
(DL, 6Feb) 

Hill, Meropt! (DL, 15 Apr) 124 127 140-63=77 no 108 94-63=31 

Season oft7 49-50 ISt 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

Shirley, Edward the Black Prince 186 156 150-63=87 128 108 130-63=67 
(DL, 6Jan) 

tWhitehead, Roman Father 191 164 170-63=107 175 173 190-63=127 
(DL, 24Feb) 

Season of 1750-51 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

Moore, Gil Blas (DL, 2 Feb) 180 150 143[-63=80] IOO 80 150[-63=87] 

Season of 1751-52 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

tFrancis, Eugenia 180 160 170 200[-63 160 87[-63=24] 
(DL, 17 Feb) =137] 

Season oh752-53 5 ISt 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

Moore, Gamester (DL, 7 Feb) 217 140 142(-63=79] 180 160 140[-63=77] 

59 

7th 8th 9th Est. net 
to 

author 

<£502 

7th 8th 9th Est. net 

nil 

7th 8th 9th Est. net 

189 192 199-60=139 £390+80 

=4704 

7th 8th 9th Est. net 

184 144 169+18=187 £317 
-63=124 

7th 8th 9th Est. net 

105 IOI no-63=47 £236 

124 137 140-63=77 £I85 

7th 8th 9th Est. net 

128 108 90-63=27 £I81 

159 160 180-63=n7 £351 

7th 8th 9th Est. net 

140 120 140(-63=77] £244 

7th 8th 9th Est. net 

£161 

7th 8th 9th Est. net 

130 130 170[-63 =107] £263 

1 Figures for DL are preserved in P.R.0. LC 5'204, and printed with analysis in Judith Milhous and Robert D. Hume, "David Garrick and Box-Office Receipts 
at Drury Lane in 1742-43," Philological Quarterly 67 (1988): 323-344. 

2 Fielding states in his preface to the 1743 Miscellanies that "tho' it was acted six Nights, I received not £50 from the House for it." 
3 For daily receipts this season, see Judith Milhous and Robert D. Hume, "A Drury Lane Account Book for 1745-46," Theatre History Studies 10 (1990): 67-104. 
4 On disposition of the benefit income (none of which went to the playwright), see discussion in the text. 
5 Edward Young gave the proceeds of his three benefits for The Brothers (DL, 3 March 1753) ro "a Public Benefaction." Gross receipts were £I6o, £140, and £150 

for a probable net of £261. Young did not need the money: he gave fa,ooo to the Society for the Promotion of the Gospel in Foreign Parts on 14 March (London 
Stage, Part 4, 1:356). 
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Season of 1753-54 

tGlover, Boadicia (DL, r Dec) 

tCrisp, Virginia 
(DL, 25 Feb) 

Whitehead, Creusa (DL, 20 Apr) 

Season of 1754-55 

t Brown, Barbarossa 
(DL, 17 Dec) 

Season of 1755-56 

Brown, Athelstan (DL, 27 Feb) 

Season of 1757-58 

Home, Agis (DL, 21 Feb) 

Season of 1758-59 

Murphy, Orphan of China 
(DL, 21 Apr) 

Figure 18. Even with Carrick per-
forming, Henry Fielding's The 
Wedding Day was not popular. 
Fielding had to become a manager in 
order to get his more unconventional 
works staged. Engraving by Basire, after 
Hogarth. Harvard Theatre Collection. 

1st 2nd 

230 200 

unkn. 150 

150 120 

1st 2nd 

160 160 

1st 2nd 

190 120 

1st 2nd 

200 200 

1st 2nd 

158 124 
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3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

120[-63=57) 140 140 150[-63=87] 130 130 90[-63=27] £171 

200 180 170 150[-63=87) 150 160 140[-63=77] £301 

[-63 =137] 

150[-63=87] 120 170 150[-63=87 l 80 unkn 150[-63=87] £261 

3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

170 170 180 190[-63 =127] 170 160 180[-63=n7] £351 

[-63 =I07] 

3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

160[-63=97] 200 160 140[-63=77] 130 180 120[-63=57] £231 

3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

220[-63=157] 180 200 180[-63=n7) 200 180 190[-63=127) £401 

3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

160-63=97 163 122 150-63=87 J08 130 no-63=47 £231 
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Appendix III: Mainpiece Benefits at Covent Garden and Drury Lane, 1760-1776 
For explanation of contents and a key to the symbols, see the introductory note to Appendix I. The abbreviation "com" here 
means "command performance" (when receipts were usually substantially higher than normal). 

Season of 1760--61 1st 2nd 3rd 4th I 5th 
I 

6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 
to 

author 

Macklin, Married Libertine 222 165 137-63=74 189 142 215-63=152 143 138 121-63=58 £409 1 

(CG, 28 Jan) 

Murphy, All in the Wrong (DL, 15 Jun) unkn. unkn. 78 net unkn. unkn. 2 net unkn. unkn. 6 net £862 

Season of 1763-64 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

*F. Sheridan, Dupe (DL, 10 Dec) 168 160 55 [net loss] nil 

Rolt, Royal Shepherd unkn. 169 212-77=135 III 185-77 145 215 II2 unkn. fa43+?3 

(DL, 24 Feb) =108 

Season ofi766-67 1st 2nd 3rd 4th i 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

tToms [adapt. Piccini], Accomplished 222 175 184-73=III 152 220 com 

I 
132-73=59 II9 II0 131-93=384 fao8 

Maid (CG, 3 Dec) 

tFrancklin, Earl of Warwick 165 174 162-73=89 194 176 172-73=99 121 173 III fi88+? 5 

(DL, 13 Dec) 

Garrick, Cymon 196 181 216-84=132 120 193-84= 229 com 139 159 204-84=120 £3616 

(DL, 2 Jan) 109 

Murphy, School for Guardians 195 126 89-64=25 232 com 137 152-86=66 £917 

(CG, rnJan) 

Colman, English Merchant 235 194 161-64=97 151 230 com 157-64=93 193 238 com 216-64=152 £342 
(DL, 21 Feb) 

Bickerstaffe, Love in the City 246 197 136-67=69 n6 I £69 
(CG, 21 Feb) 

Season of 1767-68 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

tGoldsmich, Good-Natur'd Man 227 233 210-64=146 204 236 com 161-64=97 175 229 166-68=98 £341 
(CG, 29Jan) 

1 Macklin received fa84 I2S from benefits on the third, sixth, and ninth nights. By special contract he was also paid one-fifth of the take after £63 charges on other 
nights during the nine-night run, a total of fi24 6s ,d. In addition, Macklin received fa68 6s 9d from eleven performances of Love a la Mode for which he was 
allowed one-fifth of the profit above charges. Six further performances of chat play were given with The Married Libertine (contributing co its total receipts). Ir was 
also given four rimes at benefits (including those for Macklin and his daughter) and once (15 April) when the receipts (£43) were below charges so Macklin was owed 
nothing. 

2 Mounted in a summer season at DL managed by Murphy and Foote. Figures from Jesse Foot, The Life of Arthur Murphy, Esq. (London: Faulder and Nichols 
and Son, 18n), 176. Each manager collected about £300 in company profits. Garrick and Lacy gave Murphy another faoo for the rights to All in the Wrong and The 
Old Maid for the regular DL company, though Murphy claimed chat they had promised to guarantee him a total of £300 for the mainpiece and £100 for the 
afterpiece, and hence owed him fa 78. He had earned £57 for The Old Maid; we reckon what he was owed at £257. 

3 We do not know why the second benefit was the fifth night rather than the sixth. Receipts are not recorded for the ninth night benefit. Charges were high (£76 
I2S 6d), presumably because of special incident charges. 

4 An additional £21 was charged for an afterpiece. 
5 Ninth night not advertised as a benefit; wth night so advertised, but the account book shows only charges, so the net to the author (if any) is unknown. 
6 One third of this sum was paid to the composer, Michael Arne (London Stage, Part 4, 2:1211). Because of a command performance, the second benefit was 

moved up to the fifth night. 
7 Sixth night charge includes fa1 for an afterpiece. Proceeds were paid to Miss Eliot (Murphy's mistress?), for whom the benefits were advertised. 
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Figure 19. On 8 March 1768, the second authors benefit for Lionel and Clarissa, Isaac Bickerstaffe (1733-1808?) had to pay not only £63 house charges but £1 5s extra for 
candles. Egerton MS 2273,fol. 97v, by permission ofThe British Library 
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Bickerstaffe, Lionel and Clarissa 

(CG, 25 Feb) 

Murphy, Zenobia (DL, 27 Feb) 

Season of 1768-69 

tHoole, Cyrus 

(CG, 3 Dec) 

Reed, Tom Jones (CG, 14Jan) 

t*Lennox, Sister (CG, 18 Feb) 

Season ofi769-70 

Colman, Man and Wife (CG, 7 Oct) 

Cumberland, Brothers (CG, 2 Dec) 

Hoole, Timanthes (CG, 24 Feb) 

Season of 1771-72 

tCraddock, Zobeide (CG, u Dec) 

Cumberland, Fashionable Lover 

(DL, 20Jan) 

Murphy, Grecian Daughter 

(DL, 26 Feb) 

*Griffith, Wife in the Right 

(CG, 9 Mar) 

Season of 1772-73 

O'Brien, Duel (DL, 8 Dec) 

O'Hara, Golden Pippen (CG, 6 Feb) 

Murphy, Alzuma (CG, 23 Feb) 

Home, Alonzo (DL, 27 Feb) 

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer 

(CG, 15 Mar) 

Season of 1773-7 4 

Kenrick, Duellist (CG, 20 Nov) 

Kelly, School for Wives (DL, 11 Dec) 

Garrick, Christmas Tale 

(DL, 27 Dec) 

Colman, Man of Business (CG, 29 Jan) 

i 

234 1 215 

I 
unkn. I unkn. 

!St 2nd 
I 

201 

247 251 

234 

!St 2nd 

224 210 

216 170 

227 

1st I 2nd 

221 I 152 

249 215 

207 

243 

1st 

230 

207 210 
I 

238 177 

235 221 

1st ' 2nd 

221 

i 

172+30=202 

-65=137 

3rd 

253-73=180 

245 243 I 233-73=160 

I 
220 155 I 250 

222 

unkn. 

181 

205 

143 

213 

4th 

197 

199 

271 

i 

I 

195 

194 

222 

I 

160 

202 

unkn. 

203 

239 com 

5th 

155 

188 

5th 

232 

199 

274 

5th 

197 

243 

5th 

I 

6th 

159+23=182 

-65=117 

6th 

250-70=180 

6th 

201-73=128 

6th 

177-73=104 

6th 

237 I 241-73=168 

213 

178 

unkn unkn 

7th 8th 

179 

211 20! 

8th 

123 226com 

197 171 

225 178 

7th 8th 

104 127 

203 

8th 

176 

I 
143 

230 224 

7th 8th 

220 221 

216 

I 

123 130 

218-67=151 
com 

179+9= 188 

-65=123 

135 

130-70=60 

212-73=139 

63 

Est. net 

£377 

£z97 I 

nil 

Est. net 

£z66 

Est. net 

nil 

Est. net ! 

nil j 
1 

£112 I 

£z72 

£z86 

Est. net 

nil 

£371 

£z31 

8 Murphy received half the take of the ninth and tenth nights less £73 charges. The tenth night gross was £z23, so his third benefit yielded £205-73=132. These 
figures are from The Private Correspondence of David Garrick, ed. James Boaden, 2 vols. (London: Colburn and Bentley, 1831), 1:347. 

9 Charges were raised on account of an afterpiece. 

JO Genest says "Craddock was a gentleman of fortune-he gave the profits of his piece to Mrs Yates," citing Craddock's Memoirs. See John Genest, Some Account 
of the English Stage from the Restoration in I66o to I830, IO vols. (1832; rpt. New York: Burt Franklin, n.d.), 5:331. 

11 The work was converted to an afterpiece on the 4th night. No further benefit was given, but after several performances the 3rd night charges were remitted. 
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Dow, Sethona (DL, 19 Feb) 239 227 188-73=II5 252 245 181-73=108 240 216 195-73=122 £345 

Season 0£1774-75 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Cumberland, Choleric Man 243 124 151-73=78 160 145 132-73=59 207 199 171-73=98 £34112 

(DL, 19 Dec) 

Francklin, Matilda 225 155 186-73=II3 176 205 167 229 163-73 183-78=105 £308 

(DL, 21 Jan) =90 

tJephson, Braganza (DL, 17 Feb) 250 226 240-73=167 214 249 219-73=146 243 206 237-73=164 £47713 

Season of 1775-76 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

*tCowley, Runaway 256 220 au ben 264 218 251-73=178 239 219 240-73=167 £345 +? 
(DL, 15 Feb) (unkn) -73 = ?14 

charges 

12 Cumberland also received a 12th night benefit: £190-84=106. 
13 Whether Jephson actually kept the money is uncertain. He borrowed £500 from Garrick a decade earlier, and in a letter of 5 September 1774 about this play he 

says he has "been obliged to resort to the poor exchequer of my own brain" in order to "repay" him. See Marcin Severin Peterson, Robert Jephson (r736--r803): A Study 
of His Life and Works (Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska Studies in Language, Literature, and Criticism, no. II, 1930), 25. 

14 Third night benefit proceeds not known. The play enjoyed 17 nights its first season. We estimate a total cake to the author of ca. £500. 

Figure 20. Ho/croft's early successes as 
a playwright led him to think he could 
always make money that way, but time 
proved him wrong. Engraving by ]. 
Conde, European Magazine, 1792. 
Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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Appendix IV: Mainpiece Benefits at Covent Garden and Drury Lane, 1776-1794 1 

For explanation of contents and a key to the symbols, see the introductory notes to Appendixes I and III. 

Season of 1776-77 IS( I 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 
to author 

tAyscough, Semiramis (DL, 14 Dec) 226 217 174-!05=69 220 227 277-rn5=r72 170 202 r75-rn5=70 £3n 

Sheridan, School for Scandal 224 196 241 257 242 248 263 264 268 £648 2 

(DL, 8 May) 

Season ofr777-78 IS( 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

*tMore, Percy (CG, IO Dec) 215 182 205-I05=IO0 202 I 205 r86-I05=8I 146 142 r98-rn5=93 £274 

Shirley, Roman Sacrifice 222 142 70-rn5=loss 91 nil 
(DL, 18 Dec) 

Cumberland, Battle of Hastings 244 229 185 214 187 189 r6r 138 162 
I 

£r893 

(DL, 24Jan) I 

Season of 1778-79 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

I 

Fielding, Fathers (DL, 30 Nov) 2II IIJ 14I-Io5=36 131 Il5 
I 

167-!05=62 97 135 I08-I05=3 fror 

Jephson, Law of Lombardy 22! 207 133-!05=28 122 146 i r57-rn5=52 173 149 129-I05=24 £rn4 
(DL, 8 Feb) 

*tRichardson, Double Deception 137 147 83-rn5=loss 56 nil4 

(DL, 28 Apr) 
i 

Season of 1779-80 IS( 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

*Griffith, Times (DL, 2 Dec) 200 133 r46-I05=4I I00 !03 I rn7-ro5=2 212 208 186-105=81 £124 

tHodson, Zoraida (DL 13 Dec) : 148 II8 99-105=loss 189 199 179-105=74 153 124 £745 

Season of 1780--81 I ISt 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

tO'Beirne, Generous Impostor 197 !02 I 100-105=loss 84 Sr 138-105=33 £33 
(DL, 22 Nov) 

Dibdin, Islanders (CG, 25 Nov) 208 174 191 160 153 279 com 151 151 172 £r856 

1 Boaden, Inchbald, r:257, says she received only £50 for The Child of Nature (CG, 28 Nov 1788), premiered as a mainpiece but immediately cut to an afterpiece. 
O'Keeffe reports that he was paid 600 guineas for The Banditti (CG, 28 Nov 1781) by prior agreement, even though it died on the first night (Recollections, 2:n-12, 17, 
19). He had to pay Arnold £50 for the music, and would have owed him another £40 on the sixth night and £30 on the ninth (for a projected total of £120 for 
music). He reports identical terms for Fontainebleau (CG, 16 Nov 1784), with £120 actually paid to Shield for music (2:97-98). He reports receipt of 350 guineas for 
The Highland Reel (CG, 6 Nov 1788), which was cut to afterpiece length after a month. The sum probably includes copyright; whether he or Harris paid Shield for 
the music is not clear (2:134). The Toy (CG, 3 Feb 1789) brought O'Keeffe 300 guineas and an additional 50 for copyright (2:137-138). 

2 No author's benefits were advertised. The account book, however, reports £741 os 6d paid for "Author's balance for r Night of the Trip to Scarborough & 4 
Nights for the School for Scandal" (London Stage, Part 5, r:82). British Library Add. MS 30,348 (a collection of material connected with Vortigern) asks "What are the 
Greatest Profits to the Author by any Play," and says "The 4 Nights of the School for Scandal Vizt the 3d-6th--9th & the 20th Nights produced a Balance to the 
Author of £648 5s 6d" (fol. 18). We deduce that roughly £93 of the £741 total was for A Trip to Scarborough. The £648 figure is almost exactly correct for these nights 
if house charges were £73, which is what they had been the previous season under Garrick. Sheridan had raised them to £ro5, but evidently did himself a favor. The 
twentieth night gross was £r85. This calculation is confirmed by account book figures for the sixth night of A Trip to Scarborough (Sheridan's adaptation of 
Vanbrugh's The Relapse): the gross was £r77[-84=93]. 

3 No benefits were advertised, bur Cumberland was paid £r88 ns 6d for "3 Nights." 
4 A benefit was allowed on 26 January 1780 "for the Author's Heirs" yielding £r30-I05=25. 
5 The third author's benefit was deferred on 8 Feburary 1780 on account of illness, and again on II March. Romeo and Juliet was given for Hodson' s benefit on 1 

May 1781 (more than a year later) but failed to make charges. 
6 Net payment reported in Egerton MS 2282, fol. 142v. In his Professional Life (2:45, 68-69) Dibdin says that he contracted to receive "a third of the first nine 

nights," leading Hogan to assert that he collected some £540 plus a publication-suppression fee (r:cxciii). We must presume, however, that house charges were 
subtracted, and Dibdin complains that he had to substitute the tenth night for the sixth on account of a command performance, costing him "above fifty pounds." 
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Burgoyne, Lord of the Manor 227 171 147-105=42 135 150 209-105=104 136 182 162-105=57 £20l 
(DL, 27 Dec) 

Delap, Royal Suppliants (DL, 17 Feb) 182 153 142-105=37 154 204 169-105=64 164 169 182-115=67 £168 

Andrews, Dissipation (DL, IO Mar) 243 250 226-115=111 249 232 202-115=87 227 180 119-105=14 £212 
com 

Season of 1781-82 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th ?th 8th 9th Est. net 

Holcroft, Duplicity (CG, 13 Oct) 205 168 ?-105=? 118 113 ?-105=? 220 £100 8 

Pratt, Fair Circassian (DL, 27 Nov) 150 142 151-105=46 159 151 207-105=102 144 147 130-105=25 £173 

Tickell, Carnival of Venice 226 148 192-105=87 173 178 166-105=61 145 175 183-105=78 £226 

(DL, 13 Dec) 

tR. Griffith, Variety (DL, 25 Feb) 226 181 216-105=111 161 153 139-105=34 189 137 95[-105 =nil] £145 

Pilon, Fair American (DL, 18 May) 152 136 121-105=16 92 107 68-105=nil 75 113 147-105=42 £589 

Season of 1782-83 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th ?th 8th 9th Est. net 

O'Keeffe, Castle of Andalusia 166 155 174 217 309 com 186 224 196 185 £369!0 

(CG, 2 Nov) 

Hull?, Fatal Interview (DL, 16 Nov) 235 149 101-105=nil nil 

Pratt, School for Vanity (DL, 29 Jan) 2IO nil 

Season ofi783-84 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Jackson, Metamorphosis (DL, 5 Dec) 146 92 72-105=nil nil 

*Cowley, More Ways than One 209 219 ?-105=? 253 201 ?-105=? 203 209 ?-105=? £48511 

(CG, 6Dec) 

Andrews, Reparation (DL, 14 Feb) 161 126 113-105=8 139 103 165-105=60 179 168 181-105=76 £144 

Macnally, Robin Hood (CG, 17 Apr) 206 241 ?-105=? 230 223 ?-105=? 262 176 ?-105=? £220 12 

Season of 1784-85 ISt 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

anon., Deception (DL, 28 Oct) 161 nil 

Cumberland, Carmelite (DL, 2 Dec) 234 232 222-105=117 171 202 171-105=66 266 com 171 277-105= 172 £355 

Cumberland, Natural Son 176 107 148-105=43 105 129 62-105=nil 142 182 162-105=57 £100 

(DL, 22 Dec) 

The £185 payment reported in the Covent Garden account books is correct, allowing for house charges and substituting the tenth night for the sixth. The exact loss 
to Dibdin caused thereby was £47. 

7 Proceeds of all three benefits paid to the composer, William Jackson, not to Burgoyne. 
8 The account book says Holcroft received £100 in full for two benefits (Egerton MS 2283, fol. 34'). 
9 The eighth and ninth nights were given in February 1783. 

IO Net payment in full to O'Keeffe; no benefits advertised (London Stage, Part 5, 1:566). 
11 Egerton MS 2285 records "the 3 [author's] Nights Balances" of this play as £213 IS 6d (fol. 143v), but also lists a payment to Cowley of £485 "as per Arbitration" 

(fol. 144'). 
12 Payment recorded in Egerton MS 2285, fol. 144'. 
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Season of 1785-86 IS( 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Holcroft, Choleric Fathers 240 140 211[-!05=!06] 154 274 com 140(-105=35] III £14113 

(CG, IO Nov) 

Cobb, Strangers at Home 200 184 233-105=128 216 241 181-105=76 241 194 250-!05=145 £349 
(DL, 8 Dec) 

Burgoyne, Heiress (DL, 14Jan) 226 250 216-105=111 275 262 307-105=202 253 237 270-105=165 £478 

Delap, Captives (DL, 9 Mar) 222 158 139-105=34 £34 

t*A Lady, Peruvian (CG, 18 Mar) 246 215 217-105=112 178 139 172-105=67 £17914 

Season of 1786-87 IS( 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. nee 

Macnally, Richard Coeur de Lion 250 227 268 com 183(-105 £7815 

(CG, 16 Oct) =78] 

Pilon, He Would be a Soldier 246 207 249(-105= 144] 197 242 183[-105=78] 203 243 168(-105=63] £38716 

(CG, 18 Nov) 

*Cowley, School for Grey Beards 220 166 129-105=24 151 unkn. 180-105=75 181 227 122-105=17 £116 

(DL, 25 Nov) 
I 
! 

Reynolds, Eloisa (CG, 20 Dec) 166 119 i 121[-105=16] fr617 
I 

*lnchbald, Such Things Are 218 I 264[-105]=159 : 212 290[-105 263 249[-105=144] £601 18 214 
! 

237 323com 
(CG, 10 Feb) i 

"' w5,H, ~o, 
=185] 

Holcroft, Seduction (DL, 12 Mar) 188 229 257 200-105=95 172 134 153-105=48 £255 

Jephson,]ulia (DL, 14Apr) 19 217 223 164-105=59 140 153 150-105=45 154 219 158-105=53 fr57 

Season of 1787-88 IS( 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 
I 

t*Lee, New Peerage (DL, IO Nov) 209 180 125-105=20 III 197 95-I05=loss 121 120 108-105=3 £23 

*lnchbald, All on a Summer's Day 180 I nil 

(CG, 15 Dec) : 
i 

*Cowley, Fate of Sparta (DL, 31 Jan) 204 176 213-105=108 167 182 188-105=83 169 I 172-105=67 £258 175 I 
Cobb, Love in the East (DL, 25 Feb) 207 171 169-105=64 159 130 147-105=42 239 104 124-105=19 £12520 

tGreacheed, Regent (DL, 29 Mar) 227 271 265-105=160 233 231 184-105=79 159 142 161-105=56 £295 

t*Lady Wallace, The Ton 296 218 182[-105=77] 

I 
£77 

(CG, 8 Apr) I 

13 Confirmed by Egerton MS 2286, fol. 53': fr40 13s co "Mr Holcroft his Ballance on 2 Nights of the Choleric Father." 
14 Egerton MS 2286, fol. 109', reports payment of this sum to Mr Hull as "Ballance on 1st & 2d Nights of the Peruvian," so he apparently saw the play to the 

stage. Whether he kept the money there is no way to tell. 
15 Turned into an afterpiece afrer the fourth night. Macnally received a benefit for the shorter version as well. Egerton MS 2287, fol. 32', records the combined 

payment in full: £121 18s 6d. 
16 Pilon received an additional benefit on the twentieth night (1 Feb 1787), £207 [-105=102]. 
17 Reynolds reports that he made £8 afrer deduction of fioo charges (1:322-323), but Egerton MS 2287, fol. 56', records fr6 os 6d. 
18 lnchbald received a fourth benefit on the twentieth night (£218 [-105=113]). Boaden, Inchbald, 1:243-244, reports that she "estimated" a total gain of £900, 

including copyright. This seems high, unless she received special gifts. Our figure is confirmed in Egerton MS 2287, fols. 80', 86', and 114'. 
19 Kemble fell ill afrer the first night; the run was completed the next season. 
2° Cobb's receipt for £62 12s is in British Library Add. MS 25,915, fol. 2. We presume that Storace (the composer) got the other half. 

! 

' 

i 
I : 
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Season of 1788-89 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

*Inchbald and Elliott, The Child of 151 195 160[-ro5=55] £5521 

Nature (CG, 28 Nov) 

Cumberland, Imposters (DL, 26 Jan) 254 158 134-ro5=29 155 184 ro8-ro5=3 £32 

tSt John, Mary Queen of Scots 240 255 266-122=144 220 245 2IO-l22=88 245 231 138-122=16 £248 
(DL, 21 Mar) 

tConway, False Appearances 138 183 206-n5=91 165 89 92-115=loss £91 
(DL, 20 Apr) 

Cumberland, School for Widows 165 IIO 140[-ro5=35] £35 
(CG, 8May) 

Reynolds, Dramatist actor 167 176[-ro5=71] £51222 

(CG, 15 May) hen 

Season of 1789-90 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

tHayley, Marcella (DL, 7 Nov) 121 20223 n9 nil 

Cobb, Haunted Tower (DL, 24 Nov) 219 173 207-105=ro2 236 215 161-ro5=56 162 208 202-ro5=97 £25524 

Mackenzie, Force of Fashion 203 nil 

(CG, 5 Dec) 

Hayley, Eudora (CG, 29 Jan) 205 nil 

O'Keeffe, Czar (CG, 8 Mar) actor 201 186[-ro5?=81] 163 £81+?2s 

hen 

Reynolds, Crusade (CG, 6 May) 211 274 2ro[-ro5?=ro5] 198 194 170 167 171 224 £200 26 

Season of 1790-91 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Marshall?, German Hotel 180 202 165[-ro5=60] 274 145[-ro5 126 249 327 196 fa49 27 

(CG, 11 Nov) =40] com 

Andrews/Reynolds, Better Late than 241 198 197-115=82 202 164 246-125=12I 182 273 248-115=133 £33628 

Never (DL, 17 Nov) 

Cobb, Siege of Belgrade (DL, 1 Jan) 267 296 302-124=178 303 307 289-123=166 296 242 257-123=134 £47829 

21 Egerton MS 2289, fol. 46' lists "Mrs Inchbald & Miss Elliott third night of the Child of Nature 55-03-06." They do not appear to have been paid for reducing 
it to an afterpiece, which had 23 performances this season. 

22 Reynolds reports fa8o receipts and £mo charges (2:33). He says that "during the summer, Mr. Harris proposed giving me two hundred pounds for my two 
succeeding nights, including copyright, and added, that if by any miracle, this benefit play should be performed twenty rimes, he would give me the twenty-first 
night" (2:34). It ran 34 times its second season. Reynolds received additional payments of £mo on 13 October and 22 December, and a benefit on 2 February 1790 
yielded £346 [-ro5=241] (Egerton MS 2290, fols. 14', 54', and 86'). The Times charged on 8 June 1790 that Reynolds received only £300 for the play, but this is not 
true. Reynolds presumably also received something from Mrs Wells for the first night. 

23 The second and third nights took place at Covent Garden. No benefit was advertised at either theatre. 
24 According to Add. MS 25,915, fol. 3, Cobb was owed £I50 8s of this money, Storace (the composer) £mo, and Nancy Storace £5 5s. On fol. 6 Cobb claims to 

have received only fa27 16s 6d. The second benefit was advertised for author and composer. Cobb was paid £210 by the theatre for the copyright (London Stage, Part 
5, 2:1208). 

25 O'Keeffe presumably received something from Mrs Billington, who used the piece as a benefit vehicle on its first night. 
26 Reynolds (2:59) says he received faoo for this play (which was not published). Only the third night was advertised as a benefit. Egerton MSS 2291, fols. 3' and 

57', and 2292, fol. 25', prove that Reynolds received £200. 
27 Marshall (acting for Holcroft) must have agreed to accept just two benefits for this adaptation from Brandes. On 23 November he was paid £99 8s "in full" 

(Egerton MS 2291, fol. 34'), and on IO December another £50, also to "Mr Marshall (Author) in full" (fol. 44'). 
28 Reynolds (2:82) says he received £220 for his half (including copyright?). 
29 Benefits were for author and composer (Storace) jointly. According to Add. MS 25,915, fol. 6, £58 remained unpaid as of January 1802, as did £mo for the 

twentieth night. Cobb claimed half of the £I58 still due. 
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*Starke, Widow of Malabar 232 183 246[-105=141] 305 241 195 210 170 actor benefit £r4130 

(CG, 12 Jan) 

Holcroft, School for Arrogance 187 278 173[-105=68] 197 226 191[-105=86] 180 186 185[-105=80] £234 

(CG, 4 Feb) 

Bate Dudley, Woodman 243 286 217[-105=n2] 221 234 212[-105= 246 387 228[-105 =123] £53331 

(CG, 26 Feb) 107] com 

Merry, Lorenzo (CG, 5 Apr) 187 192 188[-105=83] 178 149 n5[-105=10] £93 

O'Keeffe, Wild Oats (CG, 16 Apr) 315 210 244[-105= 139] 242 216 182[-105=77] 328 com 155 149 £42732 

Season ofi791-92 33 Ist 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Reynolds, Notoriety (CG, 5 Nov) 228 185 205-105=100 225 262 188-105=83 159 221 195[-105=90] £43834 

*Cowley, Day in Turkey (CG, 3 Dec) 264 220 157-105=52 141 250 229 216 191 158 £52 

*Brand, Huniades (DL, 18 Jan) 367 14235 nil 

Merry, Magician no Conjuror 284 160 225-105=120 140 £120 
(CG, 2 Feb) 

Holcroft, Road to Ruin (CG, 18 Feb) 233 229 224-I05=II9 247 296 303-105=198 330 309 290-105=185 £502 

tRichardson, Fugitive (DL, 20 Apr) 315 373 408-[158?] 355 328 350-169=181 294 258 299-169=130 £56136 

=250 

Hoare/Srorace, Dido Queen of 244 178 232-179=53 193 singer £53 
Carthage (DL, 23 May) ben. 

Season ofi792-93 ISt 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Cobb, Pirates (DL, 21 Nov) 360 201 186-167=1937 322 280 225-167=58 233 212 213-167=46 £12338 

tMorton, Columbus (CG, 1 Dec) 301 231 228[-179=49] 332 282 267[-179=88] 282 228 256[-179=77} £21439 

*lnchbald, Every One Has His Fault 307 354 292[-145=147] 312 299 304(-145=159] 280 303 323[-145=178] £60140 

(CG, 29Jan) 

30 Played for Miss Brunton' s benefit on 5 May 1790, the play was brought into the repertory for nine performances the next season, but Mariana Starke 
apparently settled for a single author's benefit on 19 January 1791. See Egerton MS 2291, fol. 70', where payment "in full" to her is recorded on the 27th. 

31 Egerton MS 2291, fol. 96', confirms £341 8s; fol. 103' adds £r90 18s 6d for a fourth author benefit. Fol. n5' lists an unexplained payment to Bate Dudley of £300 
on 2 May (which seems too high for copyright, so we have not listed it there). Fol. 122v records £340 "Received of Thomas Harris Esqr Cash paid to Messers Dudley 
& Taylor," which may be related to these transactions, but how is not clear to us. 

32 The first night was a benefit for William Thomas Lewis. O'Keeffe (2:159) claims to have received 450 guineas for this show. Egerton MSS 2291, fol. 134' and 
2292, fol. 78', prove that he received £426 16s from the theatre for three benefits and copyright. We hazard the guess that Lewis paid O'Keeffe £25 for the first night 
actor benefit and that Harris had guaranteed a minimum take from three author's benefits. 

33 The Drury Lane company performed at the huge new King's Theatre, Haymarket, from September 1791 while the DL theatre was being rebuilt. DL did not 
reopen until April 1794. 

34 Reynolds says he received "upwards" of 420 from this play (2:131). He had an extra benefit on the 18th night. The take was £r92; house charges are not 
recorded. By our calculations, four benefits at £105 charges should have yielded £360. Egerton MS 2292, fols. 47', 84', and 112' shows that he was paid £100 on 7 
December, 100 on ro February, and £237 13s 6d on 16 April for a total of £438. We do not have an explanation for the additional £78. 

35 The second night was staged two weeks after the first, as Agmunda. 

36 Folger W.b. 422, fol. 86v, shows that Richardson received £661 (which we deduce includes £100 for copyright). 
37 The London Stage erroneously reports receipts of fI83, not £r86 (cf. Foger W.b. 422, fol. 105v). 
38 Cobb claimed in Add. MS 25,915, fol. 6, that he and Storace were owed £300 for the first nine nights and £100 for the twentieth, of which only £r22 r7s 6d had 

been paid as of January 1802. We are suspicious of this claim, which appears to impose end-of-century terms prior to the changeover of autumn 1794-

39 Figure confirmed in the CG accounts (British Library, Covent Garden Playbills VIII, opposite 26 December 1792). 
40 lnchbald was given a special benefit the 2oth night, receiving f288-171=II7 net (CG Playbills VIII, IO April 1793), though Boaden, lnchbald (1:309), denies this, 

saying that Harris refused but sent her a present, "probably a one-hundred pound note." She claimed to have made £700 from the play (presumably including sale of 
copyright). Annotations in CG Playbills VIII calculate her first three benefits at £483, implying £145 charges. 
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t*Cuthbertson, Anna (DL, 25 Feb) 376 nil 

Morris, False Colours (DL, 3 Apr) 231 249 256-159=97 216 191 171-158=13 133 123 169-159=!0 £120 

Reynolds, How to Grow Rich 258 340 321-140=181 294 271 325-140=185 327 284 267-140=127] £49341 

(CG, 18 Apr) 

Season of 1793-94 !St 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Est. net 

Jerningham, Siege of Berwick 284 2II 220 2n[-180 252 £31 
(CG, 13 Nov) =31] 

O'Keeffe, World in a Village 313 257 239(-180=59] 269 239 208[-180=28] 206 218 159[-180= £87 
(CG, 23 Nov) loss] 

Bate, Travellers in Switzerland 292 331 328(-180=148] 329 344 239(-180=59] 260 362 332(-180=152] £359 
(CG, 22 Feb) 

Boaden, Fontainville Forest 264 312 298[-18o=n8] 295 276 295[-180=115] 399 176 138[-180=1oss] £233 
(CG, 25 Mar) 

Cumberland,/ew (DL, 8 May) 402 371 376 416 434 348 4!0 361 369 £30042 

Pye, Siege of Meaux (CG, 19 May) 125 118 89 89(-180 404 act. nil 

=loss] ben. 

41 Reynolds says he made £620, including copyright (2:164). The London Stage misreports the ninth night income as £5m, which is what the annotator of CG 
Playbills VIII calculates as Reynolds' total net take from three benefits. The correct ninth-night total is £251 18s plus fI5 9s in aftermoney. 

42 This was the first new play done in the 1794 Drury Lane theatre. No benefits were advertised or recorded in the account book. Cumberland received £300 for 
the play in September (Folger W.b. 422, fol. 144v). This was apparently a flat fee. Quite possibly it represents the first instance of the new compensation system of 
1794. 
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Figure 21. Payments to authors at Convent Garden on 11 April 1792. Robert Merry was paid for three of the four performances just given of The Magician no Conjurer. 
Thomas Holcroft was paid in advance for The School of Arrogance, which he had reduced to an afterpiece after its very modest su"ess in mainpiece form in 1791. It was performed 
in the autumn of 1793 hut quickly disappeared.from the boards. Detail form BL Egerton MS 2292,fol. 109r, by permission of The British Library. 
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Appendix V: Receipts and Payments to Playwrights for New Mainpieces at Covent Garden and Drury Lane, 
1794-1800 

For explanation of contents and a key to the symbols, see the introductory notes to Appendixes I and III. In the last column of 
this appendix we have calculated what the playwright would have received from three benefits under the old system of remu-
neration, estimating house charges at £180 for Covent Garden and £240 for Drury Lane. Figures artificially inflated by actor 
benefits or royal command performances are followed by "(i)". For discussion of this problem, see the text, Section IV. 

I 
Season of 1794-95 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th I 8th 9th Net to Est. old 

author system 

Reynolds, Rage 260 289 270 232 180 240 173 209 230 £4001 £200 

(CG, 23 Oct) [37 nights] 

t Berrington, Emilia Galotti 318 295 183 floe nil 

(DL, 28 Oct) [3] 

*Cowley, Town Before You 314 254 196 170 196 191 203 178 138 £300 £27 

(CG, 6 Dec) [10] 

Cobb, Cherokee (DL, 20 Dec) [16] 340 276 230 217 171 208 225 215 205 £300 nil 

Andrews/Reynolds, Mysteries of the 244 209 194 191 139 160 146 192 130 £3002 fI4 

Castle (CG, 31 Jan) [18] 

Watson, England Preserv 'd 209 153 175[-180 188 92 100[-180 173 n.a. nil3 

(CG, 21 Feb) [7] =nil] I =nil] 

Cumberland, Wheel of Fortune 256 344 472 378 485 342 485 413 457 £300 £551 

(DL, 28 Feb) [18] 

O'Keeffe, Life's Vagaries 268 244 250 

I 
220 246 264 237 246 233 £300 £207 

(CG, 19 Mar) [16] 

t*D'Arblay, Edwy and Elgiva 351 I £33 nil 
(DL, 21 Mar) [1] 

I 

Jerningham, Welch Heiress I 310 £33 nil I 

(DL, 17 Apr) [1] 

Holcroft, Deserted Daughter 210 277 146 147 223 159 189 130 165 £300 nil 
(CG, 2 May) [u] 

tHook,]ack of Newbury 269 151 203 221 161 £167 nil 
(DL, 6 May) [5] 

Cumberland, First Love 266 271 287 291 253 ben 261 605 ben 395 £267 £68 

(DL, 12 May) [8] 

Boaden, Secret Tribune 93 148 153 

I 
£100 nil 

(CG, 3 Jun) [3] 

1 Reynolds says his "whole profits" were £500 (including copyright?) and that the play "was acted ferry nights" (2:183). Actually, it ran 37 nights its first season and 
two the next. 

2 Reynolds says he got fI8o 15s for his half (2:200). 

3 Author's benefits were advertised the third and sixth nights. 
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Season ofi795-96 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

Cumberland, Dependant 359 
(DL, 20 Oct) [1] 

Reynolds, Speculation 242 340 230 216 208 
(CG, 7 Nov) [34] 

Cumberland, Days of Yore 236 219 190 216 197 
(CG, 13 Jan) [5] 

Holcroft, Man of Ten Thousand 540 323 373 303 291 
(DL, 23 Jan) [7 J 

Morton, Way to get Married 282 259 179 229 206 

(CG, 23 Jan) [39] 

Colman, Iron Chest 471 289 239 186 
(DL, 12 Mar) [4] 

tireland, Vortigern (DL, 2 Apr) [1] 555 

O'Keeffe, Lad of the Hills 215 214 166 169 
(CG, 9 Apr) [4] 

*Lee, Almeyda {DL, 20 Apr) [5] 252 205 225 226 449 

Hoare, Mahmoud 298 315 298 402 ben 228 

(DL, 30 Apr) [15] 

Season of 1796--97 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

Reynolds, Fortune's Fool 229 253 150 181 277 
(CG, 29 Oct) [19] 

Jephson, Conspiracy 237 159 
(DL, 15 Nov) [2] 

tHolman, Abroad & at Home 220 176 143 166 185 
(CG, 19 Nov) [28] 

Holcroft, Force of Ridicule 429 
(DL, 6 Dec) [1] 

tLinley, Honey Moon 246 
(DL, 7 Jan) [1] 

Morton, Cure for the Heart Ache 238 385 493 com 412 438 
(CG, 10 Jan) [43] 

4 Reynolds says he earned £500 from this play, presumably including copyright (2:210). 
5 Confirmed by Egerton MS 2294, fols. 97' and 121'. 

6th 7th 8th 9th 

201 213 193 177 

272 281 

204 424 3n 291 

404 ben 227 658 ben 199 ben 

6th 7th 8th 9th 

230 260 2II 184 

317 183 501 com 158 

387 432 406 428 

6 Colman should have received £133 for the four performances, bur Folger W.b. 423, fol. 50', shows that he was paid a flat fee of £300. 

Netto Est. old 
author system 

£33 nil 

£4004 £71 

£167 £Io 

£233 £165 

£4005 £135 

£3006 nil 

£1037 nil 

£133 nil 

£167 nil 

£3008 £222(i) 

Netto Est. old 
author system 

£3009 £54 

£67 nil 

£400 £137 

£33 nil 

£33 nil 

£400 10 £768(i) 

7 The treasurer's report for that night, preserved by Samuel Ireland, shows the precise breakdown of attendance and the treasurer's calculation of his half after 
(inflated) house charges of £350 (British Library Add. MS 30,348, fols. 102-103). Ireland also received £250 up front. On the special deal for this supposed work of 
Shakespeare, see discussion in the text. 

8 Folger W.b. 423, fol. 29', shows that £167 of the £300 was paid "to Mrs Storace ... by the Direction of the Author." 
9 Reynolds says the play produced "nearly" £500 (2:243-244). Egerton MS 2295, fols. 34', 50', and 102' confirms payment of £300 "in full" by the theatre. 
10 Morton collected £450 on I February 1797 (Egerton MS 2295, fols. 82' and n6'), then loaned £250 to the theatre. On 29 September 1797 he collected his 

principal plus £3 ns 5d interest (Egerton MS 2296, fol. 10'). 
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*Inchbald, Wives as They Were 303 237 214 246 212 207 182 378 346 £40011 £227 

(CG, 4 Mar) (24] 

Reynolds, Will (DL, 19 Apr) (15] 413 294 269 283 284 212 188 203 230 £50012 £29 

Hoare, Italian Villagers 173 166 168 216 149 126 £200 nil 

(CG, 25 Apr) [6] 

Season of 1797-98 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Net to Est. old 
author system 

Reynolds, Cheap Living 349 164 235 310 181 177 149 £23313 nil 
(DL, 21 Oct) [7] 

Cumberland, False Impressions 166 264 270 290 196 255 244 292 239 £400 £224 
(CG, 23 Nov) [21] 

t Lewis, Castle Spectre 317 205 262 396 318 318 306 305 303 £400 £r63 
(DL, 14 Dec) [47]14 

Morton, Secrets Worth Knowing 3Il 255 361 491 256 272 241 263 249 £40015 £342 
(CG, II Jan) [r8] com 

Holcroft, Knave or Not 358 353 302 347 355 306 £200 £128 
(DL, 25 Jan) [6] 

Holcroft, He's Much to Blame 249 257 387 com 255 310 315 179 472 234 £400 £396 (i) 
(CG, 13 Feb) (21] com 

tThompson, Stranger 420 446 356 519 524 437 389 402 264 £400 £337 
(DL, 24 Mar) [26] 

Cumberland, Eccentric Lover 160 
I 

£33 nil 
(CG, 30 Apr) [1] I 

O'Keeffe, She's Eloped 198 

I 
£33 nil 

(DL, 19 May) [r] 
i 

Net to Est. old Season of 1798-99 IS( 

I 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 

author system 

*Inchbald, Lover's Vows 198 

I 

272 433 276 367 302 628 309 375 £400 £570 
(CG, II Oct) [42] com 

t 

Cobb, Ramah Droog 364 
I 

281 266 I 15'4 com 286 £45016 £319 

I 
259 252 227 351 

(CG, 12 Nov) (35] I 

11 A newspaper reported as early as 13 March that Inchbald received £500 from the theatre for this play (London Stage, Part 5, 3=1943). We cannot tell whether this 
sum included £mo for copyright. Reynolds says he "heard" that she was paid £800 "previously to representation" (2:282). Egerton MSS 2295, fols. 107', 120', 134', 
and 148', and 2296, fol. 3', confirm the £500. 

12 According to the account book, Reynolds was to receive £33 6s 8d for "every night" of performance, not just the first nine nights (London Stage, Part 5, 3=1954). 
13 Reynolds says he got £320, presumably including copyright (2:258). 
14 Stephen Jones reports that late in the season, Sheridan and Lewis had a disagreement in the green-room, whereupon "the latter offered, in 

confirmation of his arguments, to bet [Sheridan] all the money which The Castle Spectre had brought, that he was right.-'No,' said Mr. Sheridan, 'I 
cannot afford to bet so much; but I'll tell you what I'll do-I'll bet you all it is worth!"' (Biographia Dramatica, rev. Stephen Jones, 3 vols. [London: 
Longman, et al., 1812], 2:87). No wonder Sheridan was reluctant: figures in The London Stage show that Drury Lane took in close to £r4,ooo from the play 
its first season. 

15 Egerton MS 2296, fols. 78', 96', and 107', lists payments of £550 to Morton for Secrets Worth Knowing"& the Copy rite thereof." 
16 Cobb should have been owed £400, but Egerton MS 2297, fols. 45', 68', and n7', shows that he was paid £450. 
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Figure 22. Richard Cumberland (17 32-1811) received a flat £300 Jee from Drury Lane for The Jew, which premii:red on 8 May 1794 and ran twelve nights. He collected an 
identical flat fee in three installments the following year for The Wheel of Fortune, which premiered on 28 February and achieved eighteen performances that spring. Fo(~er Wb. 422, 

fol. 144v. By permission of The Fo(~er Shakespeare Library. 
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Cumberland, A Word for Nature 253 189 158 178 250 fI67 

(DL, 5 Dec) [5] 

Reynolds, Laugh When You Can 268 320 339 370 299 275 450 262 188 £40017 

(CG, 8 Dec) [23] com 
~· 

Boaden, Aurelio & Miranda 272 274 127 242 208 179 faoo 

(DL, 29 Dec) [6] i 
I I 

Holman, Votary of Wealth 327 349 531 com 342 262 3II 207 
I 207 212 £45018 

(CG, 12 Jan) [21] 

Morris, Secret (DL, 2 Mar) [17] 372 385 322 306 271 410 327 278 329 £300 

Dibdin, Birth Day 180 177 390 com 239 165 
I 

389 com 206 178 204 £300 
(CG, 8 Apr) [14] I 

tWhalley, Castle of Montval 289 283 318 264 219 278 184 188 £267?19 

(DL, 23 Apr) [8] 

*Smith, What is She? 162 
I 227 176-140=36 199 403 152-140 n.a. 

(CG, 27 Apr) [6] i com ==12 

Season of 1799-1800 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th Netto 
author 

Reynolds, Management 260 223 278 270 208 506 com 242 277 278 £40020 

(CG, 31 Oct) [27] 

*lnchbald, Wise Man of the East 324 209 269 233 184 218 152 194 176 £50021 

(CG, 30 Nov) [14] i 
I 

Cumberland, Joanna 318 
I 

268 218 285 348 216 £30022 272 214 234 
(CG, 16 Jan) [14] 

I 
I ! 

Pye, Adelaide (DL, 25 Jan) [3] 310 371 266 ! ' £100 
I 

Morton, Speed the Plough 256 377 308 316 489 
I 

279 270 347 286 £62623 

(CG, 8 Feb) [41] com 

Franklin, Egyptian Festival 321 343 267 287 i 162 475 com 279 245 153 £300 
(DL, II Mar) [10] 

t*Baillie, De Montfort 309 273 239 212 296 act 166 188 167 I £267 
(DL, 29 Apr) [8) hen. 

Hoare, Indiscretion 221 220 247 act hen. 187 act 188 146 £200 
(DL, IO May) [6) hen. I 

Dibdin, Liberal Opinions 206 207 128 215 I 
I 

£133 
(CG, 12 May) [4] I 

17 Reynolds says he received £550, presumably including copyright (2:283), though we have documented only £450 (Egerton MS 2297, fols. 83', 86', 95'). 
18 Holman should have received £400; Egerton MS 2297, fols. 95', 101', 103', and II9', shows that he was paid £450. 
19 Whalley was paid £100 on 20 May (Folger W.b. 423, fol. 157v); he may have accepted a flat fee. 
20 Egerton MS 2298, fols. 32', 70', 88', and 97' show payment of £550 to Reynolds, £I50 of which is presumably for copyright. 

nil 

£262 

nil 

£514(i) 

£341 

£443(i) 

£II6 

£48 

Est. old 
system 

£522(i) 

£127 

£126 

£26 

£333 

£262 (i) 

nil 

nil 

nil 

21 According to Boaden (Inchbald, 2:24-26), she asked for £300 for the first nine nights plus fao a night through the ~hirtieth if the play should last so long. 
Harris counterproposed a flat fee of £500 which she accepted. Egerton MS 2298, fol. 36', confirms that she was paid in full on 21 November before the play opened. 

22 Egerton MS 2298, fol. 52', confirms this sum, paid on 19 December before the premiere. 
23 Egerton MS 2298, fols. 91', 103', 122', and 138' show payments totalling £626 ns to Morton, the last £226 IIs on 6 June, a month before the play was published. 

We presume the total includes copyright. 

I 

I 
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Appendix VI: Afterpieces for which the Author Received a Known Benefit or Cash Fee 
We have omitted all advertised instances for which neither gross nor net take is known. We have also excluded vehicles put 
together for performer benefits (usually by the performer), since there is no way to calculate authorial compensation per se. 
Account book details are noted if figures are not reported (or are incorrectly reported) in The London Stage. 

date of premiere theatre author title remuneration comment 

27 Apr 1733 CG Phillips Mock Lawyer £76 [-60=16] 1st night 
19 May 1733 CG Breval Rape of Helen £103 [-60=43] 1st night 
IO Apr 1736 CG Phillips Marforio fa75-6o=n5 1 1st night 
6 May1742 DL Fielding Miss Lucy in Town £40 [-5o=loss] 6th night 
30 Dec 17462 DL Mendez Sir Roger de Coverly fa45 [-60=85] 1st night 
17 Jan 1747 CG Garrick Miss in Her Teens fa94-6o=r34 3rd night+ 

fa66-60=106 15th night 
2 Jan 1749 DL Garrick Lethe £36 1st night 3 

15 Feb 1750 DL Arne4 Don Saverio £82-63=19 3rd night 
26 Dec 1751 DL Woodward Harlequin Ranger fa91 [-63=128] 13th night 
26 Dec 1752 DL Woodward Genii faoo [-63=137] 18th night 
26 Dec 1753 DL Woodward Fortunatus faoo [-63=137] 14th night 
4 Jan 1755 DL Woodward Proteus £205 [-63=142] 14th night 
2 Jan 1756 DL Murphy 5 Apprentice faoo [-63=137] 8th night 
24 Apr 1756 DL Heffernan Maiden Whim £90-63=27 1st night 
27 Dec 1756 DL Woodward Mercury Harlequin faoo [-63=137] 15th night 
22 Jan 1757 DL Smollett Reprisal faoo [-63=137] 6th night 
5 Feb 1757 DL Foote Author faoo [-63=137] 8th night 
30 Mar 1758 DL Murphy Upholsterer fa8o [-63=117] 10th night 
17 Oct 1758 DL Foote Diversion of the Morning £220-63=157 10th night 

3 Feb 1759 DL Garrick Guardian £200-63=137 7th night 
31 Oct 1759 DL Townley High Life Below Stairs fa6o [-63=97] 6th night 
12 Dec 1759 DL Macklin Love a la Mode £202 special6 

28 Nov 1760 CG Bickerstaffe Thomas and Sally £98-64=34 6th night 7 

2 Jul 1761 DL Murphy OldMaid 8 £57 unkn. 

1 The London Stage misreports cash receipts as £100 14s; British Library Egerton MS 2267 gives £106 145 in cash and £68 Ss in tickets for a total 
receipt of £r75 2.s. 

2 The prompter's estimates of daily receipts at DL this season are preserved in a manuscript recently acquired by the Osborn Collection, Bein-
ecke Library, Yale University. They have been printed with analysis in Judith Milhous and Robert D. Hume, "Receipts at Drury Lane: Richard 
Cross's Diary for 1746-47," Theatre Notebook 49 (1995): 12-26, 69-90. 

3 Terms not clear. Gross was £r86; charges were £63; Garrick received an "overplus" of £36 8s 6d. 
4 Arne wrote both text and music. 

5 Murphy received £240-63=177 net from The Englishman Returned from Paris on 3 April 1756, but this night was his benefit as an actor, so we 
have excluded it from the present list. 

6 Macklin signed a special agreement with Garrick and Lacy for chis piece (British Library Add. MS 27,925). For discussion, see the text, Section V. 
7 Remuneration for the composer (Arne) is not known. 
8 Performed by the summer company under Murphy and Foote; run as a double bill with Murphy's Citizen (Foot, Arthur Murphy, 176). 
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date of premiere theatre author title remuneration comment 

17 Oct 1763 DL King Love at First Sight £103 [-63=40] 6th night 

4 Nov 1763 DL Colman Deuce is in him £64 [-63=1] 15th night 9 

26 Dec 1763 DL Love/Sanderson Rites of Heccate £233 [-63=170 l 19th night 

21 Nov 1766 DL Burney Cunning Man £r76-84=92 7th night 10 

31 Jan 1767 CG Hull Fairy Favour £r37-86=51 7th night 

7 Nov 1767 CG Colman Oxonian in Town £230 roth night 11 

5 Jan 1770 CG Stevens/Fisher Court of Alexander £r66-82=84 6th night 12 

27 Jan 1770 CG Woodward Harlequins jubilee £226-73=153 13th night 
28 Oct 1771 DL Garrick Institution of the Garter fr99-84=n5 13 6th night 
12 Nov 1771 CG Colman/ Arne Fairy Prince £120 to Arne flat fee 

23 Oct 1772 DL Garrick? Irish Widow £r69-73=96 6th night 14 

5 Dec 1772 CG O'Brien Cross Purposes £r75-64=III 8th night 
r Feb 1773 DL Dibdin Wedding Ring £r74-84=90 6th night 

2 Nov 1773 DL Dibdin Deserter fr85-84=IOI 6th night 
r Feb 1775 DL Bate Rival Candidates fr83-?3=IIO 6th night 15 

3 May 1775 DL Dibdin Quaker £70 flat fee16 

12 Dec 1775 DL Bickerstaffe Sultan £129 [-69=] 60 6th night 
7 Mar 1776 DL Colman Spleen £r70 unkn. 

21 Sept 1776 DL Colman New Brooms! £85 6th 17 

21 Nov 1776 DL Vaughn Hotel £n5-73=42 6th night 
20 Mar 1777 DL Jackman Milesian £125-84=41 6th night 
4 Feb 1778 CG Dibdin Poor Vulcan £200+ 18 unkn. 
r6 Mar 1778 DL Andrews Belphegor £100-84=16 6th night 
2 July 1778 Hay O'Keeffe Tony Lumpkin in Town £89-63=26 5th night 
ro Apr 1779 DL *Cowley Who s the Dupe? fr75-ro5=70 6th night 
14 Aug 1779 Hay O'Keeffe Son-in-Law ca. £60 19 unkn. 
30 Oct 1779 DL Sheridan Critic £320 unkn. 
2 Feb 1780 CG Pilon Dea/Lover £roo for alteration flat fee 

9 The prompter notes that "a Command on the 6th Night was the Reason of its being deferred so long." Colman was acting manager at DL 
this season, so he could have taken the benefit earlier. 

JO Benefit to the composer, not the librettist. 

11 Colman was managing the theatre. No charges were deducted, but the accounts under 26 November specify that the £230 also covers 
alterations to The Rehearsal and King Lear. 

12 Paid to the composer, Fisher. George Alexander Stevens' remuneration as librettist is not known. 

13 The account book shows that on 2 November the treasurer calculated £115 7s 6d due to Garrick, but on 9 November Garrick was actually 
paid £118 14J 6d for reasons not specified. 

14 £84 originally charged in error instead of £73 ros. 
15 The account book shows that on 17 February the treasurer paid Bate an additional £8 13s with the explanation "Allowed the Author of Rival 

Candidates Cash paid by him for the admission of his Friends the 1st Night in lieu of Manager's Orders." 
16 Paid by Brereton and used as his benefit piece. See the text, Section V, for discussion of subsequent sale to the Drury Lane management. 

17 Paid on 9 October 1777, basis unclear. 
18 Dibdin, Professional Life, 1:175-176. 
19 O'Keeffe, Recollections, 1:400. 
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date of premiere theatre author title remuneration comment 

14Apr 1780 DL Miles Artifice £50-105=loss 6th night 
29 Dec 1780 CG Dibdin Harlequin Free-Mason £70 flat fee20 

29 Jan 1781 DL Sheridan Robinson Crusoe £270-84=186 6th night 
16 Jun 1781 Hay O'Keeffe Dead Alive ca. £60 6th night 

4 Sep 1781 Hay O'Keeffe Agreeable Surprise ca. £60 unkn. 
29 Oct 1781 DL Tickell Gentle Shepherd £I99-105=94 6th night 
IO Nov 1781 DL Jackman/Shield Divorce £I94-105=8921 6th night 
5 Nov 1782 DL Dent Too Civil by Half £100 flat fee 

26 Dec 1782 DL King Triumph of Mirth £47 IS flat fee22 

31 Dec 1782 CG *Brooke Rosina £100 to composer 23 flat fee 

28 Aug 1783 Hay Stuart Gretna Green £6024 6th night 

4 Nov 1783 CG O'Keeffe Poor Soldier £315 flat fee25 

23 Dec 1783 CG O'Keeffe Friar Bacon £50 flat fee26 

7 Jan 1784 CG anon. Harlequin junior £30 flat fee27 

8 Mar 1784 CG *Hook Double Disguise £107-105=2 6th night 

6 Jul 1784 Hay *lnchbald Mogul Tale £Io5 special28 

4 Nov 1784 DL Lonsdale Spanish Rivals £127-105=22 6th night 

8 Feb 1785 DL Dibdin Liberty Hall £I55-105=50 6th night 

27 Apr 1785 DL Cobb Humourist £10029 flat fee 

22 Oct 1785 CG *Inchbald Appearance is Against Them £10030 flat fee 

20 Dec 1785 CG O'Keeffe Omai £10031 flat fee 

26 Dec 1785 DL Cobb/King Hurly-Burly £I65 flat fee 

17 Feb 1786 CG O'Keeffe Love in a Camp £I35 flat fee32 

21 Oct 1786 CG Macnally Richard Coeur de Lion £I49 [-105=44] 6th night 33 

20 Misunderstanding some passages in Dibdin's Professional Life (2:45, 79-80), Hogan asserts that Dibdin received £240 for it-one sixth of the 
gross on the first six nights (London Stage, Part 5, 1:cxciii). 

21 Apparently paid to the composer, Shield. According to The London Stage, Part 5, 1:474, Jackman received £50 "in full" for the text. 
22 The odd sum may result from deduction of expenses or payment to Thomas Linley, sen., who compiled and composed the music. 
23 No payment to Frances Brooke is recorded for the libretto. 
24 Divided equally among aurhor (Stuart), composer (Arnold), and lyricist (O'Keeffe). 
25 Includes ownership of copyright. The piece ran 40 nights this season. 
26 O'Keeffe, 1:141, reports £50, but Egerton MS 2285, fol. 144' gives £100. We presume that the additional £50 was for copyright. 
27 Paid as a "compliment on the success" of the piece. No benefit advertised. 

28 A sixth-night benefit yielded £77 8s, which Colman made up to £105 by prior agreement. We presume that lnchbald would have been 
entitled to the excess had the benefit cleared more than that. The agreement included a promise to withhold the piece from publication (Boaden, 
Inchbald, 1:185-186). 

29 Confirmed in British Library Add. MS 25,915, fol. 6, which specifies that the fee included copyright. 
30 Egerton MS 2286, fols. 107' and 137'. Boaden, Inchbald, 1:224, says the benefit night was bought for £100. 
31 According to O'Keeffe (2:u3-u4), he received £100 for the script plus £40 for sale of the songs. Egerton MS 2286, fol. 83r, records only £40 

"in full for Omai," but this is misleading, since O'Keeffe was often paid lump sums on account and for "former seasons." 

32 Egerton MS 2286, fol. 107', says £ro5 "in full" for this play on 6 April 1786, but Egerton MS 2287, fol. 16' (20 Oct 1786) says £30 "in full" for 
it as well. We suspect that the second payment was a bonus for a popular show. 

33 Converted to an afterpiece after its fourth night as a mainpiece. Macnally also received a benefit for the mainpiece. 
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date of premiere theatre author title remuneration comment 

24 Oct 1786 DL Burgoyne Richard Coeur de Lion £220-I05=n5 mh night 

26 Dec 1786 CG Andrews Enchanted Castle £229-105=124 9th night 34 

13 Jan 1787 DL Cobb First Floor £267-ro5=16235 6th night 

12 Mar 1787 CG O'Keeffe Love and War £120 [-I05=15] 6th night 

24Apr 1787 CG Wolcot Nina £64 [-ro5=loss] 8th night 36 

1 May1787 CG Topham Bonds without judgement £I44 [-I05=39] 7th night 37 

3 May 1787 DL Stuart Distressed Baronet £98-ro5=loss 6th night 

22 May 1787 CG *Inchbald Midnight Hour £roo special38 

31 Oct 1787 CG O'Keeffe Farmer £roo flat fee39 

29Apr 1788 CG *Inchbald Animal Magnetism £I61 [-I05=56]40 6th night 

22 May 1788 CG Brooke Marian £I50 flat fee41 

25 Oct 1788 DL Cobb Doctor and Apothecary £I34-ro5=2942 6th night 

24 Feb 1789 CG Walter Hide and Seek £I48 [-I05=43] 6th night 

13 Nov 1789 DL St John Island of St Marguerite £I34-105=29 6th night 

21 Dec 1789 CG Wild Harlequins Chaplet £30 flat fee43 

18 Mar 1790 DL Morris Adventurers £I87-n5=72 6th night 

16 Apr 1790 DL Hoare No Song No Supper £206 [-125=81] 6th+ 
£I93-125=68 7th night 

4June 1790 CG Byrne Nootka Sound £ro flat fee44 

4 Nov 1790 CG O'Keeffe Fugitive £50 flat fee45 

20 Dec 1790 CG Bonnor/Merry Picture of Paris £200 flat fee46 

14 Mar 1791 CG O'Keeffe Modern Antiques £I30 flat fee47 

20 Oct 1791 CG Byrne Oscar and Malvina £50 flat fee 

34 Egerton MS 2287, fol. 86'. Shield received £100 for the music at the same time. 

35 Confirmed by Cobb's receipt for £16116s 6d in Add. MS 25,915, fol. r. 
36 Premiered as an actor-benefit piece, but given a total of ten nights. 

37 Premiered as an actor-benefit piece, but given a total of nine nights. 

38 Boaden, Inchbald, 1:249, says the author gained £r30 from this piece. Receipts on the sixth night were £65 gross (well below charges). Egerton 
MS 2287, fol. 138' (30 June 1787) records payment of £roo to lnchbald, despite the gross of only £65 on the sixth night, plus £31 10s for the 
copyright. 

39 O'Keeffe (2:128-129) says Harris bought his benefit for £100 and also allowed him to collect a £50 rights fee from Dublin. Egerton MS 2288, 
fol. 39', confirms payment of £r50. 

40 Egerton MS 2288 records a gross of £r61 at the benefit and payment of £94 rosin full for benefit and copyright (fols. 127v, 132'). Boaden's 
total of £r30 appears to be erroneous (1:256). 

41 Egerton MS 2289, fol. 18' (paid 20 October 1788). 
42 Receipts in Add. MS 25,915, fol. 5 prove that Cobb and Storace split this sum, receiving £r4 7s 6d each. 
43 Boyce received an additional £15 and Shaw £10 for work on this compilation. 
44 Egerton MS 2290, fol. 148'. 
45 Egerton MS 2291, fol. 65'. 
46 Egerton MS 2291, fol. 86', lists a further payment of £100 to Merry as author but does not identify the play. Since £300 would be a very high 

price even for a successful pantomime, we are inclined to think he was being paid for piecework of some sort. 
47 Egerton MS 2291, fol. 102'. 
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date of premiere theatre author title remuneration comment 

18 Oct 1792 DL Rose Prisoner £200-153=47 6th night 
25 Feb 1793 CG Pearce Midnight Wanderers £100 flat fee 
7 Mar 1793 DL Boaden Ozmyn & Daraxa £100 flat fee 
n Mar 1793 DL Hoare Prize £210 flat fee 
n May 1793 CG O'Keeffe Sprigs of Laurel £60 flat fee 
8 Oct 1793 CG Holcroft School for Arrogance £52 lOS flat fee48 

19 Dec 1793 CG Wild Harlequin & Faustus £60 flat fee49 

l Nov 1794 DL *Inchbald Wedding Day £200 net flat fee50 

29 Nov 1794 DL *Robinson Nobody £200 flat fee51 

26 Dec 1794 CG Lonsdale Mago and Dago £40 flat fee52 

14 Feb 1795 CG Hurlstone Crotchet Lodge £48 8s 6d flat fee53 

2 Feb 1796 CG Hoare Lock and Key £210 flat fee 
20 Feb 1796 DL Cobb Shepherdess of Cheapside £33 6s 8d special54 

23 Apr 1796 CG O'Keeffe Doldrum £50 flat fee 

7 Oct 1796 CG O'Keeffe Wicklow Mountains £100 flat fee 

9 Nov 1797 DL Franklin Trip to the Nore far flat fee55 

16 Jan 1798 DL Colman Blue Beard £200 flat fee56 

19 Jan 1798 DL Colman Feudal Times £200 flat fee 
16 Oct 1798 DL Franklin Outlaws £50 flat fee57 

14 Nov 1799 CG Knight Turnpike Gate £125 flat fee58 

48 Egerton MS 2292, fol. 109' (paid n April 1792, a year and a half before the premiere). Holcroft was paid for shortening his own mainpiece of 
4 February 1791, presented in 1793 "compressed into 3 Acts." 

49 Egerton MS 2293, fols. 73' and n8'. 

50 Boaden, lnchbald, 1:301 (confirmed in Folger W.b. 422, fol. 124'). 

51 Folger W.b. 422, fol. 67'. This was an expensive mistake in judgment: the piece lasted only three nights. 
52 Egerton MS 2292, fols. 48' and 127'. 

53 Egerton MS 2293, fol. 133'. 

54 Played one night as an afterpiece, one as a mainpiece. Cobb received only the single-night mainpiece rate. See Folger W.b. 423, fol. 51v. 

55 Folger W.b. 423, fol. 51v. 

56 Folger W.b. 423, fol. 50' (which documents payment for Feudal Times as well). 

57 Folger W.b. 423, fol. 51v. 

58 Two composers received a total of £50 more for music. 
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Figure 23. Account book details concerning author's payments to Charles Macklin (c 1697?-1797), who insisted on retaining all rights to his afterpiece, Love a la Mode (17 59) 
and successfully demanded one-fifth of the profits above house charges from all performances. On this occasion, the payment to him was entered in the account book late. Egerton i\1S 
2271,fols. 98v and 100r, by permission of The British Library. 
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Appendix VII: Publication Fees for Plays 
This list is an attempt to record known payments to authors for publication rights in their plays. Sources are as follows. 38,728 = 
British Library Add. MS 38,728 (the "Upcott" collection of contracts). Nichols = John Nichols, Literary Anecdotes of the 
Eighteenth Century, 9 vols. (London: For the Author, 1812-1815), 8:293-304 (a list of publication agreements made by Lintot). 
Haslewood = Joseph Haslewood's annotated copy of the 1747 "Scanderbeg" playlist generally known as "Whincop," British 
Library C.45.d.12, into which he pasted copies of clippings from his 1823 and 1824 Gentleman's Magazine articles about authors' 
contracts (GM). O'Keeffe = John O'Keeffe's Recollections; Inchbald = Boaden's Inchbald; Dodsley = The Correspondence of 
Robert Dodsley I733-I764, ed. James E. Tierney (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1988); Foot = Life of Arthur Murphy; 
Murphy = P.R.O. E 112/1649, no. 2392; account = DL and CG account books as reported in The London Stage and corrected 
against MSS in the Folger and the British Library; report = report as cited in note. The "agreement date" in column 1 is that of 
the agreement between author and publisher. The "pre/post" column indicates whether the publication agreement was made 
before or after the premiere. Under "comment" we have identified afterpieces and noted proceeds from theatre benefits, if 
known. 

agreement date author title printer amount pre/post comment source 

unknown Dryden Troilus & Cressida Tonson fao unkn. report 1 

6 Oct 1691 Dryden Cleomenes Tonson 30 gun. pre MS2 

Mar 1694 Southerne Fatal Marriage Tonson £36 post MS3 

22 Dec 1702 Farquhar Twin Rivals Lincot £r5 post Nichols 
13 Jan 1702/3 Baker Yeoman of Kent4 Lintot £32 5s unkn. Nichols 

14 May 1703 *Cenclivre5 Loves Contrivance Lintot £10 pre Nichols 
26 Jun 1703 Wilkinson Vice Reclaimed Lintot £10 15s post Nichols 

1 Jan 1703[/4] Trapp Abra-Mule Tonson £21 IOS pre 38,728 

II Jan 1703[/4] 6 Steele Lying Lover Lintot £21 IOS pre Nichols 

14 Nov 1705 Cibber Pero/la and Izadora Lintot £36 IIS pre Nichols 

12 Feb 1705[/6] Farquhar Recruiting Officer Lintot £r6 2S 6d pre Nichols 
II Mar 1705/6 Smith Phaedra & Hippolitus Lintot £507 pre Nichols 

27 Jan 1706[/7] Farquhar Beaux Stratagem Lintot £30 pre Nichols 

27 Oct 1707 Cibber Double Gallant Lintot £r6 2S 6d pre Nichols 

22 Nov 1707 Cibber Lady's Last Stake Lintot £32 5s pre Nichols 

9 Oct 1708 Cibber Comical Lover8 Lintot £1015s post Nichols 
IO Nov 1708 Dennis Appius and Virginia Lintot £21 IOS pre Nichols 

IO Dec 1708 Baker Fine Lady's Airs Lintot £21 IOS pre Nichols 

7 May 1709 Durfey Modern Prophets Lintot £6 9s post Nichols 

14 May 1709 *Centlivre Busie Body Lintot £10 post Nichols 

1 Anecdotal but plausible. See William Roberts, The Earlier History of English Bookselling (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and Riving-
con, 1889), 154. The price is accepted by Ian Watt, "Publishers and Sinners: The Augustan View," Studies in Bibliography 12 (1959): 3-20, esp. IO. 

2 Folger MS C.c.1(13). 

3 Anonymous letter published by Malone, Variorum Shakespeare (1821), p62-164. 

4 I.e., Tunbridge Walks. 
5 "Paid Mrs Knight [the actress Frances Maria Knight?] for Love's Contrivance." 
6 Nichols says "June 1703-4," but the play was premiered on 29 November 1703 and published on 26 January 1704. 

7 The Muses Mercury (1707), 3, reports that Smith received "as much ... for his first Tragedy, as Mr Dryden had for his last." 

8 Premiered on 4 February 1707. 
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Figure 24. Agreement for sale of publication r1j?hts to William Havard's tragedy Scanderbeg to John Watts, 3 March 17 32[! 3}. BL Add. MS 38, 728,fol. 110. By pmnis-
sion ~{ The British Library. Havard's play received its premiere at Goodman's Fields on 15 March 1733. The piece survived only two nights and enjoyed only one edition. 

Figure 25. Agreement for sale of publication rights to Joseph Trapp's tragedy Abra-Mule to Jacob Timson, 1 January 1703[/4}. BL Add. MS 38, 728,fol. 202. By permission cif 
The British Library. Trapp's play premiered at Lincoln's Inn Fields on 13 January 1704. The piece enjoyed immense success its.first season and was intermittently revived into the 
17 40s. Nine editions are known. 
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agreement date author title printer amount pre/post comment source 

8 Sept 17n Settle City Ramble Lintot £3 IOS post Nichols 
16 Mar 1712 anon. 9 Cinna 's Conspiracy Lintot fa3 post Nichols 
17 Dec 1712 Johnson Successfol Pirate Lintot £10 15s post Nichols 
7 Apr 1713 Addison Cato Tonson £107 IOS pre GM 
12 May 1713 Gay Wife of Bath Lintot £25 same Nichols 
12 Dec 1713 Rowe Jane Shore Lintot £50 15s pre Nichols 
" " *Centlivre Wonder Curll post GM 1715 20 gun. 

14 Feb 1715 Gay What d'ye Call It Lintot fa6 2S 6d pre alp Nichols 

27 Apr 1715 Rowe Jane Grey Lintot £75 5s post Nichols 
[ca. 1716]1° Cibber Venus and Adonis Lintot £5 7s 6d unkn. alp Nichols 

1716 *Centlivre Cruel Gift Curll 20 gun. unkn. GM 
12 Mar 1716 Addison Drummer Tonson 50 gun. post report 11 

8Jan 1717 Gay Three Hours After 
Marriage Lintot £43 2S 6d pre Nichols 

23 Apr 1718 Molloy Coquet Curll 5 gun.12 post 38,728 
1 Oct 1718 Cibber Non-Juror Lintot fao5 post Nichols 

9 Jan 1718[/9] Sewell Sir Walter Raleigh Pemberton £37 18s pre 38,728 
IO Jan 1718[/9] Johnson Masquerade Lintot £36 15s pre Nichols 

14 Feb 1718[/9] Killigrew Chit-Chat Lintot 80 gun. pre Nichols 

13 Nov 1719 Beckingham King Henry IV Curll £52 IOS post 38,728 
28 Nov 1719 Leigh Kensington Gardem Curll 45 gun. post 38,728 
[late 1719] Southerne Spartan Dame Chetwood fa50 unkn. Baker 13 

ca. Oct 1722 *Centlivre Artifice Curll 20 gun. unkn. GM 
20 Oct 1722 Steele Comcious Lovers Tonson £40 pre MSI4 

18 Nov 1723 Hill Henry V Chetwood 40 gun. pre Haslewood 
6 Nov 1724 Cibber Caesar in Egypt Chetwood £105 pre Haslewood 

30 Nov1726 Welsted Dissembled Wanton Watts £63 pre £88 hen. Haslewood 

31 Dec 1726 Smythe Riva/Modes Lintot £105 pre Nichols 

15 Sep 1727 Cibber Provoka Husband15 Watts fao5 pre 38,728 
6 Feb 1727[/8] Gay Beggar's Opera Tonson & 

Watts £94 rnsI6 post 38,728 

9 Cibber brought the play to the stage and collected the publisher's fee. 
10 Nichols' list gives the date as 26 Feb 1707, but this masque was not performed and published until 1716. 

11 Revised dedication by Steele to the 1721 edition. 
12 Plus another 5 guineas conditionally payable on the sale of 900 copies. 

13 David Erskine Baker, The Companion to the Play-House, 2 vols. (London: Becket, et al., 1764), 2: s.v. Southern, where the price is described as 
"very extraordinary. ,, 

14 MS at Harvard. See Rodney M. Baine, "The Publication of Steele's Conscious Lovers," Studies in Bibliography 2 (1949): 169-173. Interestingly, 
Lintot put up £25 for his "half" under an agreement with Tonson, and on 26 October paid £70 for "An Assignment for the Half of the Conscious 
Lovers" (Nichols, 8:303). 

15 Vanbrugh's incomplete draft, A Journey to London, was included in the price. 
16 Payment was for both The Beggar's Opera and Fifty Fables. Because the proportion given for the play cannot be determined, we have excluded 

this case from our calculation of averages. 
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agreement date author title printer amount pre/post comment source 

31 July 1728 Theobald Double Falsehood Watts roo gun. post Haslewood 

18 Nov 1729 Miller Humours of Oxford Millar £80 pre GM 

ca. Dec 1729 Forrest 17 Momus turn 'd 
Fabulist Watts 15 gun. unkn. 38,728 

1729/30 Chetwood Lover's Opera Dodd ro gun. unkn. Haslewood 

[ca. Jan 1730] Gay Wife of Bath [rev.] Lintot £75 unkn. £6 ben. Nichols 

22 Jan 1729[/30] Martyn Timoleon Watts £70 post 38,728 

16 Feb 1729[/30] Mitchell Highland Fair Watts £31 IOS pre IS 38,728 

16 Feb 1729[/30] Mitchell Fatal Extravagance Watts £5 5s post a/p 38,728 

18 Feb 1729[/30] Walker Fate of Villainy Watts £21 pre 38,728 

23 Feb 1729[/30] Mottley Widow Bewitched Watts £21 pre 38,728 

3 Mar 1729 [/ 30 l Ralph Fashionable Lady Watts 25 gun. pre Haslewood 

4 Nov 1730 T. Cibber Lover Watts £45 pre 38,728 

12 Dec 1730 Tracy Periander Watts £52 IOS pre £82 ben. 38,728 

24 Apr 1731 Coffey Devil to Pay Watts ro gun. pre Haslewood 

1 Dec 1731 Bodens Modish Couple Watts £80 pre 38,728 

4 Apr 1732 Fielding Old Debauchees and 

Covent Garden Trag. Watts 20 gun. pre a/p MS19 

1 Dec 1732 Johnson 20 Caelia Watts £52 IOS pre 38,728 

ca. 1732 Mottley unknown Nourse 8 gun.? pre a/p? Ms21 

3 Mar 1732[/3] Havard Scanderbeg Watts £23 125 6d pre 38,728 

7 Apr 1733 Coffey Boarding School Watts ro gun. post a/p Haslewood 

Oct 1733 Kelly Timon in Love 22 Watts 25 gun. pre Haslewood 

8 Oct 1733 T. Phillips Livery Rake Cross £445 post a/p 38,728 

1 Jan 1733[/4] Ralph Cornish Squire Watts £12 12S pre 38,728 

20 Feb 1733[/4] Miller Mother-in-Law Watts £80 post 38,728 

7 Mar 1734/5 Miller Man of Taste Watts £50 post 38,728 

5 May 1735 Coffey Merry Cobler Watts £5 5s pre a/p 38,728 

19 May 1735 Fabian Trick for Trick Watts £33s post a/p 38,728 

9 July 1735 Theobald Fatal Secret Watts 6 gun. post [2 years] 38,728 

5 Nov 1735 Lillo London Merchant Gray £ro5 post [4 years]23 38,728 

12 Nov 1735 Hill Zara Watts 15 gun. post Haslewood 

22 Mar 1735/6 Langford Lover his own Rival Watts £2 2S post a/p 38,728 

17 Publication rights may have been given or sold to John Rich, who contracted for publication. 
18 Mitchell agreed to refund the money if the piece were not performed at LIF by February 1730(/1?]. le finally received its premiere at Drury 

Lane in March 1731. 
19 Hyde Collection, Princeton. Facsimile in Wilbur L. Cross, The History of Henry Fielding, 3 vols. (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1918), 

opposite 3:360. 
20 Publication rights sold by Barton Booth, not by Charles Johnson. 
21 Bodleian Mal. G .2.15. For discussion, see Milhous and Hume, Document Register, no. 3682. The play was apparently a collaboration with Cooke. 
22 The price included an afterpiece called The Gallant Schemers (unpublished and lost?). James Ralph apparently sold the publication rights. 
23 Gray had already published the play in 1731. See Milhous and Hume, Document Register, no. 3950. 
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Figure 26. Agreement for sale of publication rights to Thomas Phillips' afierpiece The Livery Rake to Richard Cross, 8 October 1733. BL Add. ivlS 38, 728,fol. 164. By per-
111ission of The British Library. Phillips' piece received its premiere at Drury Lane on 5 lvfay 1733. T11e piece 111anaged about ten performances in three years and vanished from the 
boards. The edition of 1733 had 110 successor. 
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agreement date author title printer amount pre/post comment source 

15 Dec 1736 Miller Universal Passion Watts £57 15s pre 38,728 
17 Mar 1736/7 Lynch Independent Patriot Watts 5 gun. post 38,728 
23 Mar 1736[/7] Havard King Charles I Watts £60 post Haslewood 

5 Jan 1737/8 Miller Art and Nature and pre 
Coffee House Watts £80 pre a/p 38,728 

9 Oct 1744 Odell Prodigal 24 Watts I2 gun. pre 38,728 
20 Feb 1745 Cibber Papal Tyranny Watts £80 post Haslewood 

8 Sep 1749 Johnson Irene Dodsley £100 post £236 ben Dodsley 
spnng 1750 Arne Don Saverio Watts 5 gun. unkn. a/p P.R.o.2s 

17 Mar 1750 Whitehead Roman Father Dodsley £100 post £351 ben Dodsley 
1 Apr 1752 *S. Cibber Oracle Dodsley £31 IOS post a/p Dodsley 

5 Mar 1753 Jones Earl of Essex Dodsley £100 post Dodsley 

7 Mar 1753 Young Brothers Dodsley £I47 post Dodsley 

24 Mar 1753 *Clive Rehearsal Dodsley £21 pre a/p26 Dodsley 
6 Feb 1754 Morgan Philoclea Dodsley £100 post Dodsley 
21 May 1754 Whitehead Creusa Dodsley £100 post Dodsley 
17 Jan 1756 Murphy Apprentice Vaillam £40 post a/p Murphy 
13 Mar 1759 Murphy Upholsterer Vaillam £42 post a/p Murphy 
7 Feb 1760 Murphy Orphan of China Vaillam £Io5 post Murphy 
7 Feb 1760 Murphy Way to Keep Him [3] Vaillam £52 !OS post a/p Murphy 
7 Feb 1760 Murphy Desert Island Vaillam £52 !OS post a/p Murphy 
Jan 1761 [oral] Murphy Way to Keep Him [5] Vaillant £52 !OS unkn. Murphy 
Nov 1761 [oral] Murphy All in the Wrong Vaillant £105 post £8627 Murphy 
Nov 1761 [oral] Murphy Old Maid Vaillant £42 post a/p Murphy 
18 Nov 1761 Arne Artaxerxes Cundell 50 gun.28 pre 38,728 
16 Feb 1762 Whitehead School for Lovers Dodsley 100 gun. post Dodsley 
Jan 1764 [oral] Murphy No One's Enemy Vaillam for au.29 unkn. Murphy 
Jan 1764 [oral] Murphy What We Must All 

Come To Vaillam for au. unkn. a/p Murphy 
12 Feb 1766 Cumberland Summer's Tale Dodsley £I50 post Dodsley 
1768 Murphy Zenobia Griffin £Io5 unkn. Foot 30 

1771 Cumberland West Indian Griffin £I50 unkn. report 31 

24 Adaptation of Shadwell's The Squire of Alsatia (1688) performed one night at the Little Haymarket. 
25 Information from E 112/i223, no. 2965. 

26 Publication delayed three years. 
27 Plus £200 special payment for theatrical rights paid by Garrick and Lacy for the winter company. 

28 30 guineas for a first impression of 1500 copies; 20 guineas to be paid for a second impression (duly given on 3 April 1762). 

29 Murphy had Vaillant print No One's Enemy but his Own and What We Must All Come To on commission. As of 1775, his profits on the two 
plays totalled £8 u (P.R.O. E 112/I649, no. 2392). 

3° Foot, Life of Arthur Murphy, 308, is the source for Zenobia and The Grecian Daughter. 

31 "I sold the copy right to Griffin ... for £!50 and if he told the truth when he boasted of having vended 12,000 copies, he did not make a bad 
bargain" (Cumberland, Memoirs, 220). 
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1772 Murphy Grecian Daughter Griffin £105 unkn. £561 hen Foot 
Nov 1773 Murphy Alzuma Lowndes £105 unkn. £272 hen 38,728 
19 Nov 1773 Thompson Fair Quaker of Deal32 Lowndes 20 gun. post 38,728 
22 Aug 1775 Bridges Dutchman Lowndes IO gun. post alp 38,728 
18 Dec 1776 Ayscough Semiramis J. Dodsley £10033 post £3u ben Dodsley 
7 Feb 1777 Dibdin Seraglio pd by theatre fao post alp account 
Aug 1779 O'Keeffe Son-in-Law pd by theatre £40 post a/p Hay O'Keeffe 
16 June 1780 *Cowley Belle's Stratagem pd by theatre £100 post account 34 

25Nov 1780 Dibdin Islanders pd by theatre £120 unkn. £r85 hen account 
June 1781 O'Keeffe Dead Alive pd by theatre £40 unkn. a/p Hay O'Keeffe 
Sep 1781 O'Keeffe Agreeable Surprise pd by theatre £40 unkn. a/p Hay O'Keeffe 
3 Feb 1783 *Cowley Which is the Man? Dilly £50 post 3 benefits report 35 

Dec 1783 O'Keeffe Friar Bacon pd by theatre £50 unkn. a/p account 
21 Feb 1784 Andrews Reparation Lowndes 50 gun. post £r44 hen 38,728 
22 Oct 1785 *Inchbald Appearance is against Robinson £30 unkn. a/p Inchbald 
March 1786 Delap Captives Cadell £100 pre £34 hen report 36 

May1787 *Inchbald Midnight Hour pd by theatre £31 IOS pre? a/p account 
Oct 1787 O'Keeffe Farmer pd by theatre £50 unkn. a/p O'Keeffe 
29 Feb 1788 Cobb Love in the East Lowndes 120 gun. post £r25 hen 38,728 
Apr 1788 *lnchbald Animal Magnetism pd by theatre £38 unkn. a/p account 
12 Aug 1788 Rose Quarter of an Hour Lowndes IO gun. 37 post alp 38,728 
Feb 1789 O'Keeffe Toy pd by theatre £50 unkn. O'Keeffe 

22 Jun 1789 Oulton Perseverance and post a/p 
As it should be Lowndes 15 gun.38 post inter. Hay 38,728 

Nov1789 Cobb Haunted Tower pd by theatre £210 unkn. £255 hen account 
Apr 1790 Hoare No Song No Supper pd by theatre £63 pre a/p account 

Jan 1791 Cobb Siege ofBelgrade39 pd by theatre £210 post £478 hen account 

Apr 1791 O'Keeffe Wild Oats pd by theatre £r50?40 unkn. £300 hen O'Keeffe 

32 Revision of Charles Shadwell' s play of 1710. Lowndes contracted also to pay Thompson "the ten Guineas that shall first arise as profits from 
the said play" (Add. MS 38,728, fol. 198). 

33 Plus an additional £50 if it ran 15 nights in its first season, but it ran only rr. 
34 Payment was "for suspending publication." The play was published in London on 9 April 1782 after being pirated in Dublin in 1781. 
35 MS in the Harvard Theatre Collection. 
36 "Cadell bought this sublime piece before it appeared, for fifty pounds, agreeing to make it a hundred on its third representation." Kemble to 

Malone, quoted in the 1860 Life of Malone (London Stage, Part 5, 2:870). 

37 The price was 5 guineas plus "one guinea per Night" for every performance "at the [Little] Haymarket Theatre this season above nine and 
under fifteen." The piece ran 14 times and Rose signed a receipt for the extra 5 guineas. 

38 Oulton received 15 guineas for two short pieces. Perseverance was apparently never printed. 
39 Copyright of the music was evidently even more valuable. The Oracle of 14 January 1791 reports that Storace received 500 guineas for 

publication rights to the music, a claim repeated in The Times of 15 January and the Gazetteer of 5 February. A generation later W. T. Parke 
claimed that Storace got £r,ooo. See his Musical Memoirs, 2 vols. (London: Colburn and Bentley, 1830), 1:135. Jane Girdham, English Opera in Late 
Eighteenth-Century London: Stephen Storace at Drury Lane (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 90, says that "even the latter figure would not have 
been inordinately large," but we find the 500 guinea figure reported at the time vastly more plausible. 

40 O'Keeffe says (2:159) that he received 450 guineas total; from other cases we have presumed that £r50 was for copyright. 



Playwrights' Remuneration in Eighteenth-Century London 

Figure 27. Receipt acknowledging payment for the copyright of Hannah Cowley's Which is the Mau?, dated 3 February 1783. The publisher paid Cowley only £50 for her 
comedy, which had received its premiere a year earlier on 9 February 17 82 and enjoyed 23 performances its first season. Five editions had been published by the end of the century. 
Harvard Theatre Collection. 
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Apr 1792 Richardson Fugitive pd by theatre froo unkn. £561 ben account4 1 

Nov 1792 Cobb Pirates "by theatre" £210 unkn. £120 ben report 42 

Jan 1793 *lnchbald Every One Has his 
Fault Robinson froo unkn. £600 ben account43 

Apr 1793 Reynolds How to Grow Rich Longman £125? unkn. £493 ben account 44 

Nov 1793 O'Keeffe World in a Village Debrett £r50 unkn. £87 ben O'Keeffe 
Jan 1796 Morton Way to get Married pd by theatre £r40 unkn. £400 perf account 
Nov1796 Morton Cure for the Heart pd by theatre £r50 unkn. £400 perf account 

Jan 1798 Morton Secrets Worth 
Knowing pd by theatre £r50 unkn. £300 perf account 

May 1798 Thompson Stranger pd by theatre £50 unkn. £400 perf account45 

Oct 1798 *Inch bald Lovers Vows Robinson £r50?46 post £570 perf lnchbald 
Dec 1798 Reynolds Laugh When You 

Can pd by theatre £r50? unkn. £400 perf report 47 

Oct 1799 Reynolds Management pd by theatre £r50 unkn. £400 perf account 

41 Deduced from Folger W.b. 422, fol. 86v. 
42 BL Add. MS 25,915, fol. 6 reports that this price was agreed but remained unpaid as of January 1802. We have excluded it from our 

calculations of totals. 
43 She claimed £700 total income (Boaden, 1:309) and had £600 from benefits. 
44 Deduced from annotations in British Library Covent Garden Playbills, Vol. VIII (4 May 1793) and Reynolds, 2:164. 
45 Folger W.b. 423, fol. mr. 

46 Boaden (lnchbald, 2:22), says that Robinson paid £r50, but later quotes a letter from Inchbald to Harris of 29 August 1799 offering him 
copyright of The Wise Man of the East "for two hundred pounds; which is the sum I received for 'Lovers Vows', at the late date of the twenry-third 
night" (2:25). 

47 Reynolds, 2:283. The play was published on 8 March 1799 (Morning Chronicle). 
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